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UPGRADING YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER

If you regularly use a PC, and are like most of us, you've probably been tempted to toss aside your old, or not-so-old, machine for one of the new, flashy Pentium models. If you haven't already done so, it's probably because of one of the following three factors:

The first is money. It is tough to justify spending $2000 to $3000, or even more, if your old machine is working, and working reliably.

The second is convenience. It probably took you quite a while to set up your PC exactly the way you wanted it.

The third is fear. While the error discovered in the Pentium's floating-point unit last year has been corrected and Intel is offering replacement CPU's to those who request it, the mere existence of the error has stopped more than a few potential buyers dead in their tracks.

Whatever the reason, if you are looking for better performance or more features, but are reluctant to just replace your old computer, there are some practical alternatives, especially if you own a 486 machine. This month, Popular Electronics begins a series of occasional articles that explores those alternatives. Titled "Upgrading and Maintaining Personal Computers," the series looks into ways to improve your current PC's performance and extend its useful life via simple, relatively inexpensive upgrades.

The upgrades covered are things that almost anyone can do. Among other things, we will look at how to add multimedia capability to an older machine; how to install or replace floppy- and hard-disk drives; and much more. In this issue's first installment, we look at one of the easiest and most effective upgrades you can do: adding memory. The story begins on page 49.

Carl Laron
Editor
First of all, because the tube's heater and screen grid would still be energized, the electrons leaving the cathode would (I believe) migrate to the screen. That could destroy the tube. Also, push-pull and single-ended output transformers are purpose-built and, for most intents and purposes, are not interchangeable.

D.S.
New York, NY

BEAM-AIMER MODIFICATIONS
Fred Blechman's article, "A DX Beam-Aimer Program" (Popular Electronics, January 1995) was very interesting to me. For 20 years, I did computer programming for a U.S. government mapping agency using geographic data. It appears to be a very good program.

As suggested by Mr. Blechman, I made several modifications to the program, in addition to modifying it for my Commodore 128 computer. (I also owned an American Motors automobile until two or three years ago!) I tried his suggestion of converting the input to degrees, minutes, and seconds, but it got too long. Besides, most maps that would be used for data don't show seconds. I also tried an optional input in degrees and decimal minutes, but it was also too long. It is easier to estimate, unless a large-scale map is used for data; then a calculator makes the conversion quickly. (I would suggest dividing minutes by 60 to get decimal degrees, rather than multiplying by 0.01667.)

I eliminated the "E" or "W" and "N" or "S" from the input, using a negative number for west longitude and south latitude. (That is the convention used by geographers and cartographers.) Even if I wanted to keep the "E" or "W" and "N" or "S" input, I would convert to negative numbers in the program, as it simplifies the calculations. The modified program will also accept longitude as a positive number between zero and 360 degrees, which is frequently used.

I also eliminated the need to input whether point B is east or west of point A, determining that from an internal calculation. (That was the hardest part of my programming modifications.) Finally, I added an option to calculate more points before exiting the program.

If anyone is interested, I would be willing to send a disk with the Commodore program, for the same price as Mr. Blechman charges—$5 U.S. and $7 foreign. The program works correctly, giving the same output as in Table 2 of the article on both a Commodore 128 and a 64.

BILL STILES, CET
4599 Jarvis Road
Hillsboro, MO 63050

Bill also sent along the listing for the modified program. Unfortunately, space prevents us from printing it here. If you are interested in obtaining a copy, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Beam-Aimer, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

—Editor

HAVES & NEEDS
I would like to obtain a service manual or schematic/dial-cord stringing for a GE model T2260A AM/FM table radio. All responses will be answered.

Thank you.
JAMES P. KOCH
3867 Kelley Circle South
Memphis, TN 38111

I am in serious need of schematics for a Gretch Fury model, tube guitar amplifier. I contacted the nice people at the Gretsch factory, and was told that the offices had burned down twice since their inception, and most, if not all, of the amplifier schematics were lost. I have also called the folks at Groove Tubes; no luck there, either. If anyone can help me, I would be happy to pay photocopy and mailing costs.

Thank you for your help.
MICHAEL EARHART
P. O. Box 181041
Arlington, TX 76096-1041

I need the operating manual and schematics for an Olson R-C analyzer model TE-189. Perhaps a fellow reader can help me. I will pay for copying costs and postage, of course.

Thanks.
ED ORTIZ
582 Rambla
Ponce, PR 00731

I have really enjoyed reading your articles since I picked up my first issue back in 1989. I've also enjoyed building various projects, which have helped me understand electronics. And it was Popular Electronics that inspired me to take the N.R.I.'s Industrial Electronics Course. Thanks for making that possible.

I went back through some past issues and found a circuit that I wanted to build. The article was "Build a Programmable Garage/Yard Light" (Popular Electronics, June 1990). However, when I tried to find the IC, LS7210, I was told that it is no longer made. I would like to know if anyone might have some LS7210's in their parts bins that I might buy? Again, thanks.

RUBEN L. GONZALES
1609 Willow Drive
Hearme, TX 77859

I've been given a Panasonic SW Double Superheterodyne Receiver, RF-B600. It performs well except that the frequency display doesn't work. Panasonic says that service information is unavailable, and so does Sams. Can anybody give or sell me a service manual or circuit diagram, or some clues? Thanks in advance for any help that anyone can give me.

MELVIN M. LEVINE
2 Meadow Lane
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
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World College gives you the skills, the knowledge, the power to take advantage of your best opportunity in electronics. And you can do it all at your own pace!

Without leaving home.
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By Marc Spiwak

MULTIMEDIA WATCH

Tiny Multimedia Toys

Multimedia comes in all sizes. In the past year I've seen some large multimedia accessories, including full-sized chairs (the Thunderseat), heavy speakers, and unusual joysticks. This month, however, I've got two items that are small in size but full of features.

First on my list is the Vivid 3D Plus from NuReality. I mentioned the Sound Retrieval System, or SRS, a few times in the past, and how it generates realistic three-dimensional sound from only two speakers using SRS-licensed technology; they differ only in features. What's more, they are all very small and won't clutter up your workplace.

The unit I checked out was the $99.95 Vivid 3D Plus. The unit accepts the line-level outputs from your sound card and drives a pair of powered speakers. The speakers are not included, but an AC power adapter and the hook-up cables are.

I've always liked the effect that SRS has on audio, and the Vivid 3D Plus did not disappoint. It is an inexpensive way to add a surround-effect to your multimedia audio, and since it is a line-level device, it can be used with regular audio and video equipment, too.

RENO

Media Vision's Reno portable CD-ROM drive is second on my list. Reno surely is a thing of the nineties. It's a sleek, portable CD-ROM player that doubles as a portable music CD player.

Reno is a double-speed drive with a very fast seek time of 180 milliseconds. That even beats many non-portable double-speed drives. It features a SCSI-2 interface and will work with either a PC or Mac. For PC use, it comes with a SCSI interface card; Macs have the SCSI connector built in. Reno comes with rechargeable batteries, an AC adapter, headphones, and a carrying case.

The drive itself is about the same size as a regular, portable CD player—maybe even a little slimmer. The back of the drive plugs into a SCSI-interface/battery-charger/AC-adapter docking station that links the drive to the computer. The docking station adds about 4 inches in length to the player. A SCSI cable connects from the back of the docking station to either the SCSI adapter card installed in a PC or to the SCSI connector in a Mac. An optional parallel-to-SCSI adapter is available that will let the Reno interface with a parallel port instead.

The player and docking station both have 13.5-volt DC input jacks that the AC adapter can plug into; the jack on the docking station is used when the two are "docked." Two custom NiCd battery packs install in the docking station, and one pack installs in the player.

When power is applied, Reno will trickle charge all three packs over a period of about 30 hours. The unit can be used while it is trickle charging. There is also a quick-charge mode that charges the three battery packs in about 7 hours.

The Reno can't be used while it's quick charging.

For portable use as a CD-ROM drive, Reno runs off the two packs in the docking station. When the player is removed from the station, it runs off its own single pack. The player is surprisingly light, even with the battery pack installed.

When playing a music CD, the player resists skipping even when shaken, even
The Reno from Media Vision makes a great portable CD player, but it makes a better external CD-ROM drive.

though a firm lateral knock can cause it to jump.

When I first heard what Reno’s list prices were going to be, I figured that nobody would want to risk carrying around such an expensive CD-ROM drive just to listen to music CDs. However, I’ve seen street prices as low as $275, and even without a sound card, at that price I think it’s an excellent toy. What’s more important, however, is that Reno is a fine CD-ROM drive.

NEW STUFF

I recently received the new 1995 Compton’s Interactive Encyclopedia on CD-ROM. It has been completely updated in its design and content and is easier than ever to use. Patrick Stewart from “Star Trek: The Next Generation” is a special on-line video guide. With street prices at about $70, it is both an excellent gift and valuable thing to have at home.

The Mega Movie Guide 3.0 from InfoBusiness has been updated to include movies produced up to and including summer 1994. Over 42,000 movie reviews are featured. Information on run time, rating, place of origin, availability on video, and more can be accessed. In addition, there are over 1000 in-depth reviews from movie critic Rex Reed. Almost two hours of film clips are contained on the disc. It lists for $49.95.

Activision has recently released The Zork Anthology collection on CD-ROM. The disc contains the five original Zork text adventure games for both the PC and the Mac. Zork has been around since 1979. It has a list price of only $19.95.

I’ve been receiving lots of new CD-ROM titles from Creative Multimedia. The Face of LIFE is a multimedia collection of classic images and covers from LIFE magazine from 1936 through 1972. Smithsonian’s America is an interactive study of American history. Who Killed Taylor French, starring Sheryl Lee from “Twin Peaks,” is fourth in a series of interactive murder mysteries. Sports Illustrated For Kids teamed up with Creative Multimedia to produce The Everything You Want To Know About Sports Encyclopedia on CD-ROM. Those discs range from $29.99 to $39.99.

If you’re curious about earthquakes and want to see footage of the worst such recorded disasters, you will find Earthquake from Sony Imagesoft quite interesting. The disc contains over 40 minutes of video and thousands of photographs and sells for $59.95.

I recently judged a bikini contest. I made up my own rules as to what I felt were important attributes for contestants to have in my contest. The contest was held on the screen of my PC with a little help from Jasmine Multimedia's Perfect 10 Bikini Contest CD-ROM. The disc is fun, and even my wife got into judging the contest. However, my wife's contest rules were different than mine.

Every so often a CD-ROM comes along that really makes having a drive worthwhile. Monty Python's Complete Waste of Time from 7th Level is an awful lot of fun—for Monty Python fans, that is. The disc is packed with screen savers, icons, and all sorts of fun stuff to waste time with. Priced around $59.95, this disc is a real gem.
900 MHz breakthrough!
New technology launches wireless speaker revolution...

Recoton develops breakthrough technology which transmits stereo sound through walls, ceilings and floors up to 150 feet.

By Charles Anton

If you had to name just one new product “the most innovative of the year,” what would you choose? Well, at the recent International Consumer Electronics Show, critics gave Recoton’s new wireless stereo speaker system the Design and Engineering Award for being the “most innovative and outstanding new product.”

Recoton was able to introduce this whole new generation of powerful wireless speakers due to the advent of 900 MHz technology. This newly approved breakthrough enables Recoton’s wireless speakers to rival the sound of expensive wired speakers.

Recently approved technology. In June of 1989, the Federal Communications Commission allocated a band of radio frequencies stretching from 902 to 928 MHz for wireless, in-home product applications. Recoton, one of the world’s leading wireless speaker manufacturers, took advantage of the FCC ruling by creating and introducing a new speaker system that utilizes the recently approved frequency band to transmit clearer, stronger stereo signals throughout your home.

150 foot range through walls! Recoton gives you the freedom to listen to music wherever you want. Your music is no longer limited to the room your stereo is in. With the wireless headphones you can listen to your TV, stereo or CD player while you move freely between rooms, exercise or do other activities. Unlike infrared headphones, you don’t have to be in a line-of-sight with the transmitter, giving you a full 150 foot range. The headphones and speakers have their own built-in receiver, so no wires are needed between you and your stereo. One transmitter operates an unlimited number of speakers and headphones.

Crisp sound throughout your home. Just imagine being able to listen to your stereo, TV, VCR or CD player in any room of your house without having to run miles of speaker wire. Plus, you’ll never have to worry about range because the new 900 MHz technology allows stereo signals to travel over distances of 150 feet or more through walls, ceilings and floors without losing sound quality.

One transmitter, unlimited receivers. The powerful transmitter plugs into a headphone, audio-out or tape-out jack on your stereo or TV component, transmitting music wirelessly to your speakers or headphones. The speakers plug into an outlet. The one transmitter can broadcast to an unlimited number of stereo speakers and headphones. And since each speaker contains its own built-in receiver/amplifier, there are no wires running from the stereo to the speakers.

Full dynamic range. The speaker, mounted in a bookshelf-sized acoustically constructed cabinet, provides a two-way bass reflex design for individual bass boost control. Full dynamic range is achieved by the use of a 2” tweeter and 4” woofer. Plus, automatic digital lock-in tuning guarantees optimum reception and eliminates drift. The new technology provides static-free, interference-free sound in virtually any environment. These speakers are also self-amplified; they can’t be blown out no matter what your stereo’s wattage.

Stereo or hi-fi, you decide. These speakers have the option of either stereo or hi-fi sound. You can use two speakers, one set on right channel and the other on left, for full stereo separation. Or, if you just want an extra speaker in another room, set it on mono and listen to both channels on one speaker. Mono combines both left and right channels for hi-fi sound. This option lets you put a pair of speakers in the den and get full stereo separation or put one speaker in the kitchen and get complete hi-fi sound.

Factory direct savings. Our commitment to quality and factory direct pricing allows us to sell more wireless speakers than anyone! For this reason, you can get these speakers far below retail with our 30 day “Dare to Compare” money-back guarantee and full one year manufacturer’s warranty. For a limited time, the Recoton transmitter is only $69. It will operate an unlimited number of wireless speakers priced at $89 and wireless headphones at $99 each. Your order will be processed in 72 hours and shipped UPS.

Recoton Transmitter (you must have a transmitter to operate speakers and headphones)..............$69 $7 & S&H Wireless products compatible with the Recoton transmitter: Recoton Wireless Speaker..............$99 $9 & S&H Recoton Wireless Headphones..............$69 $6 & S&H Please mention promotional code 185-FL-114

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day 800-992-2966

To order by mail send check or money order for the total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by enclosing your account number and expiration date. Send to:

COMTRAD INDUSTRIES
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113
At Home With Home Theater

The movie industry rates films by specific, objective criteria—violence, sex, adult language, adult situations, and nudity. The resulting ratings—G, PG, R, NC-17, or X—allow parents to judge whether a film is appropriate for children to view, and whether their own sensibilities might be offended by a film’s content. But when adult viewers are debating whether or not to venture out of their comfortable homes to stand on a long line and shell out $7 or more each—not including refreshments—at a movie theater, those ratings play a small role in the decision-making process. Most of us use our own “rating system,” based on the answer to one question: Is the movie a “theater” picture, or should we wait for it to come out on videotape?

The answer to that question is purely subjective. Some folks like to see comedies in a theater; somehow, they seem funnier when everyone else is laughing too. Other people prefer not to hear an audience howling with laughter—it makes it difficult to hear all the jokes. We know people who rush out to see critically acclaimed independent or foreign films, knowing that those are not likely to ever make it to the shelves at Blockbuster.

Some movies, however, definitely cry out for a theater setting. That’s why such a large percentage of box-office hits are action/adventure films—those movies have big-screen appeal. Frame-by-frame, the fast-moving action fills the screen, while the soundtrack fills the theater. Moviegoers feel as if they are right in the thick of things.

It’s no longer necessary, however, to go to a movie theater to capture that total experience. You can recreate the experience in your living room, with your own home theater. Virtually every audio/video manufacturer has jumped on the home-theater bandwagon, and all the equipment you need to set up your own home theater is readily available at your local home-electronics store.

The only missing ingredient is the know-how to put it all together. That’s where we come in. This issue of Gizmo is devoted solely to home theater—what it requires, what it costs, what features you should look for, and how you can connect all the pieces into a seamless system. Our home-theater overview is followed by hands-on reviews of several possible component choices.

GETTING DOWN TO BASICS

The goal of every home-theater installation is to create a theater-like setting: high-quality video to keep your eyes glued to a large screen, and a realistically reproduced soundtrack that makes you feel as if you’re part of the action. How that goal is achieved, however, depends on several factors. At the top of the list are the size of your budget and the size of your viewing area. Also important is the level of sophistication that you and your family prefer—do you want all the bells and whistles, or is ease of use a top priority?

Fortunately, there are components to meet every budget, every room configuration, and every level of sophistication. (See the “National Home-Theater Award Search” box for a look at award-winning systems in widely differing price ranges.) The idea is to follow some basic guidelines to create a system that’s right for you—and your home and family.

No matter how large or small the system, home theaters all start out with the same basic components. Front and center is a large-screen TV—27 inches or larger. That is augmented with a sound system consisting of an A/V receiver with a built-in or separate surround-sound processor and a minimum of four speakers. A Hi-Fi VCR and/or a laserdisc player round out the system.

As you can see, all of the components are truly basic—in fact, you might already have some, or even most, of them in your home. Be sure to take a good look at what
Why suffer from long lines, expensive prices, sticky floors, and noisy neighbors at your local multiplex cinema when you can get the same movie-theater experience in your own home? This Pioneer system, consisting of a 50-inch rear-projection television, a matched set of small home-theater speakers, a CD/laser disc combi-player, and an A/V receiver, fits unobtrusively in a family room to provide a comfortable, private viewing experience.

You'll also want to consider your existing television or broadcast-TV antenna. Satellite television—whether from a standard large dish or one of the new small-dish digital services—provides a significantly better picture and sound quality, and the most programming choices. For viewing prerecorded movies, a laserdisc player offers the best video and CD-quality audio. Next in line is a Super-VHS VCR; last choice is a standard VHS VCR.

As for your TV, bigger is not necessarily better. If you sit too close to a super-large screen, particularly a projection screen, imperfections in the picture can become so obvious as to become a distraction.

Television/monitor. This will be the focal piece of your home theater, and the item on which you probably will spend the most money. There are two basic requirements—the screen must be the right size for the room, and the set must be stereo—and three basic options—direct-view, rear-projection, or front-projection.

The optimum screen size corresponds directly to the distance between it and the furniture from which you will watch it. To determine the correct size screen for your viewing room, the first step is to decide the placement of the TV and the sofa. Measure the distance from the screen to the headrest on the sofa; it should be between four and six times the height of the picture. That translates to approximately 2.5 to 3.5 times the diagonal measurement of the screen. If, for instance, your sofa is 15 feet (180 inches) from the TV, the proper screen size could range from 52 to 72 inches (six feet).

Also consider your viewing preferences. Do you head for the front row in a movie theater for a total sensory experience, or do you prefer the perspective offered from the back? Select the largest size within the recommended range for that close-up feeling, or the minimum size to retain some distance from the on-screen events.

If possible, situate the sofa so that its parallel to, and centered with, the screen. The angle of vision is an important factor in viewing, particularly with a projection system. Try not to set any seating at an angle of more than 30° on either side of the screen.

When using your existing television in a new home-theater system, you might need to arrange the furniture to fit the screen size. In its “Consumer Guide to Home Theater” videotape, Dolby Laboratories offers a simple method of determining furniture placement based on screen size.

THE BIG PICTURE

In the video category, you will need one or more video sources, and a television or monitor on which to view them. The idea is to get the best and biggest picture for your viewing environment. That means select the best quality video sources that your budget will allow, and match the screen size to your room size.

Depending on where you live, cable television offers equivalent video quality, but more programming than you can get with a broadcast-TV antenna. Satellite television—whether from a standard large dish or one of the new small-dish digital services—provides a significantly better picture and sound quality, and the most programming choices.

For viewing prerecorded movies, a laserdisc player offers the best video and
Measure the width of your TV screen and mark off a square with each side four times that width. Ideally, the screen should run along the center of one side of the square, and the back cushion of the sofa (where the viewer's head would be) should be centered on the side opposite the screen. That might mean placing the sofa away from a wall to be close enough to the screen. In a large room, you might want to divide the furnishings into separate seating areas for home-theater and other activities.

If your room is large and you intend to buy a new TV to fit the scale of the room, one part of your TV-purchasing decision has been made for you—a direct-view set will not be big enough for your home theater. Mitsubishi manufactures the largest commercially available direct-view TV, a 40-inch; 35-inch sets are much more common. Although their size is limited, direct-view sets offer the brightest, highest-contrast picture, which is particularly important if you watch television during the day or prefer to leave some lights on. Larger rooms, however, demand either a front- or rear-projection set.

The 40-inch cathode-ray tube, shown being assembled in Mitsubishi's Braselton, GA, plant, is 31% larger in screen area than the 35-inch CRT pictured next to it.

Front-projection systems, which offer the largest size picture (up to 25 feet diagonally), usually have two separate pieces: a projector and a screen. Although placing two pieces might seem like twice the work, it's possible to install them so that they are practically invisible. Some manufacturers build projectors right into coffee tables. Other projectors can be ceiling mounted, or, where there is enough headroom, can be mounted on a lift that disappears into the ceiling when not in use. Screens, of course, can be rolled up and hidden in a soffit or a specially built cabinet; some are even remote controlled. Although it's possible to project the picture onto a blank wall, screens have special reflective surfaces to enhance the picture image.

There are two different types of front projectors available. With LCD projectors, the image produced by a liquid-crystal display is magnified for projection onto a screen. Other projection systems use three separate, ultra-bright picture tubes to create the three primary television colors—red, green, and blue—which are focused through a system of filters and lenses and projected onto the screen as a single, full-color picture.

Rear-projection sets also use a tube system, but the projector, optics, and screen are housed in one unit. Diagonal screen sizes typically range from about 40 inches up to six feet, so it's not surprising that such sets are becoming the most popular home-theater choices.

With rear-projection sets, however, the screen size is not the only measurement that must be considered. Although some leading manufacturers are now producing short-focus CRT's, which serve to keep cabinet size as narrow as possible, projection cabinets are generally deep as well as wide. It's important to make sure that the set will fit through your door and into your furniture layout. It isn't uncommon, particularly in custom installations, to build a false wall around the rear-projection set. Shelves to house audio and video components and front speakers can be set into the false wall, for a clean, unified look.

Once you've decided which type of television to go with, you need to decide what features you want. Full stereo capability is an absolute must for any home-theater TV. Picture-in-picture is now common; top-of-the-line models even offer two tuners, so that you can watch two programs without connection to a separate video source. Also frequently offered are on-screen menus for adjusting video settings, programming favorite channels, and otherwise customizing your viewing via remote control. Many sets come with universal remotes that can be used to control several audio and video components along with the TV. Some sets are, in effect, complete home-theater systems in a box, offering a built-in Dolby Pro-Logic surround-sound decoder; and a center-channel speaker along with the amplifiers needed to power the included front-left and -right and rear surround speakers.

Some front-projection sets, however, not only lack stereo amplification and speakers, but also have no television tuner. They are merely projectors that must be connected to a video source and audio equipment. Others offer built-in tuners, speakers, stereo amplifiers, and even Dolby Surround decoders. Some also feature "line doublers," which create twice the number of scan lines for a smoother, cleaner on-screen image that allows the viewer to sit much closer to the screen.

Yet another option in today's televisions is the widescreen set. Instead of the standard 4:3 aspect ratio, widescreen sets are intended to more closely match the aspect ratio of motion pictures: 16:9. They are increasing in popularity as more program material is becoming available in 16:9 format, primarily on laserdisc.

The formula for determining the distance between screen and viewer changes when you select a widescreen set. Because its height is slightly less than half its diag-
When considering what type of home theater would work best in your own home, you might want to take a peek at some of the systems judged the best in their categories in the National Home-Theater Award Search. *Video Magazine* and the EIA/CEG reviewed hundreds of entries in four categories—under $1500, $1500–$3000, $3000–$5000, and over $5000.

"While the more expensive home-theater systems often get a lot of attention, home theater is available in many price ranges, and people can install it themselves," said Gary Shapiro, group vice president, EIA/CEG. "Our contest's four outstanding, winning systems are great examples of the wide variety of home theaters that are out there—from small, self-installed systems to large custom-designed and -installed systems."

The entries were judged for originality and aesthetics of the system's decor and its components, as well as by the owners' written descriptions explaining what makes their systems special. The results clearly illustrate that home theater is nothing if not versatile. The possibilities are endless, and as individual as the people who create and use them.

Let's take a look at the four contest winners and their systems.

The system that Brad Tompkins, of House Springs, MO, put together cost less than $1500 in a house he shares with a roommate. For privacy's sake, Brad's bedroom doubles as his living room—and now as his home theater. His system, consisting of a Zenith TV, a Pioneer laserdisc player and AV surround-sound receiver, an RCA Hi-Fi VCR, and infinity front speakers, all fits neatly in one corner of the room. A pair of JBL rear speakers rounds out the system. Brad's small, compact system "has all the vital ingredients of an impressive, larger home theater."

Tito M. Famacion, of Daly City, CA, complained that his family's "home atmosphere was boring" until they set up a home-theater system from scratch. Their winning (in the $1500–$3000 category) system, complete with Toshiba 26-inch TV, Pioneer laserdisc player, Sharp Hi-Fi VCR, Bose front speakers, DCM center-channel speaker, Pioneer rear speakers, Carrera subwoofer, and Sony AV receiver, has changed all that. Now the family is "closer than ever, as we are together most of the time enjoying the movies and music from our home-theater system."

Donald R. Thompson, of Glenford, NY, faced quite a challenge in designing a home theater to fit in his circa-1826 post-and-beam house. It had to blend in with such decorative antiques as a pipe organ and a spinning wheel, and architectural details including a sloping, beamed ceiling and a huge, rustic hearth.

At the high end of the home-theater spectrum is the over-$5000 award-winning system, designed to resemble a plush, old-fashioned movie palace.

His solution: an entertainment center built into a wall of bookshelves, behind "Dutch doors" that slide open into an overhead pocket. With the doors closed, you'd never guess that they conceal a 46-inch screen. The system includes a Hitachi rear-projection TV, a Pioneer A/V receiver with surround sound, a Panasonic Hi-Fi VCR, Yamaha front and rear speakers and subwoofer, and Advent center speakers.

The winning system in the over-$5000 category is a luxurious, Victorian-style theater, complete with drapery and three rows of theater-style seats. Designed by Charles Clark from ASID, and Suzanne Hudson from The Design Center, Douglasville, GA, the system includes a Harmon video projector and line-doubler, a Stewart 100-inch screen, a Yamaha DSP audio/video processor, four Parasound power amps, a Mitsubishi Hi-Fi VCR, a Pioneer laserdisc player, and a Miller & Kreuser subwoofer and high-pass filter. Accessories include a Panamax AC line conditioner, Makita drapery motors, and a Macro Corporation lighting/dimming panel. Says the homeowner, the theater is "a constant source of entertainment." Its "unparalleled surroundings" are enjoyed by the entire family, as well as friends and church groups. Each contest winner was awarded a plaque and a Sony laserdisc player to add to his home theater.

The winner of the $1500–$3000 category in the National Home-Theater Award Search is this deceptively modest system in the Daly City, CA, home of Tito M. Famacion.

**At the high end of the home-theater spectrum is the over-$5000 award-winning system, designed to resemble a plush, old-fashioned movie palace.**
SURROUNDED BY SOUND

Video is only half of home-theater. Without realistic audio, the experience falls flat. In fact, the advent of a standardized audio system that recreated the sound systems used in movie theaters played even more of a role in the home-theater boom than the advent of large-screen TV. That system, of course, is Dolby Surround Sound, now widely available in its updated form, called Dolby Pro Logic. (For an in-depth look at home-theater sound, see the "Sound Decisions" box.)

Look for the Dolby Pro-Logic logo when buying a surround decoder. Such decoders come in several forms. You can buy a stand-alone unit or purchase a TV or an audio/video receiver with a built-in decoder. In general, if you’re building a full-scale home-theater/audio system from scratch, you’d look for a Dolby Pro-Logic A/V receiver. Dolby Surround Sound isn’t encoded only on movies and TV programs, such a receiver will allow you to take full advantage of the many compact discs and broadcast radio programs available in surround-sound. For a smaller-scale home theater, intended primarily for viewing (as opposed to serious music listening), you might consider an all-in-one Pro-Logic TV package. If you already own a large-screen TV and a good audio receiver, you’d probably opt to add a stand-alone Dolby Pro-Logic decoder.

Audio/Video Receivers. We prefer to use an audio/video receiver designed for home-theater applications. Besides providing Dolby Pro-Logic, such a receiver should serve as command central for all your audio and video components—TV, VCR, laserdisc player, compact-disc player, tape deck, satellite receiver, and speakers. It should also come with a universal remote, to make it easy to use each and every one of those other components. The A/V receiver should incorporate the amplifiers needed to drive all five of the speakers, as well as an optional subwoofer output.

Because the A/V receiver plays such an important role in your home theater, it’s vital that everyone in the family can easily learn to use it. (You certainly won’t want to be in charge of switching from VCR to laserdisc to CD player to Nintendo every time someone else wants to use the system!) If the receiver’s remote will be used to control the other devices in your system, be sure it has clearly marked keys and is easy to use.

There are a few other features that aren’t required for home theater, yet can enhance your system’s performance and/or convenience. For instance, some home-theater receivers offer on-screen guides to simplify setup. "Multiroom" receivers can control not only the home-theater system in your living room, but also can route video and audio signals to other rooms in the house. That way you can watch a ball game in the living room while your son watches music videos (played on the laser-disc player located in the living room) upstairs in his bedroom. Digital signal processing (DSP) is used to recreate the ambience of different listening venues. Switch to stadium for watching a football game, arena for a live concert music video, or club for a jazz CD.

Speakers. According to Dolby, the goal in setting up a home-theater audio system is to create a wide, diffuse, "cloud" of sound, so that the viewer can be surrounded by sounds such as wind, rainfall, or crowd noises. At the same time, you must create the directionality needed to hear a plane pass overhead, from one side of the room to the other. But the dialog must anchor your attention to the screen. It should not play second-fiddle to the sometimes overwhelming surround-sound effects.

It is possible to create a decent effect with just four speakers (front right and left, surround right and left), as was done in the original Dolby Surround sound systems. However, the fifth (center) speaker used with Dolby Pro-Logic creates a significantly more realistic soundfield—we consider five speakers to be the minimum for an average-sized home theater. In large rooms, additional surround speakers might be required. Regardless of room size, the addition of a subwoofer can greatly enhance the low-frequency response of the system, lending a rumbling realism to the roar of an engine or the pounding of horses’ hooves.

There is an incredible selection of speaker styles available today, including full-size, bookshelf, and in-wall models. Each has its place in home-theater. When deciding which ones are right for your system, you’ll want to consider where you will be putting them. Are you using a home-theater entertainment center that has shelf space set aside for the center and front speakers? That would dictate what size speakers you could buy. Do you prefer to keep your system as unobtrusive as possible? In-wall speakers would be the best bet, followed by tiny wall-mount or bookshelf units (perhaps ones that match...
World’s first wireless home theater system makes professional-quality surround sound affordable...

Now you can add surround sound to your home entertainment lineup with the amazing new Chase Technologies decoder that works with your existing stereo and an assortment of wired and wireless speakers.

by John Lindner

Let's face it. As much fun as renting a video can be, it's just not the same as seeing a movie in a theater. I remember the first time I saw 'Jurassic Park'—I nearly jumped out of my seat when the dinosaurs roared. One of the reasons movies seem so real is because surround sound makes it seem like you're actually there when events are happening. Now there's an incredible new device that lets you use your stereo receiver to get that same surround sound in your home.

The secret's in the signal. To get surround sound, you need to do more than simply add extra speakers. There needs to be a way of separating the signal from the musical score or movie soundtrack into distinct channels for each speaker. The new Chase Technologies HTS-1 surround sound decoder does just that, and in a revolutionary way that rivals the best Dolby Pro-Logic and THX systems available today.

Wins over critics. In the September 1994 issue of "High Performance Review," noted audio critic Daniel Kumin said "the HTS-1 can do quite a job of recreating a 3D theatrical experience...surround effects emanated with satisfying fullness...sound was clean at any level...with quite involving and natural sound ambience."

Plus, John Sunier, a leading authority on surround sound and producer of Audiophile Audition, a nationally syndicated radio program for audio enthusiasts, says, "...the new Chase HTS-1, when used to decode the hidden ambience in all musical recordings, definitely outperforms all the Dolby and THX processors (which could cost you up to $3,000) ...i am impressed!"

Decoding breakthrough. Last year, audio industry veteran Bob Rapport invented a new five-channel "passive" circuit for decoding the Dolby Surround™ system and added HTS-1 to your stereo, expanding the sound field of the room. Now there needs to be a way of separating the signal from the musical score or movie soundtrack into distinct channels. The new Chase Technologies HTS-1 surround sound decoder does just that, and in a revolutionary way that rivals the best Dolby Pro-Logic and THX systems available today.

Five channel options. The HTS-1 decoder can be used with two, three, four or five channels of amplification, making it the most cost-effective method for upgrading your stereo system to full home theater performance on the market. Best of all, the HTS-1 works with a variety of hard wired and wireless speakers.

In the front, most people use wired stereo speakers. Use your existing stereo’s speakers in stereo system to full home theater performance on the market. Best of all, the HTS-1 works with a variety of hard wired and wireless speakers. Use your existing stereo’s speakers or use any of a variety of wired speakers. Conrad also offers the Chase Dialog center channel speaker. If your front speakers are more than eight feet apart, adding a center channel speaker will help keep voices and sound effects centered on the screen for stunning localization and clarity. The Dialog is self powered and video shielded to prevent interference with your television set.

The Chase HTS-1 decoder is the most cost-effective method for upgrading your stereo system to full home theater performance on the market.
Wireless freedom. When it comes to rear speakers, you can again choose standard wired speakers like the Chase ELF-1s. But if you want to avoid the hassle of running speaker wire up and down walls, behind furniture, and under carpet, you can add the freedom and convenience of wireless speakers.

Recoton wireless speakers utilize a transmitter which broadcasts sound signals up to 150 feet through walls, floors and ceilings. The speakers can be placed anywhere; they plug into a standard electric outlet. This eliminates the need to have wires running from the stereo to the speakers, which can be a nuisance with surround sound since the rear speakers are often elevated or wall mounted.

Affordable option. Recoton’s W440 speakers allow you to add wireless rear channel speakers without compromising the sound quality that wired speakers deliver. Each self-amplified speaker contains a two-inch tweeter and four-inch woofer. They deliver 10 watts per channel for strong, clear fill sound. Their compact design (9” high x 6” wide x 5.5” long), make them the perfect bookshelf-sized companion to your home entertainment set up.

Audiophile quality. For the true stereo enthusiast, we offer the Recoton self-amplified wireless satellite subwoofer system. The satellite speakers in the system each bolster 25 watts of clean, distortion-free sound. The subwoofer adds a whole new dimension to your home theater with its 50-watt amplifier that’s capable of creating enough rumble to make you feel like you’re in the middle of an earthquake.

Even the most discriminating surround sound enthusiast will be enchanted by the abundant power and delighted with the full-range, first-rate sound from these black oak vinyl veneer speakers.

Easy to install. Every speaker option offered by Contraord can be easily installed with the HTS-1 in a matter of minutes. Just connect the speaker outputs of your receiver or amp to the HTS-1, then connect speaker wire to the front and rear speakers. When using wireless speakers, connect the transmitter to the output. One transmitter will broadcast to each wireless speaker.

Risk-free home trial. The best way to evaluate surround sound is in your home—not a showroom. That’s why we’re offering the 30-day risk-free home trial. Try these products in your home and if you’re not delighted with the the surround sound experience, return them for a full “No Questions Asked” refund.

HTS-1 surround sound decoder $99 $10 S&H
Please mention promotional code 711-PL-1113.
For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day
800-704-1211

To order by mail, send check or money order for the total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales tax.) Or charge it to your credit card, enclosing your account number and expiration date.

Contraord Industries
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113
Sony's SA-VA1 home-theater speaker system, shown here with a 32-inch TV, features two front tower speakers that include a Dolby Pro Logic decoder, amplifiers, subwoofers, and inward-firing center-channel drivers. Two rear surround-sound speakers complete the system.

HOME-THEATER RESOURCES

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC DESIGN & INSTALLATION ASSOCIATION (CEDIA)
9202 North Meridian Street
Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46260
Tel. 800-CEDIA30
For recommendations of custom-installation firms

DOLBY LABORATORIES
100 Potrero Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103-4813
Tel. 1-800-241-4115
"Consumer Guide to Home Theater" video; $19.95

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION/CONSUMER ELECTRONICS GROUP (EIA/CEG)
2500 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22201
Tel. 703-907-7600
"Guide to Home Theater" booklet; free

SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Sharp Plaza
Mahwah, NJ 07430-2135
Tel. 1-800-BE-SHARP
"Hollywood at Home" brochure; free

the color of the walls). If you want your home theater to be the focal point of the room, full-size speakers would be your choice.

If possible, all the speakers in a system should be of the same type, but that isn't always practical. After all, an entertainment center houses only three of the five speakers. You might not have room for free-standing surround speakers behind your sofa—in-wall speakers might better serve the purpose.

No matter which type you select, there are two important rules to follow. First, any speakers that will be placed in close proximity to a direct-view TV must be magnetically shielded to avoid picture-distorting interference. Second, your speakers must be matched, in both power and tone.

Of course, the easiest way to buy a matched set of speakers is to buy a speaker system that has been specifically designed for home theater. Many manufacturers offer such systems, which often include subwoofers as well as five or more matched speakers.

If you plan to use a pair of existing speakers for the front-left and -right channels, your best bet is to buy the same brand speakers for your center and surround channels. Again, make sure that they are tonally matched, and that the center-channel speaker is magnetically shielded.

There are also some basic, definitive rules to follow in placing the speakers in your viewing room. The center-channel speaker should be as close to the screen as possible, usually immediately above or below it. The right- and left-front speakers should be placed in line with and equidistant from the screen. The surround speakers should go behind the couch, spaced evenly to either side of, and just above, the viewer's head. If the size of the room demands additional surround speakers, those are mounted along the sides of the room, again, slightly above the viewer's head.

A subwoofer can be placed just about anywhere in the room. Keep in mind that the closer it is to a wall, the deeper the bass. The deepest bass is achieved when the subwoofer is placed in a corner.

SETTING IT UP

Before you even begin shopping, it's important to decide where in your home your theater will go. The obvious choice is usually the family room, because that's where you all tend to gather in the evenings, and that's usually where your audio and video components already are.

But does every member of your family enjoy watching video in the evening? And do you all share the same taste in video fare? If not, you might want to keep the family room an all-purpose spot—where one person can do homework while another plays a video game and another reads

How do you solve the seating-arrangement problem in a room with two focal points—a fireplace and a big-screen TV? Viewings Audio/Video Automation of Cincinnati, OH, took the "If you can't beat 'em, join 'em" approach, by placing the TV above the fireplace, and grouping all the furniture to face both.

Dolby recommends the above arrangement of speakers in relation to the TV and furniture in a home theater. In a large room, where the sofa is at a distance from the TV, side speakers could be used to fill in the surround-sound.
THINKING OF THX?

Used correctly, a Pro Logic surround system creates an authentic sound environment that will thrill most home-theater enthusiasts. Purists, however, might want to take it a step further, by using a THX system in their home-theater setup.

Star Wars creator George Lucas wanted theatergoers to experience his films exactly as they looked and sounded in post-production. But the sound systems in many, if not most, theaters were not up to the task. He urged technicians at Lucasfilm Ltd. to come up with a solution, and, led by corporate technical director Tomkinson Holman, they did: THX.

To meet the THX objectives—achieving clear dialog, a high degree of sound localization from every seat in the theater, and non-localized but pervasive surround sound—components such as the surround decoder, amplifiers, and speakers are matched to the size and shape of individual theaters. Where needed, acoustical modifications are made. As equipped theaters (more than 600 worldwide) are tested upon initial setup, and again at periodic intervals, to be sure they meet THX specifications.

Problems arose when trying to recreate THX-quality sound in home theaters, where the acoustics of a smaller room don't lend themselves to the sound, which had been processed for a large theater, seem unnaturally brilliant or shrill. Lucasfilm's Home THX technology, designed to solve those problems, consists of a controller, amplifier, and speakers that meet standards that allow them to provide home-theater sound re-creation as close as possible to that heard in the production sound studio.

Building upon Dolby Pro Logic decoding, Home THX applies three enhancement techniques to the audio input before the signals are reproduced. The system requires specialized equalizers and circuitry that modify the characteristics of Dolby Pro Logic decoded signals to meet Home THX specifications.

The first, called "re-equalization," is intended to compensate for the overly bright sounds caused when soundtracks that have been processed for playback in large theaters are reproduced in smaller rooms. Re-equalization reduces the highs to restore the original flat-response characteristics before the signals are amplified.

The second technique, known as "decorrelation," splits the mono surround channel into two uncorrelated outputs for left- and right-surround speakers. It is intended to reduce localization, which has been found to detract from the sense of envelopment, and to create a more spacious sound.

Finally, "timbre matching" strives to ensure that there is no change in timbre between the front and rear speakers. Because the human ear responds differently to sounds coming directly from the front than to those coming diffusely from the sides, even if the front and rear speakers had identical reproduction characteristics, the listener would hear a change in timbre. Timbre matching filters the signals as they cross between front and rear speakers to reduce the perception of a change in timbre.

Home THX equipment must meet the specifications for re-equalization, decorrelation, and timbre matching, as well as requirements for power amplifiers, loudspeakers, and interconnections. THX-certified power amps must be able to amplify the controller's signals to produce high-quality sound from the side outputs. THX front speakers are designed to aim sound directly at the viewers to assure clear dialog and pin-point sound localization. Dipolar surround speakers are situated so that the viewers receive no direct sound.

There is a debate raging within the A/V world as to whether or not that additional THX circuitry truly enhances the home-theater experience. There is general agreement that, when viewing laserdiscs produced by Lucasfilm, THX-certified equipment significantly improves the quality of the soundtrack. And some folks firmly believe that THX-approved gear is the only way to go for all home-theater listening.

But others feel that, while Home THX enhances the viewing experience, it can cause muddying reproduction of musical recordings. Yet another group thinks that those three additional circuits produce effects that are so obvious as to be obtrusive—not just when listening to music, but also when watching films.

The only way to know if THX is right for you is to listen for yourself—and then check your bank account. A Home THX-certified sound system is a big-ticket item. It can cost more than an entire Dolby Theater surround system, which includes television and audio/video sources. The least-expensive THX surround-sound processor is Kenwood's KC-X1, priced at $1,000. Prices jump from there to around $2,500 and much higher. THX-certified speaker systems also carry hefty price tags, typically ranging from $3,000 to $8,500, or more.

happens. For example, the dark ceilings and large windows can make it difficult to focus on the screen without being distracted by the view outside. In contrast, the deep red carpet and soft lighting in the theater create a cozy and immersive atmosphere.

Do you have a basement "rec room" that young kids use during the day? Perhaps using a THX system in this area would provide a more comfortable and engaging experience for them.

(Continued on page 21)
Larger than Life

CRYSTAL ONE LCD PROJECTOR. From Vidikron of America, 150 Bay Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302. Tel. 201-420-6666. Price: $7995.

A large-screen TV isn't an essential ingredient for enjoyable home theater, but it can sure enhance the experience. And for the biggest possible picture, a projection TV, such as Vidikron's Crystal One is called for.

Unlike all of Vidikron's other projectors and most projection TV's on the market, the Crystal One generates its image with liquid-crystal display (LCD) panels instead of cathode-ray tubes (CRT's). Historically, LCD projectors have not been able to match the performance of CRT models, but they are far easier to install and maintain. The Crystal One, however, approaches CRT-quality, and could hardly be easier to install.

The main problem that most users (and installers) face with CRT projectors is that the beams from the three guns must be converged properly—a time-consuming and somewhat difficult task. LCD projectors, by contrast, have only a single light source, which passes through LCD panels that are aligned properly during manufacturing. The convergence on our Crystal One was close to—but not quite—perfect.

The projector measures about 8 × 22 × 15 inches and weighs 44 pounds, and is intended to be mounted on a high shelf or suspended from the ceiling. The top of the projector is intended to be at the same height as the top of the viewing screen at a distance that varies with the desired picture size. For example, for a six-foot diagonal screen size, the projector could be mounted anywhere between 15 and 26.5 feet from the screen. For a ten-foot screen, the projector could be mounted at a distance from about 23 to 42 feet. The 2 × zoom lens incorporated into the projector allows the picture size to be varied.

The simplicity of the LCD projector, however, eliminates some mounting flexibility. For example, consider the constraint of mounting the top of the projector at the same height as the top of the screen. Mounting it lower and tilting the projector up at an angle toward the screen would result in keystoning, where the top of the picture would be wider than the bottom. A CRT projector can compensate for keystoning even if it is not installed at the optimum height. Typically, a mounting angle of at least 20 degrees can be accommodated by such projectors. With the Crystal One, it is possible to compensate for keystoning by tilting the screen toward the projector at the same angle as the projector is tilted up from its horizontal position.

Although the requirement for mounting the Crystal One at the same height as the top of the screen might seem an unreasonable restriction, it does have some advantages. First, it makes it easier to walk in front of the screen without getting in the way of the projected beam. Second, it makes the noise generated by the projector's cooling fan less noticeable. If the projector is still too intrusive for your tastes, you might consider mounting it behind a screen intended for rear projection. The screen can be flipped to its mirror image with a couple of remote-control buttons.

Just how easy is the Crystal One setup? For our tests, we installed the projector on a high shelf in the rear of a 16-foot-deep room. We turned it on, and adjusted the zoom and focus controls. Although we could have manually focused the projector, we used the zoom and focus buttons on the remote control instead. An on-screen display allows the projector to be focused even without a video input signal.

The entire procedure took maybe five minutes—and most of that was spent unpacking the projector. It took somewhat longer to set up the screen. Although the projector can project an image onto a plain white wall, we chose to use a flat screen—with a reflectivity of 1.3 times a standard white surface, the screen allows viewing in brighter environments.

The longest part of the setup procedure was neatly routing the audio, video, and antenna cables—all originating 16 feet away on the far side of the room—to the projector.

The rear panel of the Crystal One accepts video, audio, and antenna or cable inputs—a full TV tuner is built in, as is a front-panel speaker. In its simplest installation, an antenna cable is connected to the rear-panel F connector, and the internal speaker provides audio. For all practical purposes, that would be a nonsensical installation—a three-inch speaker can't support a six-foot picture. Nonetheless, we applaud the inclusion of the speaker for a couple of reasons. First, it is a convenient aid in setting up the Crystal One. Second, it allows the projector to be set up quickly in a bare-bones arrangement. For example, we could imagine some users popping the projector in the trunk of their car to take up to the vacation home, and others taking it to clients' offices for business presentations.

Rear-panel outputs are also provided for powering external stereo speakers at ten watts per channel. The internal amplifier can provide adequate audio in a pinch, but we wouldn't be satisfied with it in a home theater.

Stereo audio inputs are provided on the rear panel, as are two BNC connectors for video inputs, one S-video input, and an RGB input. The projector, therefore, can be used to project the image from a computer with a CGA card. A $1300 adapter is available for displaying VGA signals. An S-video input is also provided on the rear panel, and an additional one is located behind the control door on the front panel.

In operation, the Crystal One is a pleasure to use, thanks, in part, to the remote control supplied with it. A sensible menu system makes it easy to change the audio, video, and feature settings. In many ways, the projector acts very much like a standard TV. For example, it provides switchable closed-captioning, parental channel lockout, automatic channel-scan for finding active channels, channel display, and user-programmable station-identification labels.

The Crystal One provides a couple of menu options that are not found on most TV's. An operating-hours timer allows users to track the life of the projector's light source. The Crystal One has a 200-
The 200-watt metal-halide bulb can produce an image that is considerably brighter than most LCD projectors that we’ve seen. Although a darkened room provides the best viewing, it is not essential for casual viewing. Even in a room without draperies, we were able to enjoy the projector on all but the sunniest days.

The quality of the picture that is produced is exceptional for an LCD projector. The projected image consists of 455 horizontal rows of pixels, and 479 vertical columns of pixels; the pixel layout is in a delta pattern that makes them less noticeable. The projector’s horizontal scan frequency is 32 kHz, and a line-doubling process called “interlaced double-line addressing” makes the picture incredibly smooth by making the scan lines virtually invisible even when a viewer sits closer than the recommended distance of twice the screen’s diagonal size. No observable motion artifacts are introduced by the line-doubling technique. Our testing indicated a horizontal resolution that approaches 400 lines, which is ideal for enjoying NTSC video.

The screen was free of the “hot spot” that we’ve come to expect from LCD projectors. Instead, the brightness was almost perfectly uniform from side to side and from top to bottom. Differences were noticeable only with the careful observance of test patterns.

The only place where the Crystal One falls short of quality tube projectors is in producing a high-contrast ratio. Deep blacks are attainable in a darkened room, but in brighter environments, we could not obtain good blacks at what we consider an adequate, average picture level. Increase the average picture level to an acceptable level, and the blacks are not quite black, and the picture takes on a little bit of a washed-out look.

All things considered, the Crystal One projector can be an easy way to enjoy incredible video. Its superb picture, coupled with its ease of setup and use, is a combination that is difficult to beat. Set up the projector in your home theater, and you’ll never feel the need to go out to the movies again.

**Home-Theater Sound Central**


The TV or projection screen might be the first thing that you notice about a home theater, but the thing that determines whether you just watch a movie—or become part of it—is the sound. When we installed Carver’s CT-27V A/V preamp/tuner and AV-405 5-channel power amplifier, we became a part of every movie we turned on.

With its video-switching and audio-processing circuitry, the audio system is the real heart and brains of a home theater. In our setup, the CT-27V became the brains, and the AV-405, the heart.

The CT-27V is a Dolby Pro Logic audio/video preamplifier and tuner. It allows the power amplifier(s) that are best suited to your home theater to be used. It also allows the heavy, bulky power amplifier to be mounted out of sight. The unit measures 4.4 × 19 × 15 inches, and can be rack-mounted. Alternatively, the rack handles can be removed so that the preamp will fit in 17-inch equipment racks.

The preamp offers seven sets of stereo audio inputs: phono, CD, tape, DCC, laserdisc, VCR1, and VCR2. Video inputs include composite connectors for a laserdisc and two VCR’s. A composite output jack is also provided for connection to a monitor. One S-video input and an S-video output are provided.

Preamp outputs include right- and left-front channels, right- and left-surround channels, a center-channel output, and a subwoofer output. The relative volume level of the subwoofer output with respect to the other channels can be adjusted with a rear-panel rotary control.

Switched and unswitched AC outlets are available on the rear panel of the preamplifier. Unfortunately, they cannot provide sufficient power for a power amplifier, which is a minor inconvenience.

The preamp is compatible with the RC-5 remote-control bus, which allows remote-control signals to be passed among daisy-chained components. The remote that is supplied with the preamp can also be used to control a TV and VCR.

The CT-27V is an AM/FM tuner as well as a preamplifier. Plus, a CATV input permits tuning of stereo signals that might be supplied over your cable system. A total of 30 AM, FM, or CATV frequencies can be stored in memory presets. They can be entered manually by pressing the MEMO key and then entering the memory position. Alternatively, the receiver can scan through the band, stopping at any receivable station for about five seconds. The station will be stored in the next available memory unless the TUNING/SCAN button is pressed, the band is changed, or the reception mode is changed.

The preamplifier’s digital signal processing (DSP) circuits not only decode Dolby Pro Logic signals, but provide four additional surround-sound modes as well: Movie Surround, 3Logic, Hall 1, and Hall 2.

Our preference is to watch movies in the Dolby Surround mode, and to listen to music in plain old stereo. However, although they are not to our tastes, we can appreciate the inclusion of the other modes. Movie Surround, for example, allows the delay time for the rear channel to
be set for up to 90 milliseconds, whereas Dolby surround allows for settings between 15 and 30 milliseconds. That longer delay might be appropriate for unusually small rooms, so that the surround speakers sound as if they are located farther from the listening position. Under most circumstances, the long delays just create an unnatural listening experience.

The intent of the 3Logic mode is to improve the center of the sound field if the left and right speakers are located too far apart. The Hall I and Hall II surround modes expand the sound field and add reverberations. Under most circumstances, the effect is not to our liking, but it is undoubtedly a popular feature.

A matrix surround mode, in which a delayed stereo-difference signal is fed to the surround channels, is also provided. The rear channel delay can be set anywhere from zero to 90 milliseconds.

A front-panel VOGAL ZOOM knob is provided to adjust the presence of dialog in the center channel in Dolby Surround, Movie, and 3Logic modes. Left in its center position, the control has no effect. Rotate it clockwise, and the vocals seem to move forward. Rotate it counterclockwise, and the vocals recede.

Like all Pro-Logic decoders, the CT-27V includes a test tone for adjusting the volume levels of the front and surround channels. An input/output loop is provided for the connection of an external processor such as a graphic equalizer.

The A/V 405 is a five-channel power amplifier that was designed specifically for home theaters. Electrically, it mates perfectly with the CT-27V preamp. The amplifier can supply a total of 410 watts to eight-ohm loads: 100 watts to the left- and right-channel speakers, 110 watts to the center channel, and 50 watts to each of the two surround speakers.

The A/V 405 amplifier was designed following Carver research that led to the conclusion that the center channel requires slightly more power than the left and right channels, and that the surround channels require roughly half the front power rating. In the best of all worlds, we would normally prefer that all channels were equally powered. However, we can’t fault Carver’s design. Sounds remained consistent as they panned from right to left, or from front to rear. There was also no hint of variance in either the power level or tonal quality.

The AV-405 sports gold-plated phono jacks, heavy-duty 5-way binding posts for speaker outputs, intermodulation distortion ratings of less than 0.1%, and total harmonic distortion of less than 0.2%.

By themselves, both the CT-27V and AV-405 are admirable performers. Together, they’re a formidable combination for any home theater.

---

**Up Front and Center and Surround**

**SYSTEM 250 HOME-THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM.** From Atlantic Technology International, 343 Vanderbilt Avenue, Newton, MA 02162. Tel. 617-762-6300. Price: System 250, $1446; 251 LR front-channel speakers, $299 per pair; 253 center-channel speaker, $279.95; 254 SR surround speakers, $299 per pair.

The importance of the speakers in a home-theater system cannot be overstated. They can pull the listener into the movie, making the experience a thrill, or they can turn an excellent film into washed-out fare.

For example, the front speakers in a home-theater must create a realistic sound field that draws the listener’s attention to the screen. Their imaging must be precise, and they must be consistent from right to left.

In a movie theater—which is what a home theater should strive to emulate—most of the sound comes from speakers that are located directly behind the acoustically transparent screen. The reason, of course, is that most of the dialog and action takes place on the screen, so the sound should come from there as well.

In many homes, the front speakers for the TV are located on either side of the screen. That’s not too much of a compromise if the screen is small and the viewer is sitting centered between the speakers. Sit off to one of the sides, however, and the sounds that should be coming from off-screen will instead seem to be coming from the speaker you’re sitting near. If your speakers can be localized, you know that your home-theater experience is not what it could be—you are watching and listening to a movie instead of becoming part of it.

A Dolby Pro Logic A/V receiver will provide a “phantom” mode that allows the two front speakers to create what sounds like a realistic center channel. It does eliminate the “hole in the middle,” but can’t create the realistic soundfield that three speakers can. Remember: about three quarters of a movie’s sound comes from the center channel.

Unfortunately, you can’t take just any speaker and make it a center-channel speaker. First off, the center-channel speaker should be placed as close as practical to the video screen, so if you have a direct-view TV set, you must get a magnetically shielded center-channel speaker.

Second, the center-channel speaker must acoustically match the right- and left-channel speakers so that dialog sounds natural as it is panned across the screen, and so all sounds maintain their tonal balance as they move from one side to another. That is the most difficult problem that faces people who want to use their existing stereo speakers in their home theater.

It is possible, of course, to get a decent match even with speakers from different manufacturers. Speakers built specifically for the task—such as Atlantic Technology’s 251-LR front-channel speakers and 253-C center-channel speakers—will do a better job.

The 251-LR front-channel speakers feature two 4-inch woofers and a ¾-inch dome tweeter and deliver a frequency response of 80 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 3 dB. Their nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The 253-C features the same driver configuration, and the same power-handling capability (150 watts). The most obvious difference between the speakers is that the 253-C’s cabinet is narrower so that it can be placed horizontally on top of a TV. A special base that is supplied with the speaker allows it to be "aimed" at the listening position for optimum sound.

There are a couple of other, more important differences that make the 253-C a dedicated center-channel speaker. First, the speaker has an adjustable midrange...
timbre, so that it can be a better sonic match for whatever speakers you have for your left and right channels. The control, on the speaker's rear panel, has a position labeled "251" that automatically matches the 253-C to Atlantic Technology front speakers. Even if your front speakers are from a different manufacturer, obtaining a good match is surprisingly easy: Just turn the control as you listen to the test tone (hiss) from a Pro Logic decoder until the speakers sound identical.

A second control on the speaker's rear panel allows the high-frequency level to be adjusted. That can also be used to match the left and right speaker characteristics. But it also can be used to compensate for the brightness of most movie soundtracks. (The high frequencies are usually boosted to compensate for the absorption of the movie screen.)

Although most of the action takes place in the middle and high frequencies, some of the most dramatic sounds come from the low frequencies. That's where Atlantic Technology's 252 PBM powered bass module comes into play.

The 252 PBM powered bass module is versatile enough to fit in virtually any home theater.

The 252 PBM is incredibly versatile and can become a part of virtually any home-theater system. First, it can operate in what Atlantic Technology calls a "passive" mode, in which the internal amplifiers power only the subwoofer with 90 watts. In that mode, the speaker outputs of an A/V receiver are fed directly to the subwoofer's input. The front left- and right-channel speakers can be connected to the subwoofer's passive speaker outputs. In a second passive mode, the line-level subwoofer output of the A/V receiver is fed to one of the line-level inputs of the subwoofer module.

In the powered modes, the internal amplifiers provide amplified outputs for the right- and left-channel speakers as well as for the subwoofer. The amplifier configuration in the powered mode is $3 \times 40$ watts.

The module's crossover point can be selected with the flip of a switch as either 80 Hz or 120 Hz. The 80-Hz position provides the most accurate, natural-sounding bass. With a 120-Hz crossover, the bass sounds excessively boomy. The driver element is a 12-inch, long-throw, polypropylene woofer.

Of course, not all of the drama in a movie's soundtrack occurs in the deep bass or the center channel. Some of it should come from all around you via the surround channel.

Most of the sounds in the surround channel, however, are not intended to be localized or even consciously noticed. Instead, they are supposed to wash over the listener, providing ambiance and fill. The only time you should ever be able to localize on the surround channel is when directional information is deliberately placed there—such as when an airplane or spaceship flies overhead from the back to the front.

In movie theaters, the surround speakers are located along the side walls and in the rear. In home theaters, the surround channel is usually reproduced by a pair of speakers in the rear of the room. If they are not placed correctly, however, they can reduce the realism of the surround experience. Unlike most speakers, the surround speakers should not be mounted at ear level and they should not, in most cases, even face the listening position! Such considerations become difficult as people increasingly choose to wall mount their speakers. Atlantic Technology's Model 254 SR, which is intended for on-wall or in-wall mounting, solves the dilemma with a pair of 3½-inch surround drivers that are mounted on a curved front baffle that protrudes slightly out from the front of the speaker (or the wall). The 3½-inch drivers are angled outward to the left and right so that they will disperse the sound widely throughout the listening room. A third driver, a 4-inch long-throw woofer, increases the low bass response down to 50 Hz, and improves the power-handling capability to 150 watts.

The driver-mounting scheme does give the speakers wide dispersion characteristics. They produce a surround field that fills the room, and they cannot be localized almost regardless of where they are mounted. That allows for a great deal of mounting flexibility. They can be placed on a bookshelf, mounted on speaker stands, mounted on a wall, or recessed into the wall. (Brackets for new-construction and retrofit mounting are available for $99.)

The individual members of Atlantic Technology's System 250 performed admirably. The real strength, however, is how the components performed together. For movies, the six speakers became one, filling the room with sound that came from where it was supposed to. When T-Rex was pounding along in Jurassic Park, we could feel the footsteps. And that's what home theater is all about.

HOME THEATER
(Continued from page 17)

CURTAINS UP!

Now that you've put it all together, it's time to reap the benefits of home theater—and there are many. At the top of the list, of course, is the convenience of watching films in the comfort and privacy of your own home. But there are other perks as well.

First, after the initial capital outlay required to set up your home theater, the money savings can be substantial. At $7 a head, it costs a family of four $28 before snacks to go out to the movies. Add in $4 for a bucket of popcorn and $1.50 each for sodas, and you can easily approach $40 for the evening's entertainment. Compare that to the $3 or so charged by your local video-rental shop, and the price of some microwave popcorn and a two-liter bottle of cola!

Second, with your own home theater, what you see (and hear) is what you get. You know what quality you can expect from the sound system and the video components. You don't have to worry that the seats will be uncomfortable, that the room will smell funny, that your feet will stick to the floor, that the temperature will be too hot or too cold, or that the people behind you will reveal the ending of the movie before the lights go down. You'll never get stuck sitting in the first row, or behind a very tall person, or next to a very large person. In fact, your only worry is that you'll be so comfortable you'll fall asleep during the movie!

Finally, families with home theaters often report an increase in "quality time" spent with the kids, watching films together and maybe even talking about them afterward.

So relax and enjoy your home theater, knowing that you've made a sound investment in your family and your home—after you read the following reviews of some home-theater products, of course!
Dolby Pro Logic TV

The Model PV5269BT 52-inch rear-projection TV from Zenith Electronics Corporation (1000 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL 60025) features built-in Dolby Pro Logic surround-sound capability and the StarSight interactive on-screen program guide. The short-focus-length projection system allows the set to fit in a smaller-footprint, "Slim-Profile" cabinet (less than 25 inches deep). With built-in Pro Logic, no additional audio components are needed. However, jacks are provided for adding powered woofers and tweeters. Audio processing modes include "concert hall" and "theater" settings. Coming attractions can be seen listed on the StarSight programming guide, which also allows one-touch time-shifted VCR recording. Price: N/A.

Home THX Receiver

Technics' (One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094) Model SA-TXI1000 Home THX receiver boasts the full complement of THX-certified sound-enhancing features. Relying on Dolby Pro Logic circuitry to steer signals to four channels, in home-theater mode, the receiver pumps out 120 watts to each of the three front channels, plus an additional 110 watts to the surround channel. In stereo mode, it delivers 125 watts. The SA-TXI1000 uses Class-H+ amplifier circuitry: several different power supplies accommodate low and high power output, resulting in a more efficient multi-channel amplifier in a standard-size housing. It also assures that dialog will be clear and properly positioned, even when it's competing with music or sound effects, and that audio will move smoothly to follow the on-screen action. The noise commonly associated with other Class H+ circuits has been eliminated through the use of three patented operations. The SA-TXI1000 provides 30 AM or FM station presets, and can handle up to three audio and four video inputs. Two S-Video jacks are provided, as is a subwoofer output. A built-in "help" function scrolls pointers across the unit's display. Price: $1199.95.

Dracula Unleashed

Following in the footsteps of Viacom New Media's (1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036) interactive CD-ROM movie, "Dracula Unleashed," is a combination PC- and Macintosh-formatted version of the Dracula Unleashed CD-ROM. The sophisticated horror movie offers desktop players the chance to test their wits in the search for the Prince of Darkness. More than 40 actors appear in 135 scenes—over 90 minutes of video—that are interwoven into a realistic narrative setting using Viacom New Media's proprietary compression scheme. In the game, players are transported to Edwardian England for a period of four days. They assume the identity of Alexander Morris (brother of Quincy Morris from the original novel), and must identify and destroy Dracula before he gets them. Price: N/A.

Quick Fix for Discs

Scratches or scuffs can interfere with disc play, but the CD Repair Kit from Disk-Tek, Inc. (2345 South Federal Blvd., Suite 125, Denver, CO 80219) is said to restore the original play quality of scratched audio CD's, laserdiscs, CD-ROM's, Photo CD's, karaoke discs, and all forms of interactive CD's. The two-step maintenance system is easy to use and will improve disc quality without harsh chemicals, toxins, or petroleum distillates. The CD Repair Kit includes the CD cleaner, which safely removes dust and dirt, CD polish, which permanently restores the surface of the disc to its original transparency, removing fine scratches and minor abrasions; and a disposable, non-abrasive, lint-free cloth. Up to 50 discs can be repaired with the kit. Price: $9.99.
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SILENT SAM
TURN-SIGNAL REMINDER

Prevent accidents, and nasty stares, with this automobile accessory.

Automobiles of today are a far cry from what they were years ago, at least as far as electronic accessories are concerned. You'll find cars equipped with heated seats and mirrors, headlight wipers, CD players...you name it. But we actually came across an automobile accessory that is not available as factory equipment in any passenger car that we know of. That's surprising, because the feature that this accessory offers makes so much sense that all cars should come equipped with it.

The Silent Sam Turn-Signal Reminder, or TSR, installs in your car and beeps to remind you that you've left your turn signal on—which, besides being a hazard to other motorists, makes you look like a jerk! Silent Sam is cleverly designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, yet still remind you that you've left your turn signal on. It does that by sounding a series of beeps 15 seconds after you turn on your blinker, and every 10 seconds thereafter, but only if your foot is not on the brake pedal. In other words, Sam is silent if you're merely waiting at a light with your blinker on.

Silent Sam is very inexpensive, priced at $15 as a kit and $22 pre-assembled. There is also a "high-output" version for high-noise environments, such as inside a truck, that sells for $27 pre-assembled.

**The Kit.** If you're the type of guy—or girl—who always likes to do as much work yourself as possible, or if you just like building electronic kits, then purchasing Silent Sam as a kit is the way to go. But be warned, though, that less-experienced builders might not want to tackle the kit. A handful of parts must be mounted on a PC board that is about the size of a quarter. A well-seasoned builder shouldn't have too much trouble building the unit, but a beginner might be overwhelmed.

Four leads come off the finished TSR assembly, which is installed in a small, plastic, film-canister-type case. Two of those leads must be soldered to the terminals of the flasher unit in your car's electrical system, one lead to ground, and one to the low side of the brake-pedal switch.

**Installation.** Installing Silent Sam is actually a simple matter, as long as you can find the flasher buried under your dashboard. The flasher is, usually a small metal can with two terminals on it that makes a clicking noise when your blinker is on (it's actually a relay that allows your turn signals and hazard lights to flash). We actually had a hard time finding it in the 1986 Chevy Camaro that was used as the test car, as it was quite hidden. To find it we had to turn on the blinker and listen for it!

If the flasher in your car is located a great distance from the steering column, you can order Silent Sam with a length of wire separating the flasher and the alarm circuit. That way you have access to the flasher socket and can still mount the alarm near the steering column for maximum audibility—not that Silent Sam is hard to hear from anywhere in your car, unless your stereo is blasting.

If you choose to buy Silent Sam as a fully-assembled unit, you also have the option of having it pre-wired to a new flasher at a slight additional cost. That configuration provides the quickest installation, as you have to connect only two wires to your car's electrical system (one to ground and one to the low side of the brake-pedal switch), unplug your old flasher, and plug in the new flasher.

One thing that you might have to do if you buy Silent Sam pre-wired to a flasher is reverse the two leads soldered to the flasher terminals. That depends on your car's electrical system. To test Silent Sam, all you have to do is plug in the flasher, temporarily...
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Electronic Locks

This month's letters contain some digital-lock concepts. We'll get to those later, but first, let's discuss resistor tolerance. Like all else in life, no component is perfect. For example, a 100-ohm resistor is rarely a perfect 100-ohms. For that reason, resistors have a tolerance rating—a percentage that indicates the maximum error possible in the parts value. For example, a resistor rated 100-ohms with a 10% tolerance could have a real value between 90 and 110 ohms.

Parts values in circuits are seldom so critical that deviations due to wide tolerance are troublesome. However, there are times when knowing a resistor's tolerance is important. Resistors can be 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, or 20% tolerance units. Those values are represented by a brown, red, orange, yellow, silver, or no-color band, respectively. A gap separates the tolerance band from the bands that represent the resistor's value. The tolerance band is usually the fourth band, but it is the fifth band on high-tolerance units.

If you find a silver or gold band in the third position, it's intended as a divisor for the parts value, not as a tolerance marking. Instead of adding zeroes to the parts resistance value, it shifts the decimal point left so the first two bands can be used to indicate resistance values lower than 10 ohms. A silver band means you divide by 100, and a gold one means you divide by 10. So a resistor with yellow (4), violet (7), and gold (+10) markings has a value of:

\[ \frac{47}{10} = 4.7 \text{ ohms} \]

Sometimes you'll find the actual tolerance band followed by another band. That last band indicates the failure rate of the component. Failure rate is measured in percent per 1000 hours. Ratings are 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001; and are marked brown, red, orange, and yellow, respectively.

Well that's enough tutorial for now, but before I get to the letters I'd like to ask you all a favor: Please send in circuits dealing with NiCd batteries, the weather, or doorbells. I need one more of each topic to make a column based on it.

Simplified Digital Lock

I'm 15 years old. I really enjoy Popular Electronics very much (especially the Think Tank section). In the Popular Electronics, July 1994 issue, on page 70 there is an article titled "Build a Digital Combination Lock," by Jim Stephens. I felt that the circuit is a little difficult for beginners, so here's my version (see Fig. 1). This new lock provides a high degree of security while being very simple.

The heart of the circuit is a 4022 octal counter. When first powered up, C2 is charged via R5, so the reset input of the counter is kept high. That causes output Q0 to go high while all other outputs are low. With the switches wired as shown, when S4 is pressed, the BS170 is switched on via debouncing network R2/C1, and U1 receives a clock pulse. Also, C2 is discharged via R4 and D1, removing the reset signal of the counter, allowing it to advance. The time required for C2 to charge via R5 (i.e., to reset the counter), is the maximum time that can lapse before the next key is pressed. The above cycle is therefore repeated only if S8 (connected to the Q7 output) is pressed in time. When all keys have been pressed in time and in the correct order, Q7 goes high for about 4 seconds to drive the "unlock" circuitry (e.g., a relay driver for an automatic door opener).

The code shown is only an example; a builder can change the code to whatever he or she likes by rewiring the switches. The
code for the lock shown in the circuit diagram is 4-8-0-1-5-7-0. However, if a 7-digit combination code is considered too simple to crack, the 4022 octal counter can be replaced by a 4017 divide-by-10 counter. That will make it possible to add two more digits to the combination.

The quiescent current consumption of the lock is a negligible 0.5 mA, so battery operation is feasible. The circuit requires between 6 and 15 volts. It is a very interesting and inexpensive circuit.

—Goh Chia Chieh, Perak, Malaysia

That is super! I have one suggestion to make the circuit even simpler. Remove resistors R6–R12 (connect the outputs of U1 directly to the switches) and insert a single 45K resistor between the common to all the switches, and the R1/R2 junction. That has the added advantage of preventing the circuit from registering a correct entry if someone punches all the buttons at once.

A neat construction tip would be to connect the outputs of U1 (except for Q2) to one side of an IC socket, and the switches to the other side. A combination can then be easily set (and changed) by arranging jumpers across the socket.

**LOCK REVISION**

On page 70 of your July 1994 issue is an article showing a digital combination lock. The circuit was fun to build and use. I found it a little time consuming, though, if I or someone else wanted to change the combination, so here is the solution I used to solve that problem (see Fig. 2). I used the outputs of the 4042 latches to drive the inputs of BCD to decimal de-

...coders, which eliminates the need for the inverters and all but one AND gate. By using the decoders, it's just a matter of moving the jumper to the decimal output desired for each digit. Only the jumpered outputs will drive the AND gate to energize the relay. jumpered as shown, the code is 697.

Thanks for a great magazine.

—Rick Thompson, Niles, OH

Very nice. When I was a kid, I came up with a neat electric dead bolt. I started by removing the core from a small power transformer. The coil, which was used as a solenoid, was mounted inside a cabinet so that the hole in its center was vertical. A thick nail (the "deadbolt") was dangled from a cord so that the majority of its length protruded from the bottom of the coil hole. The door on the cabinet was fitted with an eyelet that faced the nail. When the coil was inactive, the nail dangled low enough to engage the eyelet, preventing anyone from opening the cabinet. When the coil was energized, the nail pulled up away from the eyelet to permit access.

**JACK LOCK**

I have just graduated from high school, where I majored in electronics. I've spent a lot time designing and testing electronic circuits that had a subversive nature. After having created a small handful of the circuits, I decided that it would be a good idea to make a simple electronic key to operate them.

Fig. 3. Only an appropriately wired plug of the right size will activate circuits with a non-shorting jack in their power-supply circuit.

I came up with an extremely simple key (see Fig. 3). A phone jack (the type headphones are plugged into) is attached to the device's chassis in a convenient place. The phone jack should have two terminals, and must be a non-shorting type. Cut one of the wires connecting the power supply to the protected circuit and connect it to one of the jack's terminals. Then connect the other jack terminal to the circuit at the point at which the wire was cut. That way, the jack acts as an open switch, keeping the circuit inactive.

A key is made from a phone plug that mates with...
the jack. The terminals of the phone plug are soldered together. When the key is plugged in, it closes the circuit, operating the device. If the power required by the circuit is larger than the jack and plug can handle, then the jack can be used to turn a relay on or off to control the load.

—Andrew Meyers, Ontario, Canada

It’s also a good idea to use a low-voltage relay if line-current is to be switched. You don’t want AC at the jack.

A stereo jack and plug could also be used to further enhance the security of the lock, especially if one combination of contacts are used to short the relay preventing it from working if a person sticks any old piece of metal in the jack.

FREQUENCY-BASED LOCK

The circuit I’ve included this time is a frequency-based entry lock. The system is formed by two separate circuits—a key and a keyhole. They key engages the keyhole by means of a mating pair of connectors (the type is not important although I used a male and female D-subminiature pair).

The key (see Fig. 4) is a tone-generator circuit consisting of a 4049 hex inverter CMOS IC (U1), switches (S1 and S2), a resistor (R1), and a capacitor (C1). The value of the tone generated by that circuit in Hz is determined by:

$$f_0 = \frac{1}{1.4 \times R1C1}$$

The keyhole is a 567 tone-decoder circuit that can be configured to detect any frequency from 0.01 Hz to 500 kHz. The frequency it detects ($f_d$) is set by resistor R2 and capacitor C2, according to:

$$f_d = \frac{1}{1/(R2C2)}$$

When the key is inserted into the lock, and switch S1 is pressed, a tone is supplied to the input of the keyhole circuit. If the tone frequency is close enough to $f_d$, the 567 IC turns on the relay (K1), which should be connected to the electronic locking device. (In my case the circuit controls a solenoid bolt, but you can use it to control a device of your convenience.) Components R3 and D1 are used to latch the circuit, so the output stays on even after the input tone is removed. When S2 is pressed, the system is reset. Switch S3 resets the circuit from inside.

Note: The accuracy with which the keyhole circuit detects $f_d$ can be set by changing the values of three components. First, R2 should be between 2000 and 20,000 ohms. Second, the value in microfarads of capacitor C4 should be:

$$C_4 = \frac{n}{f_0}$$

where n is a value between 1300 (which gives a detection accuracy of up to 14% of $f_d$) and 6200 (for an accuracy of about 2% of $f_d$). Finally, capacitor C3 should have about twice the capacitance of capacitor C4. Battery B1 supplies both circuits.

—Luis Balpuesta, Texcoco Edo. Mex., Mexico

Excellent piece of work. The use of multi-contact connectors makes defeating the lock a time-consuming affair.

Please send your circuits to me here at Think Tank, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

![Fig. 4. This complete lock and key system uses frequency matching to provide security. The frequency of the tone-generating key must match the one looked for by the tone-decoding lock.](image)
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What Do These Prestigious Companies Have In Common?

Aerovox
DC Film and N1 Suppression Capacitors, Aluminum Electrolytic and AC Oil Capacitors, EMI Filters

AMP
Electrical/Electronic Connectors, IC Sockets, PCB Switches

AEP
Miniature and Subminiature Sealed Connectors and Cable Assemblies

AVX Corporation
MLC, Tantalum and Thin Film Capacitors, Resistors, Networks, Integrated Passive Components, Transformers, Oscillators, Resonators, Filters, Micro Devices, and Connectors

BERG Electronics
High Density and Industry Standard Connectors/Subystems

CAROL (Carol Cable Company Inc)
Electronic and Electrical Wire and Cable and Power Supply Cords

Cole-Flex
Tubing, Conduits, Hose, Tubing, Splices, Insulation and Cable Harness Products, Power Cords and Cables

Communications Instruments, Inc.
CII Middieev, Relays and Subassemblies

COOPER
Bussmann
Fuses, Fused Fuses, Fused Blocks, and Fuse Accessories

CORNELL DUBLIUM
Capacitors-Aluminum Electrolytics, Mica, AC Oil, Film, MICA Paper and Relays

Dale Electronics, Inc.
Resistors, Networks, Oscillators, Displays, Inductors, Thermistors, Connectors, & Transformers

DI DANITON INDUSTRIES, INC.
Batteries: Computer, Cordless Phone, Laptop, Scanner, Alarm and Medical Antennas: Cordless Phone and Scanner

DEARBORN WIRE AND CABLE L.P.

EATON
Easton Corporation, Commercial & Military Controls Operation Switches, Relays, Displays and Keyboards

ELECTRONICS
Quartz Crystals, Clock Oscillators, Surface Mount Products, Programmable Devices

GERNSBACK PUBLICATION
A Gernsback Publication

CAROL (Carol Cable Company Inc)
Electronic and Electrical Wire and Cable and Power Supply Cords

GUARDIAN
Relays and Solenoids

KEMET
Multilayer Ceramic and Solid Tantalum Capacitors

KOA SPEER
Resistors, SMT Tantalum Capacitors Inductors, Resistor Networks, SMT Thermistors

MALLORY
North American Capacitor Company

M-tron
Quartz Crystal, Hybrid Oscillators

muRata
Fixed Ceramic Capacitors, Variable Capacitors and Resistors, Crystal Oscillators, Ceramic Filters, Resonators, EMI Filters, Hybrid Circuits and more.

Panasonic Industrial Company
Resistors, Resistor Networks, Ceramic, Film, Electrolytic, Double Layer Capacitors, Panasencments, Switches, Inductors, Filters, Resonators, Resistors, Thermistors

Philips Components
Philips Electronics North America Corporation

Quam
Loudspeakers and Commercial Sound Products

ROHM
Rohm Electronics Division

SELECTA
Switches, Relays, Terminals, Indicators/Plugs, Lights, LED Indicators, Test Clips, Test Leads, Cable Ties and Heat Shrinkable Tubing

Sprague
Tantalum Capacitors, Wire & Foil Capacitors, Resistor Networks, Resistor Capacitor Networks, Filters

Switchcraft
A Baytheon Company

What leadership in electronics is not just a matter of designing products better and manufacturing them better, but also of marketing them better. And the sponsors of this message understand that better service to customers requires effectively involving distributors as part of their marketing teams.

Distributor involvement means lower prices, quicker deliveries, and marketing leadership. So does the manufacturer's involvement in the Components Group of the Electronic Industries Association. EIA fosters better industry relations, coherent industry standards, and the sharing of ideas, which helps one another and serves customers better.

In choosing your component supplier, look for the marks of leadership-
availability through distribution membership in EIA.

Electronic Industries Association/Components Group
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., 11th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 457-4930
Fax: (202) 457-4985

Committed to the competitiveness of the American electronics producer.
Build the Sprinkler Guardian

Here is a rain shut-off for your automatic sprinkler-system that overcomes common problems, and can save dollars on your water bill.

Ever drive by a yard during the height of a rain storm and wonder why the sprinkler system was working? The answer is simple: sprinkler systems are on timers, and don't know that it's raining. If you would like to keep your system from running in the rain, you can do one of two things: you can either turn off your sprinklers every time it looks like rain, or build the Sprinkler Guardian described in this article.

The Sprinkler Guardian is an add-on unit that works with your sprinkler controller and turns off your system when the ground is damp. Using it can significantly cut the watering bill for your lawn. The Guardian also solves some of the shortcomings of a few commercially available sensing units.

Some commercial units that detect lawn moisture have this problem to contend with: when the sprinklers turn on, the probes get wet, causing the unit to shut off the sprinklers (because the unit "thinks" it is raining). That problem is usually solved by telling the installer to bury the probes 4 to 6 inches below the ground. Doing so allows time for the water to soak down from the surface before it indicates that the ground is wet and the sprinklers should be off. There are a couple of drawbacks to that. For one thing, it solves the control problem by adding more work to the installation. In addition, that type of sensing does not detect dry soil at the surface where grass roots are, but waits for soil to dry clear down to the depth of the sensors before calling for watering.

The above method also presents a problem with systems that have multiple branches. If the sensor probes are located in the first branch being watered, the probes might get wet and the second and remaining branches might never turn on. To avoid that, the probes must always be placed where they are in the last area watered.

Another type of sensing unit detects the resistance of water trapped in a small cup during a rain storm, and waits for that water to evaporate before it turns on the sprinklers. The obvious drawback to that type of sensor operation is that it has nothing to do with the amount of moisture in the ground.

How It Works. The Sprinkler Guardian can be used in conjunction with any sprinkler controller that uses standard, 24-volt AC valves. The add-on unit senses the moisture content of the ground surface, and if the ground is dry, the unit allows the controller to execute all the on-times preset by the controller clock. If there is enough moisture in the ground already, however, the Guardian will prevent the valves from opening.

The schematic for the Sprinkler Guardian is shown in Fig. 1. The unit obtains its power from the 24-volt AC power supply of the controller it is used with. That power is supplied to terminals 1 and 2 of terminal block TB1, and the AC is then rectified by the bridge composed of diodes D1 through D4. Capacitors C1 and C2 act as supply filters, while C5 and C8 are bypass capacitors. The 10-watt resistor, R1, drops the supplied 24 volts down to about 14 volts, which is input to U1, the 12-volt regulator. The output of U1 supplies a regulated 12 volts to the rest of the circuit.

The ground probes are connected to terminals 1 and 2 of TB2. Resistor R2 is used to balance the resistance of the earth between the two probes so that op-amp U2, which is configured as a comparator, outputs a high when the ground is dry. When that happens, PNP transistor Q1 is turned off, K1 is not energized, and terminals 1 and 2 of TB3 are shorted. Under those conditions, if the controller calls for watering the lawn, watering will commence. Now let's assume that it rains, and that the ground is wet. The resistance between the probes drops, causing the output of U2 to go low, which turns on Q1. That energizes K1, causing its contacts to open. Under those conditions, even when the controller is programmed to water, the valves will not open. That covers the wet and dry conditions normally encountered.

Now let's assume the soil is dry. Relay K1 is off and all is ready for the needed watering-cycle. When the programmed watering time arrives, the water valve is opened, starting the timed watering-cycle. The probes are wetted immediately and U2 goes low.
Fig. 1. The Sprinkler Guardian uses probes to sense the change in the ground’s resistance when moist. If the moisture is caused by the sprinkler system, U3, a 555 timer, allows the sprinkler to run for about an hour with the values shown for R8 and C7.

As the voltage output of U2 drops, a negative-going pulse is delivered through C4 to pin 2 of U3, a 555 timer, which triggers the timer into operation. The timer output from pin 3 turns Q2 off, which keeps K1 from closing during the time cycle determined by R8 and C7. That allows time for the sprinkler system to complete the watering cycle.

By the end of the U3 time period, the controller has most likely completed its on-time and has shut off. With the component values shown, the time period set on the Sprinkler Guardian is about one hour, after which the sensor becomes active again. If an hour is not long enough, the U3 period can be adjusted using the formula:

\[ T = R \times C \times 1.1 \]

where \( T \) is the time in seconds, \( R \) is the resistance of R8 in ohms, \( C \) is the capacitance of C7 in farads, and 1.1 is a constant.

A DPDT switch, S1, is used to place the circuit in either the "automatic" or "manual" modes. In the "automatic" mode, the circuit operates as previously described. In the "manual"
mode, the terminals of TB3 are shorted, effectively removing the Guardian from the system, and U3 is removed from the Guardian circuit, allowing R2 to be adjusted without worrying about the action of the timer. Note that R2 should always be adjusted with S1 in the "manual" position.

Two LED's are used to indicate the condition of the relay. When green LED1 is on, it indicates that the relay is off and that all watering cycles will be completed. When the relay is energized, red LED2 is on, indicating that the sensor is wet and that the demand for water by the controller will not be accommodated. Because the timer keeps the relay from being energized even if the probe is moist, it is essential to know if the timer is in its timing cycle or if it is off. Yellow LED3 is on when the timer is in its timing cycle.

Construction. The unit can be built on either perforated construction board or on a printed-circuit board. For those who want to use a PC board, a template is shown in Fig. 2, and the parts-placement diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Using the PC-board layout eliminates wiring mistakes, but might limit parts substitutions, because of physical differences in part sizes.

All the components are mounted flush on the board except for R1. Leave about a ¼-inch space between that high-wattage resistor and the surface of the PC board to allow better air-flow cooling. When installing capacitors C1, C2, C3, and C7, be sure to check that their polarity matches that shown in Fig. 3. Also, be sure to install the two jumper connections at the correct places.

The probes can be two 20D nails, with the needed length of insulated wire, solder, etc.
One of the first personal computers ever made available to the public was the $400 MITS Altair that Popular Electronics featured as its January 1975 cover story. That PC, to coin an unfamiliar term, had few options and amenities: memory was 256 bytes, there was no permanent storage, and it came without a keyboard. Not only that, but you were expected to build it yourself—it was offered as a kit.

Computers have changed dramatically since then, especially since the advent of the IBM PC. PC choices have multiplied and prices have plummeted so that computer technology is no longer beyond the average person's budget. But what went on before the 1981 debut of the IBM PC? Let's take an archaeological look backward at the many fascinating people and PCs that changed the computer world, and find out.

The First Computers? In this article, we'll loosely refer to desktop personal computers as PCs. That's fine, but exactly what is a computer? Definitions vary, but a computer is basically any instrument or tool for measuring, counting, or calculating in a variety of fields—architecture, astronomy, ordnance, electricity, and electronics, to name a few. However, a computer need not have anything to do with bits and bytes.

The ancient abacus is considered by many to be the first "computer." Before the Hindu-Arabic number system came into use, people counted, added, and subtracted with an abacus, which probably was invented by ancient Sumerians in Mesopotamia. The Greeks and Romans used pebbles or metal disks as counters, moving them on marked boards to solve arithmetic problems. Later, the counters were strung neatly on wires mounted in a frame.

The Egyptians, Chinese, and others also used the abacus. The Hindu-Arabic system of counting, which included zero as a number, made written calculations much easier, so the abacus passed out of favor in Europe. However, people in Asia, particularly in China, still use it, especially in business.

Joseph-Marie Jacquard's automatic, silk-weaving loom of 1800 is often cited as the harbinger of modern-day computing. Jacquard used "loom cards" to help control and automate the complex process of silk weaving. Jacquard's loom served as the incentive for the technological revolution of the textile industry. The loom, which could perform all necessary weaving motions, produced complex patterns just as well as conventional machines produced unadorned cloth. In 1806 the loom was declared public property, and the French gave Jacquard a pension and a royalty payment for each machine. The loom eventually gained acceptance because of its many advantages, and by 1812 there were about 11,000 of them in France. The loom soon spread to England and the New World.

Around 1827, the British mathematician Charles Babbage tried unsuccessfully to design a working "differential calculating machine." A later, more ambitious, 1833 Babbage design, the analytical engine, contained all of the necessary elements of a modern computer: there were input devices, memory (including a built-in library of often-used programs), a mill or computing unit, a control unit, and output devices. The design called for more than 50,000 moving parts in a steam-driven machine as large as a locomotive.

Buried Bytes: A History of the Personal Computer

BY KARL T. THURBER, JR.

A look at the people and devices that made today's personal computer possible.
Considered by many to be the first computer, the abacus was most likely invented by the Sumerians about 5000 years ago. The device is still in use in Asia.

Significantly, most of the actions of the analytical engine were to be executed using small perforated cards—an adaptation of the method already used to control Jacquard's automatic silk-weaving looms. Assisting Babbage was Augusta Ada Byron, Countess of Lovelace, said to be the first "computer programmer" because she devised a control program for the analytical engine. However, although Babbage worked hard on the analytical engine for nearly 40 years, he never actually built a fully working machine.

Early Calculators. Mechanical, electromechanical, and electronic devices that perform arithmetic operations automatically are called calculators. But the early calculators were strictly mechanical devices: they performed their computations using machine parts—drums, disks, and gears—powered by hand or (later on) by electricity.

One early, special-purpose mechanical calculator was the platform scale, invented by Thaddeus Fairbanks in 1830. Later in 1879, the first cash register was built by James Pitly, a storekeeper, to ensure his clerks' honesty. Six years later, Dorr E. Felt invented the comptometer, a high-speed, mechanical calculating machine. The first "bookkeeping machine"—an adding and printing device—was built in 1888 by William S. Burroughs, a bank clerk, although some credit the concept to the French philosopher, mathematician, and physicist Blaise Pascal as early as 1642.

Charles Babbage, an American inventor and Census Bureau engineer, perfected the ideas of Jacquard and Babbage. In 1889, Hollerith patented a calculating machine that counted, cataloged, and sorted information stored on punched cards. When placed in his machine, the cards pressed on a set of metal pins that corresponded to the set of possible perforations. When a pin found a hole (which was punched to represent some variable or characteristic), it completed an electrical circuit and advanced the count for the appropriate category.

The patent that Hollerith obtained represented the first data-processing machine. His highly innovative device was first used to sort statistical information for the 1890 U.S. census. In 1896 Hollerith founded the Tabulating Machine Company to produce similar machines and better exploit his invention, and left the Census Bureau. Hollerith's company changed names to become the Computing Tabulating and Recording Company in 1911.

Later, in 1924, after several mergers the company again changed its name to become the International Business Machines Corporation (IBM). IBM made punched-card-based office machinery the dominant business-information system until the late 1960's, when a new generation of computers rendered the punched-card machines obsolete. The digital-computing era had begun.

Proto-Computers. Vannevar Bush, an American engineer, is generally credited with developing the mechanical computer in 1928. His invention, the differential analyzer, was the first calculator capable of solving differential equations. The device calculated with decimal (not binary) numbers and therefore required hundreds of complicated gears and shafts to represent the various movements and relationships of the ten digits.

In 1939 two American physicists, John V. Atanasoff and Clifford Berry, developed a novel computer based on the binary numbering system. They correctly reasoned that binary numbers were better suited to computing than decimal numbers because the digits 1 and 0 could more easily be represented by electrical circuits, which were either on or off, plus or minus.

Further bolstering binary computing was the work of George Boole, a gifted British mathematician. He already had devised a complete system of binary algebra—Boolean algebra. Its two-valued nature could be applied readily to computer circuits. The digital computer was taking shape.

WWII Computers and Beyond. Computers really didn't play a revolutionary role in the world around us and in our everyday lives until at least the 1940's. It took World War II to turn the still-mysterious "electronic brain" from sci-fi folk into a household word. The war spurred development of all kinds of technologies, including computing, especially for calculation-intensive military projects. Fortunately for us, the Allies were more interested in computing than were the Axis countries.

In 1941 the German inventor Konrad Zuse produced an operational computer, the Z3, which was used in aircraft and missile design during World War II. An unreceptive, wartime Nazi government hampered his attempts to build what would probably have been the first electronic general-purpose computer.

Two years later, in 1943, the British secretly developed Colossus, the first fully electronic (vacuum-tube based) computer, to crack secret German military codes. Colossus was the brainchild of Alan M. Turing, an extraordinary English mathematician and logician whose theoretical universal computer, popularly called the Turing machine, provided the theoretical basis for the digital computers that were developed throughout the 1940's.

In 1944, working under a govern-
ment contract, Harvard mathematician Howard Aiken directed development of an early electromechanical computer. That was the Harvard-IBM Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, the first large-scale, automatic digital computer. It was later known as the Mark I, a sort of universal calculator that used clunky, electrical relays for calculations and punched paper tape for input. It used an amazing 3,304 electromechanical relays as on-off switches.

The Mark I contained over 700,000 failure-prone electrical parts. It was so large that it even had its own building in which to live at Harvard. Its primary function was to create ballistics tables to make Navy artillery more accurate. An improved all-electric computer, the Mark II, was completed by Aiken and his colleagues in 1947.

Because the British Colossus was designed for only one task, recognition as the first full-scale, modern, general-purpose, electronic digital computer belongs to ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator), the prototype for the modern computer. In 1946, John W. Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert, Jr., completed ENIAC, having begun work on it secretly in 1943.

Housed in Philadelphia at the University of Pennsylvania, ENIAC was a 30-ton monster. It contained over 17,000 vacuum tubes, used some 500 miles of wiring, and occupied 15,000 square feet of floor space. Even in that pre-solid-state world, however, it could perform an amazing 100,000 operations per second. ENIAC now is retired from service and housed in the Smithsonian Institution.

There were other early behemoth electronic brains. In 1948, Mauchly and Eckert completed BINAC, the Binary Automatic Computer, which stored information on magnetic tape rather than on punched cards. Another example was MANIAC, short for Mathematical Analyzer, Numerical Integrator and Computer; it was used to perform extremely complex hydrogen-bomb calculations. Remington Rand's prized UNIVAC, the Universal Automatic Computer, was used heavily by the Census Bureau in the 1950's.

**A Solid-State Age Dawns.** The transistor was invented in 1948 by the Americans Shockley, Brattain, and Bardeen, and their work netted them a Nobel prize in physics. Their invention also greatly facilitated electronics and computer development. Hot, large, and unreliable vacuum tubes could now be replaced by small and highly reliable germanium (later silicon) transistors that generated little heat yet functioned as switches or amplifiers.

A further breakthrough in computer miniaturization came in 1958 when Jack Kilby, an American engineer employed by Texas Instruments, designed the first true integrated circuit (IC). Initially, Kilby's IC was a simple germanium wafer that included transistors, resistors, and capacitors, the essential components or building blocks of electronic circuits.

In 1959, just six months after Kilby designed the IC, physicist and Intel Corporation founder Robert Noyce introduced a more practical version of the IC, using a silicon chip. His invention helped bring the PC revolution of the 1970's and 1980's closer, and it led to the extensive use of microchips in all sorts of consumer products, not just in computers.

By the early 1960's, many mechanical calculators were replaced by electronic calculators. Those devices contained IC's to rapidly perform mathematical functions. Today's sophisticated electronic calculators actually are dedicated, special-purpose computers. While there indeed are analog calculators, digital calculators are the devices most commonly thought of as calculators. They deal directly with numbers or digits, and they work by counting, listing, comparing, and rearranging those digits. Digital calculators include cash registers, adding machines, and hand-held or desktop electronic calculators.

To many, the 1960's were the glory days of the computer revolution. In that era, large computers—the heavy-weight, solid-state, big-business descendants of ENIAC, MANIAC, BINAC, UNIVAC, and the like, occupied whole floors or even buildings of universities and businesses. Mid-century America was full of big computers years before anyone even dreamed of calling them "personal." After all, no one but a tinkerer or an egomaniac would want a computer occupying every last square inch of his or her office, let alone having one that might noticeably sag his or her desk with its weight. But things were about to change.

**PC Industry's Incubation.** It turned out that in the 1960's and 1970's, there were a few visionaries who wanted desktop computer power they could control themselves. They wanted to forever dispense with the isolation, elitism, and centralized control associated with the large computers, called mainframes. Those early hackers and technoids who influenced the development of the PC predate what we'll call the 1970's PC incubator. At the outset, those PC enthusiasts were mainframe and mini-computer hobbyists.

Hobbyist interest in computers can be traced back at least to the 1960's when Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) introduced its PDP series minicomputer, particularly the "relatively inexpensive" ($24,000) PDP-8 mini. Also, in the mid-1960's, the ad hoc Midnight Computer Wiring Society of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) took shape. It was spontaneously and nocturnally convened when the current crop of young hackers needed to creatively work around MIT's extensive regulations against unauthorized tampering with its valuable digital computers.

What was emerging at MIT, Stanford, and other academic institutions with their bright computer-science students is often referred to as the Hacker Ethic. That ethic states, among
other things, that access to computers should be unlimited and total, information should be free to all, centralized authority is to be mistrusted, and computers are good in that they can change your life for the better. That ethic, which is still alive today in one form or another, is much better suited to the PC than it is to the mainframe or mini.

While all of that was going on, microchip technology continued to evolve. One of the most important steps in that evolution occurred in 1971 when an American engineer, Ted Hoff, placed the essential elements of a computer on one silicon chip, which he called a microprocessor. The Intel 4004 and the many CPU- (central-processing unit) chip variations that followed it, are actually the "kernels" that have operated untold millions of modern products and formed the brains of almost every general-purpose electronic computer.

Because the chip-sized CPU represented the very heart of a digital computer, computer hobbyists quickly realized that it was just a matter of time before computers would become affordable to the average guy or gal. That realization helped spawn one of the earliest computer-user's groups—the Homebrew Computer Club of Menlo Park.

Homebrew was formed in 1975 to exchange information, swap ideas, and work on projects related to computers, terminals, and various other digital devices. The club's real significance was that its pioneering, basement- and garage-fingering, hacker-oriented members strongly influenced the development of the PC on the West Coast. Homebrew also encouraged the formation of similar clubs around the country.

Between the efforts of hackers and the technological developments of the time, the stage was set for computers to indeed become much smaller and reside where an individual could control them, right on his or her desk or workbench. Let's take a look at some of the small "microcomputers" that emerged as a result in the 1970's.

**The Altair—A Revolution Begins.**

By the mid-1970's, the microprocessor and other IC's had dramatically reduced the cost of the electronic com-

ponents required in a computer. The first affordable desktop computer specifically for personal use was the Altair 8800, sold by Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems (MITS) of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The MITS Altair 8800 was the microcomputer that hardware hackers loved. Some consider it to be the first commercially available microcomputer, the one that truly kicked off the microcomputer revolution. Even though the Altair was advertised as a minicomputer kit; today we would call it a microcomputer. The term "PC" hadn't caught on just yet.

To keep the record straight, two other microcomputers actually pre-dated the Altair. One was the Mark 8, designed by Jonathan Titus; he published the details in *Radio Electronics* (presently *Electronics Now*) in July 1974. However, it wasn't commercially available. Rather, it was just a list of parts for the builder to obtain, not a complete kit as was the Altair. The other pre-Altair challenger computer kit was Nat Wadsworth's Sceibi-8B, which used the 8008 chip (a less powerful one than the Altair's 8080). The computer was dropped when Wadsworth suffered health problems and couldn't support it.

The $400 Altair kit (you could buy it assembled, but paid a much higher price) was the brainchild of enigmatic inventor, and former Air Force engineer, Ed Roberts who, incidentally, ultimately left the computer business and attended medical school. He used the 8-bit 8080 chip, announced by Intel in 1974, as the machine's heart. The signal bus on the Altair (the S-100) had 100 pins, which brought out every signal of the 8080 CPU. That made it fairly easy to add memory and peripheral devices for anyone who could solder well.

The Altair never became a commercially suitable computing appliance. For a user to end up with an 8K BASIC-speaking computer, he or she would have to spend nearly $2000 in add-ons for the machine. But the Altair did give a real boost to Bill Gates and Paul Allen, who licensed their version of BASIC to MITS, which enabled the Altair to actually "do something."

Some competition for the Altair was offered by William Millard's IMSAI, Inc. (Millara later founded the ComputerLand chain). They developed the IMSAI 8080, an 8-bit Intel-8080-based computer. While not identical to the
Altair, the IMSAI did use the same Altair-style S-100 bus structure, and it also had a cleaner design. The IMSAI made a valiant attempt to be a sturdy, capable, businesslike desktop appliance, one that even came equipped with a real user's manual.

IMSAI wisely licensed the capable Control Program for Microcomputing (CP/M) operating system for 8-bit computers from Gary Kildall of Intergalactic Digital Research, now owned by Novell, Inc. CP/M, generally recognized as the first microcomputer-operating system, made using the computer (and especially floppy disks) much simpler and more practical.

Polishing the Apple. Perhaps the Homebrew Computer Club's greatest influence was on the Apple Computer Company of Palo Alto. In 1976, two young computer enthusiasts and Homebrew members, Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobs, began selling a remarkably small and cheap PC, the Apple I, for $666.66. It was based on the brand-new, inexpensive ($20), 8-bit, MOS-Technology 6502 CPU.

Wozniak, known as "the Woz," was a gifted hardware hacker who built the Apple I for his own pleasure and for the enjoyment of his friends, unveiling it in the spring of 1976 at the Homebrew Computer Club. But expecting to actually sell a computer to a non-hacker user was risky business in the mid-1970's. That was a time when gaining acceptance for a PC wasn't an easy task.

Enter Steve Jobs—non-techie visionary, deal-maker, and marketer. He took the Woz's Apple I and his later Apple II and turned them into real, marketable products. Realizing what a user-friendly and good-looking computer the Apple really was, Jobs made a name for his fledgling company in the industry. The rest, of course, is history. When the Altair kicked off the PC revolution, the Apple defined what a PC was and ensured that the PC would be a commercial success.

The Commodore PET. The Apple II wasn't the only hot product around. The Personal Electronic Transactor, or PET, was calculator-maker Commodore International's first computer. Commodore introduced it at the 1977 Consumer Electronics Show in New York. The PET was the brainchild of Chuck Peddle, a gifted engineer who worked for the semiconductor manufacturer, MOS Technology. Commodore, under the leadership of hard-charging entrepreneur Jack Tramiel, presciently acquired MOS Technology to ensure it always had chips available for its use.

The 8-bit, 6502-based PET was quite capable for 1977, being equipped with either a 4K or 8K memory, a built-in green-screen monitor, a tiny keyboard that looked suspiciously like a Commodore calculator keyboard rather than the expected typewriter keyboard, and a built-in cassette recorder for data storage. The PET was priced at a bargain-basement $795, but the backlog for the machines was so great that you had to wait months to get one.

Sure, the machine was a little strange, typical of Commodore's offbeat approach. Besides the odd keyboard, all the ports were nonstandard, so you were locked into using Commodore-supplied peripherals such as disk drives and printers. Later, an almost-standard typewriter keyboard was substituted for the calculator model. But the machine only became suitable for serious business use when it metamorphosed into the CBM 4032, which had a then-respectable 32K memory. More on Commodore later.

The Affordable TRS-80. In 1977, Tandy Corporation became the first major electronics firm to produce a PC. They added a keyboard and CRT to their basic computer and offered a means of storing programs on a cassette-tape recorder.

The first TRS-80, Model I, Level I, was sold in August 1977. The pride of Fort Worth and designer Steve Leininger, the earliest Tandy Radio Shack TRS-80 (for Tandy Radio Shack) was priced at $999.95, but it was not a very capable machine. Using the Zilog Z-80 CPU, a faster and more powerful version of the aging 8080, it still had but 4K RAM, a flaky cassette recorder, and no capability to hook up a printer.

The machine's affordability was its greatest asset, even though Radio Shack had never before sold anything for more than $500. Above all, the TRS-80's widespread availability introduced the public to computers. No longer did you have to be a hardware hacker to work with bits and bytes: a real digital computer was as close as
The original TRS-80 Model I released in 1977 introduced an unknowing public to computers: you could take it home, plug it in, and actually do something with it within minutes.

your local Radio Shack store. You could take your Tandy home, plug it in, and actually do some real computing with it within a few minutes.

Unfortunately, Radio Shack’s early policy was to not cooperate with third-party software and hardware developers, so that, as with Commodore, you had to stick with Radio Shack peripherals and software programs. Even the TRSDOS operating system, a CP/M variant, wasn’t compatible with the popular mainstream CP/M operating systems of the period. If you owned a TRS-80, you were stranded in your own computing world.

The players described so far had the most significant and lasting impact on the emerging PC industry. If you’d like to read about some of the other PC-manufacturing companies that surfaced in the 1970’s, refer to Stan Veit’s History of the Personal Computer (see the “Books on Computer History” box for more information).

The PC Comes of Age. The Commodore PET was, well, just another PC in a new and chaotic industry. But in 1978, Commodore’s MOS Technology subsidiary developed a very special chip that let a computer use a color display rather than a black-and-white screen. The Video Interface Chip (VIC), with its colorful 22-column capability, became the impetus for the revolutionary Commodore VIC-20 computer that Commodore introduced in 1981 for under $300.

A consumer could bring the little, one-piece PC home from the local discount store, hook it up to his or her color TV set, and enjoy the computing world in eight glorious colors. No one seemed to mind that it had but 22 columns of rather large and clunky letters as its display, and that it had less than 5K of main-system memory.

The pioneering VIC-20 was followed in 1982 by the legendary Commodore 64, arguably the most popular single computer ever built. The C-64, many thousands of which are still running today, had it all: a 40-column screen, a music-synthesizer chip, easily programmed graphics, and a seemingly infinite 64K RAM.

VIC-20 owners loved the C-64 because they could use their notoriously nonstandard VIC peripherals (disk drives, printers, and modems) with it. The C-64 was initially list-priced at $595, but eventually sold for about one-fourth of that price. In 1983, price cuts and price wars reportedly made Commodore the first personal-computer company to reach $1 billion in sales.

Jack Tramiel was the driving force behind Commodore as its long-time president, but resigned abruptly in mid-1983 in a dispute with the company’s chairman. In a complex deal, Tramiel and his sons took over the struggling game and PC maker, Atari, from its parent, Warner Communications. Tramiel, then marketed the graphically oriented, Macintosh-like Atari 520ST, with its TOS (Tramiel Operating System), a CP/M variant, and its nifty GEM graphics interface. In fact, the Atari ST was so Mac-like that the trade press creatively dubbed it the “Jackintosh.”

Atari, founded by legendary Pong video-game inventor Nolan Bushnell, made a name for itself with its Atari 2600 Video Computer System, and also earned respect for its Model 400 and 800 personal computers, well-known for their superb graphics quality. However, under its new management, led by Tramiel and his sons, Atari did not do well. As this is written, Commodore has liquidated and Atari is
struggling for survival. Like so many other PC pioneers, both companies became engrossed in their own vision of the way the world should be, ignored their customers, and in the end lost their ability to compete in the marketplace.

**Some Competition.** Could a major semiconductor manufacturer penetrate the “home-computer market” to follow up on its success with consumer-oriented products like calculators? In 1980, Texas Instruments (TI) introduced the TI 99/4, which boasted excellent color and graphics but was a closed system that discouraged third parties from developing software and accessories for it.

Though a consumer-oriented machine, the TI 99/4 was priced well out of the consumer market with its initial and highly unrealistic $1200 price tag. An improved machine, the TI 99/4A, was eventually developed; it could be sold in department stores and discount houses for under $500. TI became involved in computer-price wars with Atari and Commodore in 1983, and even announced a snazzy Professional Computer and the CC-40 Portable. Although the TI 99/4A was a high-quality machine, TI never could make any money on it.

Consequently, in late 1983 the TI 99/4A went out of production, and the existing inventory was dumped at fire-sale prices. That action instantly created a large community of users, many of whom still use their bargain-priced machines today.

There were many other competing manufacturers who left their mark on the still-fledgling PC industry of the early 1980’s. A few of them merit a closer look:

Adam Osborne, a Ph.D. in chemical engineering, formed the Osborne Computer Corporation to turn out a no-frills, low-cost PC for traveling professionals. The Osborne 1, a heavy clunker designed to fit under an airplane seat, hit the market in 1981. Priced at $1795, it used the fairly standard CP/M operating system and also included some useful productivity software. The 64K computer, which used the Z-80 CPU, was popular and sold well, but competition from others including Kaypro, Cromemco, and Morrow contributed to doing in the Osborne company.

**Another company, Vector Graphic, had been around since the mid-1970’s. It was best known for its smart-looking desktop computer, the Vector 1, that used an 8080A CPU. The firm also turned out a line of small-business oriented, 2-8 based computers in the early 1980’s. Of those, the Model 3005, even had a 10-MB hard disk when hard disks (then called “Winchesters”) were uncommon and almost prohibitively expensive. But the days of CP/M and 8-bit computers were numbered, and the company didn’t survive the IBM PC onslaught.

English inventor Clive Sinclair under出去 even master price cutter Jack Tramiel of Commodore and Atari fame. In 1980, Sinclair offered the first under-$200 PC, the tiny ZX-80. It sported a Z-80 CPU, a 1K RAM, a mem- brane keyboard, and a 4K ROM that contained the operating system and a bare-bones BASIC. Later, the ZX-81 offered more for less, with its 8K ROM and expandability to 16K RAM, all for $99.95 ($79.95 in kit form).

Timex took over distribution and sold the little PC’s like watches, making the Sinclair the first mass-marketed computer. It dubbed them the Timex/Sinclair, but withdrew about eight months later when heavy post-sale service and support demands became too great for the watchmaker. Ultimately, huge inventories caused the PC’s to be sold for a few dollars apiece or to be given away as premiums and prizes. Sinclair was eventually acquired by AMSTRAD, another British firm.

In 1977, the Heath Company introduced the H8 and H11 PCs—unasual machines that used the Altair-style S-100 bus, and Heath’s HDOS operating system. Heath was bought out by Zenith Electronics Corp. in 1979, and offered computer kits and factory-wired equivalents. Their H-100 series kit (2-100 if factory-wired) had two microprocessors: an 8088 to run MSDOS (like the IBM PC) and an 8085 chip to run CP/M. Despite the popularity of the PC’s, however, losses by Zenith in its TV business, declining interest in kit-building, competition in computers, and other business-related factors eventually forced Heath to largely abandon the kit and computer business and concentrate on...
Hunting down car noises is not easy because of the high background-noise level of the automobile. The cheapest method involves using a length of tubing or hose held up to one's ear to focus the noise, but that has a number of disadvantages. First of all, the tube acts as an audio filter that tends to resonate in a narrow frequency range determined by its length. Also, the limited bend radius of the tube restricts motion, and might not allow you to focus on the noise. Another option is to use an inexpensive mechanic's stethoscope, which is a metal probe connected to a metal or plastic diaphragm. However, that requires that you be in physical contact with the noise source.

The Electronic Auto Stethoscope presented in this article has a number of advantages over the previously mentioned mechanical ones. It has a built-in amplifier that amplifies low-level sounds, earphones to help block out other background noises, and a tone control that allows you to focus on the frequency range of the noise being investigated, whether it is low-frequency road noise or a high-pitched wind whistle or rattle.

**How it Works.** The Stethoscope uses an electret-microphone element, MIC1, which is amplified by 1/2 of U1, an NE5532, dual audio op-amp. The output of the op-amp is connected to the tone-control section and the volume control, where it is sent to the headphone amplifier, which is built around the other half of the dual op-amp. That audio output can be heard on any "Walkman-style" 32-ohm headphones.

Figure 1 is the schematic for the Electronic Auto Stethoscope. That circuit is powered by a 9-volt battery, B1, and power-supply filtered by capacitor C1. The NE5532 audio op-amp, U1, directly drives low impedances and can therefore drive the headphones without the need for a dedicated power-amplifier IC such as the LM386. A bipolar power supply has to be used with U1. So, to replace the bipolar-supply ground connection, two resistors, R1 and R2, are used to split the 9-volt, DC power supply and provide a "virtual ground." To provide balanced headroom for the audio signals, R1 and R2 are of an equal resistance. Capacitor C2 provides a bypass for audio signals and improves load regulation.

The 4.5-volt DC bias for the electret microphone, MIC1, is obtained from B1 through resistor R3. Capacitor C3 couples the audio output from MIC1 to U1-a, resistor R4 provides the virtual-ground connection, and resistors R5 and R6 determine the audio gain of U1-a. High-frequency roll-off above 15 kHz is provided by capacitor C4, and capacitor C5 rolls off the low-frequency response below 20 Hz. Capacitor C11 provides decoupling for the power-supply pins of U1.

The output of U1-a is coupled, through C6, to the tone-control circuit consisting of C7, C8, R7, R8, and R9. Tone-control potentiometer R8 allows the user to peak the amplifier response to the frequency of the noise being investigated. When R8 is centered, the frequency response is flat from 20 Hz to 15 kHz. When R8 is moved toward the bass or treble position, response in the rejected frequency range (i.e. bass is rejected in the treble position) is cut by as much as 12 dB.

The output of R8 is connected to volume-control potentiometer R10, and U1-b amplifies the signal at the wiper of R10. Gain is determined by R11 and R12. The output of U1-b is bi-
Fig. 1: The heart of the Stethoscope is the NE5532 audio op-amp, U1. That component directly drives low impedances and allows the use of headphones without adding another amplifier.

Fig. 2: If you would like to build the project on a PC board, use this full-size template to etch your own.

connected in series to make it easier for the op-amp to drive them to a useful volume. Because the microphone signal is monophonic, there is no need for stereo output.

Construction. The prototype Electronic Auto Stethoscope was built on a perforated board. Because of the high gain used, wire lengths were kept short to prevent noise pickup and oscillation. For your convenience, a printed-circuit board template is provided in Fig. 2. If you prefer to etch and drill one. If that is the case, use the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 3 to make building the project easier. Select a project enclosure that has sufficient room for the perforated board or PC board and all chassis-mounted components.

In keeping with good assembly practice, install the least-sensitive parts first, followed by the more-sensitive parts. Start by installing the battery connector and an IC socket at the position for U1. Next, connect the wiring to potentiometers R8 and R10, switch S1, and jack J1. Solder in the passive parts (resistors, then capacitors) and double check the orientation of the polarized components.

Before installing the last on-board component, U1, into its socket, and before attaching MIC1, test the power supply. Turn on S1 and measure the
battery voltage across C1. Then check the virtual-ground voltage across C2; it should read half the battery voltage. If that is the case, turn off S1 and prepare the microphone assembly for attachment. If the voltage seems too high, check for wiring mistakes.

Microphone MIC1 can be mounted in a number of ways. The prototype has the microphone installed inside a six-inch-long, ¾-inch diameter, plastic tube "wand," with the end of MIC1 just below flush with the open end of the tube. Because the leads on MIC1 are only a couple of inches long (as supplied by the vendor), they need to be extended (as shown in Fig. 4) before the microphone is mounted in the tube.

To extend the leads of MIC1, use two-conductor, shielded microphone cable; splice the red (+) microphone wire to the red wire in the cable, and then splice the white microphone-signal wire to the black wire in the cable.

Finally, splice the ground wire of the microphone to the shield of the cable. Use shrink sleeving over each of the splices, and then cover them all with one larger piece of shrink sleeve for ruggedness. You can then either directly connect the other end of the cable to the circuit board (as indicated in Fig. 1) or you can add another jack and plug to make the microphone detachable.

If you do mount the microphone probe directly to the case of the amplifier module, the tone and volume controls of the Stethoscope will be easier to use because the entire case can be aimed at the noise source. That is why a six-inch-long probe was recommended.

Once the microphone assembly is prepared and the leads are connected to the circuit board, turn on S1 again and measure the voltage across the red microphone lead to the shield. It should be 3.5- to 6-volts DC (4.5-volts DC nominal). If that is so, turn off S1. You can then safely insert U1 into its socket.

If you want to use the Stethoscope in physical contact with engine noise sources (similar to a mechanical probe-diaphragm unit), mount MIC1 in a metal tube. That will provide the necessary rigidity to transmit mechanical sounds to the microphone. Be sure to electrically insulate the case of the microphone element from the metal tube. It is also a good idea to cover the metal tube with a non-conductive material such as shrink sleeving to prevent the tube from causing any electrical shorts under the hood.

Checkout and Use. Plug in the headphones and turn on the Stethoscope. Place the tone control, R8, in the center of rotation and turn the volume control, R10, all the way down (to the left). There should be no sound in the headphones. If you do not get any noise, proceed as follows.

Aim the microphone at a known low-volume audio source such as a radio speaker, and turn the volume up until you can hear the audio source through the headphones. You should then be able to turn up the volume high enough so that the sound in the headphones drowns out the source. Also, you should be able to greatly affect the tone of the audio source with the tone control. That completes the check-out procedure.

When selecting headphones to use with the Stethoscope, keep in mind that the differences in sensitivity and frequency response between various Walkman-style headphones is surprising. Of course, the more expensive headphones have higher volume and fidelity; however, the Stethoscope can drive even the cheapest headphones to adequate volume. Watch out for small headphones, though. At high volume, acoustic feedback can occur between them and the microphone. Closed earpiece headphones are less prone to feedback than the smaller, open type.

The author originally built the Stethoscope to track down a rattling in the console of his car (which turned out to be a lost jeweler's screwdriver). Without the Stethoscope, that wouldn't have been possible, even with someone else driving. You should find it to be just as useful.
Upgrading and Maintaining

your Personal Computer

Squeeze more performance out of your PC with these easy and easy-to-do upgrades.

BY MARC SPIWAK

If you own a PC, sooner or later you will face the need, or urge, to upgrade. You might need or want additional memory. Drives, both hard and floppy, sometimes need to be replaced or reformatted, or larger-capacity ones are required. Adding peripherals such as Internal modems or video cards can occasionally give even experienced PC users fits.

Then there is multimedia. Multimedia has been the hot area in computers for the last little while, and these days, all but the most-basic systems come equipped with a CD-ROM drive and sound card. That is fortunate, because if you’ve ever had to add a multimedia set-up to an existing system you know what a nightmare it can be. Still, occasions arise when a CD-ROM or sound card must be installed, upgraded, or replaced.

When upgrade time arrives, you have two choices: pay someone to do it for you, or do it yourself. The first choice is the lazy way out. What’s more, it is (obviously) more expensive and totally unnecessary for anyone with a little technical know-how and a small amount of manual ability.

Unfortunately, when it comes to PC’s, many otherwise competent individuals feel a little intimidated. The fact is, though, that anyone with a bit of technical knowledge and some patience and concentration can perform those types of basic upgrades without fail. In this first installment in an occasional series of articles, we will discuss the work involved in adding different types of memory to a PC. Future articles will cover other types of upgrades.

Upgrading PC’s. As you can imagine, there are variations in the procedures involved in installing hardware in PCs from different manufacturers, so there’s no way we can lead you by the hand with yours. However, you should be able to adapt what we
cover here to your own PC. Some PCs make upgrades a snap, while others might involve extra disassembly procedures just to get at what you want to upgrade. A modern motherboard design can make a job much less scary for a beginner.

The motherboard in the PC that is discussed in this article is practically state-of-the-art as far as compactness and integration is concerned (see Fig. 1). Older motherboards had different numbers of expansion slots for different machine configurations. This newer motherboard has only one expansion slot in which mounts a vertical riser containing four expansion slots. Smaller or larger risers can be installed on the same motherboard for different PC layouts.

A super I/O processor chip on the motherboard controls all I/O interface circuits. That includes the IDE hard-drive controller, the floppy-disk-drive controller, two serial ports, and one parallel port. Four megabytes of RAM are permanently mounted on the board, and there are two SIMM sockets for adding more memory; the computer supports up to a total of 64 megabytes of RAM. A bus-controller IC integrates all peripheral, bus, memory, data, and address-buffer logic in a single chip. Also permanently mounted on the motherboard is a local-bus video-accelerator chip and 1 megabyte of video memory with sockets for an additional 1 megabyte. The board also contains a tiny built-in piezoelectric speaker.

That modern motherboard design cuts down on hardware costs, which is one reason why powerful PC's are becoming so cheap. The design also cuts down on power consumption, which benefits everyone but your local power company. It also makes doing upgrades easier because there's less hardware to get in the way. Unfortunately, if you have an older PC with lots of hardware and ribbon cables, you might find that you have to do some disassembly on occasion to get at whatever you are interested in. While that is some extra work, it really is not that big a deal; just be sure to label everything clearly so that you can put everything back together properly.

**Adding RAM.** When it comes to computers, you can never have too much memory. A PC uses RAM, or random-access memory, to store code that it needs to run the software it has been asked to run. While most DOS programs can run in less than 640K, some programs, notably games, hog almost the entire 640K for themselves, requiring everything else that's running (operating system, TSR's, etc.) to be loaded high into upper memory above 640K. Other DOS programs require extended or expanded memory for them to run.

Windows software, on the other hand, doesn't have so many memory restrictions—it uses memory linearly, and many programs can run at the same time. It's just that Windows needs a lot of memory to do that efficiently, with four megabytes being the minimum practical amount. Depending on what programs are running, Windows will want to transfer chunks of data to and from a swap file on a hard drive. That is much slower than reading from RAM, so it's done only for data that's least-needed at the time. Depending on the amount of RAM installed, more or less information will have to be swapped to and from the hard drive.

A more-realistic minimum amount

---

*Fig. 1. This motherboard contains two SIMM sockets for adding more RAM, five DIP sockets for adding a secondary cache, and two ZIP sockets for adding more video DRAM.*

*Fig. 2. This 4-megabyte SIMM contains eight 1-megabyte by 4-bit memory IC's arranged as 32-bit wide memory to match the PC's 32-bit data bus. The alignment notch ensures that the SIMM is installed with the correct orientation.*
of RAM for a computer that always runs Windows is 8 megabytes, and probably will be 16 for running Windows 95 (once it's released). With only four megabytes, many Windows programs run painfully slow; upgrade from Word for Windows 2 to version 6 on a PC with only four megabytes of RAM and you'll know what we mean.

Our first upgrade will involve adding one non-parity-checking four-megabyte SIMM (single-inline memory module) for a total of eight megabytes of RAM; recall that four megabytes are permanently mounted on the board. Note that the board has two SIMM sockets that can accommodate any combination of 4-, 8-, 16-, or 32-megabyte 72-pin SIMMs.

The four-megabyte SIMM is shown in Fig. 2. It contains eight 1-megabyte by 4-bit memory IC's arranged as 32-bit wide memory to match the computer's 32-bit data bus. Notice the bare space in the middle of the SIMM; that's there because the manufacturer uses the same PC board to make SIMM's that check parity and ones that don't. If your computer does not require SIMM's that check parity (check the documentation that came with your motherboard for details on the SIMM's required), you can save some money by buying the non-parity-checking type.

SIMM's are delicate CMOS memory devices, and should be handled carefully to avoid damage from static electricity. You should discharge yourself on the grounded PC chassis before handling a SIMM, and try to stay in contact with the chassis with one hand or wrist while you handle it. Also, do not touch the contacts on the bottom edge of the SIMM. Naturally, the PC should be turned off when you install anything.

The SIMM is keyed with an alignment notch so that it fits in the socket only one way. It is inserted into the socket at an angle and then pivoted vertically until the alignment pins on the socket fit into the alignment holes on the SIMM. Two small plastic clips on the socket snap into place to hold the SIMM in position; other SIMM sockets might have metal clips that serve the same purpose.

Usually when a PC boots, the RAM is checked and a count of it is displayed. If the count checks out and matches the RAM configuration stored in CMOS, the test is passed. After adding the four-megabyte SIMM, our memory check noticed that there was more memory than usual, and told us to enter setup. The setup menu indicated that extended memory was now at 7168 kilobytes, about 4 megabytes higher than before. We were asked to save the new setup configuration in CMOS.

Different motherboards have different requirements concerning SIMM configuration, speed, parity checking, the quantity of SIMM's that can be installed, and the arrangement in which they must be installed in the sockets. An older 486 DX2-50 we have has more-involved memory-expansion procedures. That older motherboard accepts 30-pin SIMM's in two 4-slot banks of sockets. Those SIMM's are similar in appearance to the 70-pin one we installed, and the installation procedure is identical. However, that motherboard demands that if a bank is used, it must be filled, and that all SIMM's in a bank be of the same type. For example, that machine was once upgraded from 8 to 16 megabytes. Before the upgrade, both banks were filled with 1-megabyte SIMM's; afterwards, one bank was filled with 4-megabyte SIMM's.

In addition to being fussy about SIMM configurations, that PC requires that jumpers on the motherboard be set according to how the SIMM's are installed. That kind of information can only be obtained from the documentation that accompanies a motherboard, or from its manufacturer.

**Secondary Cache.** A CPU reads data from the data bus, processes it, and writes it back to the bus. All 486 CPUs contain an internal 8K primary data cache between the CPU and the bus. However, a secondary memory cache can speed things up by letting the fast CPU work at its own pace and stuff things as needed into temporary storage.

(Continued on page 91)
Bring the warm glow of vacuum tubes to your PC this April 1 with this 1-bit computer-memory circuit.

BY MICHAEL A. COVINGTON

Why should high-end audiophiles and antique-radio buffs have all the fun? This project brings the warm glow and mellow ambiance of vacuum-tube technology to the computer hobbyist.

The Vacuum-Tube RAM described in this article interfaces to any PC through the parallel port. Access time is under 100,000 nanoseconds, and there are only 15 components per bit, resulting in an estimated cost of 8.4 × 10^7 dollars per megabyte (9.4 × 10^7 if you add parity checking). If that sounds like a lot to you, you can first build a 1-bit, working demonstration unit. That way you can see for yourself the widely acclaimed benefits of vacuum-tube technology, especially for WAV and other sound files.

The Vacuum-Tube RAM. The circuit is a classic in every sense of the word: an Eccles-Jordan bi-stable multivibrator (that's a "flip-flop" in modern jargon)—the very circuit that made digital computers possible, and the heart of the ENIAC and other historic machines. Unlike its 300-volt ancestors, though, this one runs on 12-volt and 5-volt power supplies, so that it can be powered by a personal computer.

That is made possible by the special 12U7 vacuum tube used in it. The 12U7 is part of an almost forgotten family of low-voltage tubes that entered the world in 1957 to serve as RF stages in partly transistorized car radios. With the advent of good RF transistors, they became obsolete about a year later and have been abundant on the surplus market ever since. You can get them today from Alitronics (2300-D Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95131) and Antique Radio Supply (PO. Box 27468, Tempe, AZ 85285).

The circuit for a 1-bit demonstration unit is shown in Fig. 1. The 12U7, a low-
If you have ever used a carpenter’s level in poor-light conditions, then you know how hard it can be to see the position of the tiny bubble. Or perhaps you have tried to put up a high shelf and found the entire level difficult to see, let alone the bubble. If you have had one of those problems, then the Audible Level described here might just be the solution.

The Audible Level is a device that produces a series of tones that serve the same purpose as a bubble in a conventional carpenter’s level. It not only signals perfect horizontal levels, but the direction in which a surface is off level as well.

**Sensors.** Electronic levels have been around for some time in other forms. For example, machines that need to be level to operate have to translate their tilt into electronic form using sensors. Those sensors should ideally be accurate and have a gradual response towards the level state. For that reason, the electrolylic gravity transducer is used in most professional applications.

That transducer is a simple component that consists of a vial filled with an electrolyte into which an air bubble is introduced. Electrodes penetrate the liquid and bubble from both ends, and a third electrode is at all times totally immersed in the electrolyte. As the bubble moves, the amount of wetted area in the electrodes change, but not in phase. Thus the relative resistance between the two end electrodes and the third one indicates the level status. Basically, the sensor forms two arms in an AC-powered bridge circuit.

Unfortunately, to the best of my knowledge, that sensor isn’t readily available to the hobbyist. For that reason, an alternative had to be devised for use in the Audible Level. Given the sensor criteria already mentioned, a standard alcohol-filled vial seemed like a good starting point, but the bubble’s position still had to be electronically represented in some way. An electro-optical method appeared to be the most feasible way of accomplishing that. The idea that came to mind was to pass the beam from an infrared LED through the bubble. Two correctly placed detectors (phototransistors) could then sense any optical disturbance caused by a tilt and record its direction.

After some experimentation, the correct optical geometry was developed. An infrared LED directs a beam perpendicularly down through the bubble and onto the reflective backplate of the alcohol-filled vial. The beam is then reflected, and received by two infrared phototransistors that are situated on either side of the LED in the vial’s lengthwise direction. As the bubble moves, the phototransistors pick up differing amounts of reflected radiation. Common sense suggests that because the bubble is transparent, the detector nearest the bubble will receive the most radiation. Actually the opposite is the case. To see why it must be understood that the meniscus forms a concave lens that makes the beam diverge as it enters the liquid and then exits, as shown in Fig. 1.

A conventional carpenter’s level

![Diagram of Audible Level](image)

**Fig. 1.** This is the optical geometry for the sensor used in the Audible Level. Due to the refraction caused by the bubble in the alcohol-filled vial, less infrared light reaches a phototransistor as the bubble moves closer to it.
Fig. 2. In this circuit, the amounts of infrared radiation received by phototransistors Q1 and Q2 are translated by op-amp U1 and dual-timer U2 into either a steady tone, or a fast- or slow-pulsing one.

can be regarded as a sensor with a three-state output. The bubble is either between the cross lines, or elsewhere in one of two significant directions. To make the Audible Level work, unambiguous audible equivalents for each of those three bubble positions had to be chosen. Different tones were avoided because not everybody can clearly differentiate pitches. So instead, the level state is expressed as a continuous tone, and the two off-level states are signaled by fast and slow pulsed tones.

Circuit Description. The schematic for the Audible Level is shown in Fig. 2. To make it portable, the circuit is powered by a 9-volt battery, B1. Unfortunately, there is a drawback to using a battery for power: the ratio of the phototransistors' resistance will change as the supply voltage goes down.

To solve that problem, D1, an LM185, 2.5-volt, voltage-reference diode is used. That way, when the battery voltage declines to a point at which the Level would become inaccurate, the tones abruptly cease, indicating the need for a new battery. That diode also ensures that there will be a constant current supplied to the infrared LED, LED1. If you can't find the LM185 locally, you can order one from Digi-

Key (PO. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56710-0677; Tel. 800-344-4539).

The infrared LED used in the author's prototype emits a wide-angle beam. If that type of unit isn't available, you might be able to get away with using a more-common round-headed LED. If need be, you can always convert it to a wide-angle type by using a hacksaw to cut the hemispheric end off. The possible necessity for that will be discussed later.

Also in the previously mentioned controlled-voltage circuit are resistors R2, R3, and R4, which set two voltage levels on the inverting inputs of U1-a and U1-b. With the bubble off center in the direction of Q1, Q2 will receive the most radiation. Under that condition, the voltage at the Q1/Q2 junction is near zero. That's below the voltage thresholds on the inverting inputs of both op-amps, putting both outputs low.

Both halves of a 556 dual timer, U2, are wired as oscillators. The output of U2-a (which runs at a low frequency) is fed to the reset input of U2-b at pin 10. With U2-a active, the second oscillator (responsible for the tone) is switched on and off, producing the required pulsed sound.

The output of U1-a is connected via R10 to the control-voltage input (pin 3) of U2-a. That expands or contracts the limits within which the voltage on timing capacitor C2 is held, altering its charge/discharge period and frequency. With the output of U1-a low, a

As this internal view shows, stiff copper-wire braces are used to secure the position of the LED and the two phototransistors over the alcohol-filled vial. However, do not solder the braces in place until you have calibrated the Level.
PARTS LIST FOR THE AUDIBLE LEVEL

SEMI CONDUCTORS
U1—LM324 quad op-amp, integrated circuit
U2—NE556 dual oscillator/timer, integrated circuit
Q1, Q2—TIL78 phototransistor
Q3—BC107 or similar NPN silicon transistor
D1—LM185, 2.5-volt voltage-reference diode
D2—5.1-volt, 0.5-watt, Zener diode
LED1—Wide-angle infrared-emitting diode
D3-D5—IN4148 general-purpose silicon diode

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1, R10—4700-ohm
R2, R4—47,000-ohm
R3, R11, R13—100,000-ohm
R5—3300-ohm
R6, R8, R9—10,000-ohm
R7—33,000-ohm
R12—18,000-ohm

CAPACITORS
C1—47-µF, 16-WVDC, radial-lead electrolytic
C2—10-µF, 16-WVDC, radial-lead electrolytic
C3—0.01-µF, ceramic-disc

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1—9-volt transistor-radio battery
B2—Piezoelectric buzzer
S1—SPST switch
Printed-circuit materials, project enclosure, alcohol-filled vial (see text), battery holder and snap connector, aluminum strip (optional), thumbscREW (optional), metal plate (optional), wire, solder, hardware, etc.

The output of op-amp U1-a is also low, which keeps transistor Q3 switched off.

As the bubble moves to a central position, the voltage at the Q1/Q2 junction increases. When the voltage at pin 12 of U1-b exceeds that applied to pin 13 (the inverting input), Q3 turns on. The output of U1-a is still low and sinks current from U2-a, the slow oscillator. Because the trigger input of U2-a (pin 6) is kept low, its output is forced high, producing the constant tone.

Finally, with the bubble off center in the direction of Q2, Q1 receives the most radiation. The output of U1-a then goes high and blocks off the current through Q3. Simultaneously, the voltage at the control-voltage input (pin 3) of U2-a increases, and the pulsing tone reappears, but at a lower frequency.

The circuit centered around U1-c is responsible for the low-battery alert. Op-amp U1-c normally has its output high, but as the battery voltage drops to about 6 volts, the non-inverting input goes below the inverting input. That switches the output low with the help of the positive feedback introduced by R13, and turns off U2-b.

Construction. To keep the Level as portable as possible, use a PC board (a full-size foil pattern is shown in Fig. 3). Install the passive components first and the heat-sensitive semiconductors last, using the parts-placement diagram in Fig. 4 as a guide. Note that LED1, Q1, and Q2 are mounted on the foil side of the board.

LED1, Q1, and Q2 are mounted on the foil side of the circuit board. Soldering on the same side as the components makes heat damage more likely, so you might want to use a heat sink. Let the aforementioned emitter and two receivers hang 5 mm or so above the alcohol-filled vial, and leave long enough leads so that you can make fine changes to their angles. A length of at least 15 mm is recommended.

To increase the Level's ruggedness, fit the emitter and receivers with braces. You can make these braces out of a length of heavy copper wire. Wind that around the body and glue it in place with epoxy resin. Solder the other end onto the printed-circuit board after calibration.

A conventional level still gives a "level reading" on an angle of about
Build a Preselector for the AM Broadcast Band

Improve your receiver's performance on the AM broadcast band.

BY JOSEPH J. CARR

The AM broadcast band presents some of the greatest challenges for radio receivers. Considering that, it is rather unfortunate that the majority of AM receivers have substandard circuitry; even communications receivers that are top performers will sometimes be of lesser quality on the AM broadcast band (BCB) than on the shortwave bands.

Among the factors that those trying to get good AM reception must deal with are huge numbers of stations on the AM BCB and the fact that receivers often lack the front-end and IF selectivity to deal with all that RF energy. Unfortunately, even though it might be fun to improve the dynamic range of the receiver, that's a major engineering undertaking and generally not practical.

So, what can you do to get rid of all that AM-BCB overload? Try building the AM Broadcast-Band Preselector described in this article. As the name suggests, it preselects the AM BCB signal ahead of any radio receiver that uses a coaxial antenna input (rather than a loopstick antenna) and is reasonably well shielded. To find out if the Preselector will work with your receiver you can try these simple tests:

Disconnect the antenna from the back of your receiver and then tune across the band. If you hear as many stations without the antenna as with it, then there is an internal loopstick and the AM-BCB Preselector will not work well. Also, if local stations are only slightly attenuated by disconnecting the antenna, then the shielding of the receiver might be too poor to get any benefit from the Preselector. To confirm that, short the center conductor and shield of a matching coaxial connector (e.g. use a PL-259 plug when the antenna jack on the receiver is an SO-239 receptacle), and install it on the receiver's antenna-input connector. That effectively shorts out the input circuitry of the receiver. If there is still a signal, then this project will provide only marginal benefits.

Circuit Description. The Preselector

![Fig. 1. The circuit for the AM-BCB Preselector is completely bilateral; for that reason, J2 could just as easily be the input jack. That makes connecting the unit to your receiver a breeze. Note that switch S1 can be set so that the unit is bypassed.](image-url)
circuit shown in Fig. 1 is a doubled-tuned, resonant, L-C tank circuit in which the two resonant circuits are coupled by the mutual-inductance method. Inductor L5 provides the coupling impedance between the two halves of the circuit.

The AM-BCB Preselector is designed to be completely bilateral. That is, it doesn’t matter which way it is hooked up. Jack J1 is designated as the input to follow the standard of having the input of a circuit on the left of a schematic, but in practice, you could use J2 as the input instead. Switch S1 is configured so that it either connects the Preselector to the signal line, or bypasses it entirely.

Each half of the Preselector contains two coils in series—L1 and L3 in one half, and L2 and L4 in the other. Variable coils L1 and L2 are Toko coils (part no. TK-1222) that are sold by Digi-Key (PO. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677; Tel. 1-800-344-4539); the inductance of those coils is 180 µH. The fixed coils in each tuning circuit, L3 and L4, are wound on bazooka BALUN forms and have a value of 49 µH each. The mutual inductive reactance that couples the two coils together is provided by a 10-µH toroid coil, L5. We’ll deal with how to wind L3, L4, and L5 later.

In each tuning element, the aforementioned series-paired coils have no discernible mutual coupling between their magnetic fields. As a result, the total inductance of each pair is simply the sum of the individual inductances, or about 229 µH.

The coils are resonated, or tuned, by a two-section, 380-pF air-variable capacitor, C1. Note that in the author’s prototype, a three-section unit was used because it was on hand; the third section was simply not connected. Also, because there is a bit of room on the range of the capacitor, a standard dual-section 365-pF tuning capacitor should work quite well. The two sections of C1 are trimmed by the 100-pF trimmer capacitors, C2 and C3.

Winding the Coils. Coils L3 and L4 are wound on type BN-61-202 bazooka BALUN forms. Those are available from either Amidon Associates (2216 East Gladwich Street, Domínguez Hills, CA 90220; Tel. 310-763-5770) or Ocean State Elec-

A view of the bazooka coil form is shown in Fig. 2A. Note that at its end it has two holes for admitting wire. Figure 2B illustrates the method for winding the coils and counting the turns of L3 and L4. To make each coil, start by passing wire through one of the holes at the left end of the form. Then, pass the wire through the other hole from the opposite end of the coil and bring the wire end back to the same side it started from. The turns count at that point is one turn (the "U-shaped" winding formed by passing the wire through each of the holes once). As shown in Fig. 2B, pass the wire back through each hole one more time to form the two-turn primary winding. When the winding is finished, make it snug up to the form (but not too snug) and secure it with a tiny dab of glue or a sliver of tape. Next, wind the 11 turns of the tuning coil over the top of the coupling coil, starting from the opposite end of the form.

The fixed inductor that couples the two sides of the circuit, L5, is wound on an Amidon Associates’ T-37-15 (RED/WHI) toroidal coil form. To make that
coil, you will need #28 or #30 wire. Start from the outside of the toroid and wind 33 turns. Be careful when doing so; that wire is fragile and being too energetic can cause it to break (which, according to Murphy's Law, usually occurs around turn 25 so you have to start over again).

Once the coils are wound, it is time to turn to the actual construction. Let's do that now.

Construction. A printed-circuit foil pattern for the Preselector is shown in Fig. 3. You can either make the board yourself, or contact the firm noted in the Parts List, which made the board in the author's prototype. The parts-placement diagram is shown in Fig. 4. Once you have either etched or purchased the PC-board, installing the on-board components is straightforward, so do that before going on.

The next step is to connect the on-board shielding indicated in Fig. 4. In the author's prototype, that was made from a 1- x 4-inch brass-stock strip. One of those can be purchased from a hobby shop that caters to model builders, or from a shop that deals with amateur jewelry makers. Cut six, ¾-inch pieces of stiff, uninsulated wire. Insert one of those wires into one of the six holes that are shown overlapped by the shielding in Fig. 4. Solder the wire in place so that at least ½ an inch of wire protrudes from the component side of the board. Repeat that process for the other five holes and wires. Then, solder the brass strip to one side of the “fence” of wires to form the shield.

The next step is to make the off-board connections indicated in Fig. 4. To connect the positive terminals of capacitor C1 to the board, use regular wire; for the shield or ground connection, mount C1 to the chassis using the ground-terminal screws on the capacitor's bottom. For the connections between the board and jacks J1 and J2 and switch S1, you will need coaxial cable. The off-board ground connections that are indicated in the parts-placement diagram should be made to the chassis to provide shielding. In addition, the board itself should be grounded to the chassis, which is taken care of if you use metal mounts.

Of course, a metal chassis will have to be used to house the project. Don't use a cheap metal box; avoid those boxes that lack an overlapping lip between the two halves, or those that do not fit together well. If RF leaks around the flanges of the box or cabinet, the circuit's performance will almost certainly deteriorate.

Alignment and Use. To align the circuit correctly, you will have to keep in mind that there is a slight interaction between any adjustments you make. For that reason, it is best to go over them several times. If you have a decent signal generator, it helps, but the project can be aligned using signals you get off-the-air.

To begin, connect an antenna to one of the jacks of the Preselector, and connect the other jack to the antenna input of the receiver with a short piece of coaxial cable. Set the dial of the receiver to a station in the lower one-fourth of the AM BCB (e.g. 540-800 kHz). Tune C1 for maximum

(Continued on page 92)
Most variable power supplies use constant current limiting to keep load current at a fixed maximum value. That method works even when a load is shorted. Another method used is foldback current limiting, which reduces load current if it exceeds a preset value. Foldback limiting is a better approach than constant limiting, because foldback limiting avoids excessive heat dissipation. Despite that advantage, however, foldback limiting is not practical for variable power supplies because the current draw varies for different load voltages.

A better choice is a current-crowbar circuit. A current crowbar is a circuit that responds to current, instead of voltage, and shuts down a power supply if a preset value is exceeded. They can be used with both discrete and integrated variable voltage regulators. Unlike ordinary foldback current limiters, current crowbars also enable voltage regulators to supply the same maximum load current at load voltages with excellent regulation.

Described below are simple current-crowbar circuits you can build. Such circuits combine the advantages of foldback and constant current limiting, while avoiding their disadvantages. But before we examine the operation of current crowbars, let's see how constant and foldback current-limiting circuits work.

**Current-Limiting Circuits.** The voltage-regulating circuit shown in Fig. 1A uses constant current limiting. Zener diode D1 and operational amplifier U1 (LM741C) regulate the input voltage. The desired output voltage is set using potentiometer R3. When a connected load draws 149 mA, approximately 0.7 volts are applied across R2. With that voltage, transistor Q2 starts conducting and diverts some current away from the base of Q1. That prevents load current, drawn through Q1, from increasing much further.

The performance of the constant current limiter is shown graphically in Fig. 1B. Two points should be noted about that circuit: First, maximum load current is practically the same at all supply voltages. Second, load current is not reduced when the load is shorted. Therefore, a major disadvantage of the constant current limiter is high power dissipation in Q1 under short-circuit conditions.

A conventional voltage regulator with foldback current limiting is shown in Fig. 2A. In that circuit, R1 and R2 form a voltage divider across the load voltage. When load current flows through R3, a voltage equal to I_{out}R3 is produced and added to the load voltage. Consequently, a total voltage approximately equal to I_{out}R3 + V_{out} is sampled by the voltage divider. That sample is then fed back to the base of Q2. The voltage fraction (K) of the voltage divider is given by:

\[ K = \frac{R2}{R1 + R2} \]

If load terminals are shorted, output current is given by:

\[ I_{RL} = \frac{V_{BE}}{KR3} \]

where \( I_{RL} \) is the shorted load current in amperes, \( V_{BE} \) is the base-emitter voltage of Q2 in volts, and \( R3 \) is the value of that current-sensing resistor in ohms.

When the load is working normally, maximum load current is given by:

\[ I_{max} = I_{RL} + (1 - K)V_{out}/KR3 \]
where \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum load current in amperes, and \( V_{\text{out}} \) is the output voltage of the regulator in volts.

The output current for the component values given in Fig. 2A is:

\[
I_{\text{S}} = \frac{0.7}{(0.9565 \times 10)} = 73 \text{ mA}
\]

Suppose the output voltage is 15 volts, then maximum load current is:

\[
I_{\text{max}} = 0.073A + (1-0.9565) \times 15V / 0.9565 \times 10R
\]

\[
= 0.073A + 0.0682A = 141 \text{ mA}
\]

If the output voltage is changed to 6 volts, then the maximum load current is 100 mA. At 3 volts it is only 87 mA, which is 38 percent lower than the maximum load current at 15 volts. In other words, when the output voltage is changed, maximum load current also changes. That is a major problem with foldback current limiting in variable power supplies.

The performance of the foldback current-limiting circuit is shown graphically in Fig. 2B. Note that load current decreases when the load is shorted, thus reducing power dissipation in Q1. Also note that maximum load current is reached when output voltage decreases slightly from its desired value.

Current-Crowbar Limiting. So far, we have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of two conventional types of current-limiting circuits. The current-crowbar circuit shown in Fig. 3A combines the advantages of both constant and foldback current limiting, and overcomes their disadvantages.

The circuit shown in Fig. 3A reduces load current and voltage considerably when current exceeds a preset value. It also enables the power supply to provide the same maximum load current at all supply voltages. The circuit shuts down the output supply voltage in a way that is similar to the action of a voltage crowbar, except that it responds to current instead of voltage. That is why it is called a "current crowbar."

Figure 3A is basically a modified version of the circuit in Fig. 2A. That was done by adding transistors Q3 and Q4, and the resistors labeled R4 and R5. Foldback current limiting is provided by transistor Q2 and resistors R1, R2, and R3, as described earlier. Transistor Q4 supplies most of the load current, while Q3 and R5 determine the maximum load current.

Here is how the current crowbar works: Initially, load current is supplied by Q1 and flows through R4 and R3. When the load draws about 30 mA, sufficient voltage is produced across R4 to turn on Q4. Because most of the load current, which is supplied by Q4, bypasses R3, there is insufficient voltage across R3 to turn on Q2. Therefore, foldback current limiting is not activated even at high load currents. As load current increases through Q4, it reaches a value that produces enough voltage across R5 to turn on Q3. When Q3 conducts, it raises the base of Q2 above the output voltage. Transistor Q2 then starts conducting, because there is more than 0.7 volts between its emitter and base, and foldback current limiting is activated.

With the current crowbar, maximum load current depends only on the value of R5 and is independent of output voltage. That is how it is possible to get the same maximum load current at all
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The Minerva Tropicmaster: A Postwar Puzzle

Actually, I'm hoping that the title for this month's column proves to be a misnomer. While the Minerva Tropicmaster is somewhat of a puzzle to me, it might not be to some of you knowledgeable readers out there. And if anyone does have some good background material on the Tropicmaster and would be gracious enough to send it in, I'd be very interested in sharing it with the other readers in a future column.

We don't get into postwar radios very much on these pages, but when I spotted this set at last September's Antique Wireless Association meet in Rochester, New York, I was struck by its interesting construction and boldly silk-screened logo. The radio belonged to none other than Alan Douglas, author of the highly-regarded three-volume encyclopedia Radio Manufacturers of the 1920's. This was a duplicate set for Alan, who had a better one in his collection, and it had barely missed being shipped to an overseas collector. It was removed from storage in response to a "Want" ad, but was brought to Rochester after the ad was accidentally misplaced. Alan's price was very reasonable, so I decided to buy it.

**GENERAL CONSTRUCTION**

The Minerva Tropicmaster, otherwise known as the Model W-117, is definitely a utilitarian set. With its front door shut, it is totally enclosed in a plain (except for the Tropicmaster logo, embossed in flamboyant calligraphy) cabinet made of heavy-gauge metal and finished with gray-crackle paint. Pick it up and gravity will exert about a 20-pound downward force on your hand via the unpadded metal fold-out carrying handle.

Two military-style twist-and-snap fasteners are located at the top of the front door. Release them and the door hinges downward to reveal the set's gray-enameled front panel. It looks like a conventional home-entertainment radio in battle dress. Speaker at the left, behind a grill incorporating the Minerva monogram; pointer-type dial at the right above the four control knobs (volume, tone, band-switch, and tuning). In addition to standard broadcast, the Minerva has a 5.5-18-MHz shortwave band.

Other cabinet details include a frame (empty in my case) on the inside front cover made to hold a chart or a schematic, as well as a neat slide-open door in back that accesses the antenna and ground terminals (no loop antenna here!) and the stowed AC line cord. Remove four thumbscrews (they match the little knob on the sliding door) at the corners of the back panel and you can slide the entire radio, front panel and all, backwards out of the cabinet.

Even out of the cabinet, the radio and panels form a solid unit. The two metal panels sandwich the chassis and are securely attached to it, at their bottom edges, via insulating spacers (this is an AC-DC set). The two panels are firmly bolted together at their top edges via a couple of sturdy cross-members that span the space between them.

**ELECTRICAL DESIGN**

If the mechanical design of the Tropicmaster seems a bit on the robust side for a home-entertainment radio, the electrical design isn't far behind. The set's eight tubes include a 6SK7 IF amplifier, a 6SA7 mixer, a 6SK7 IF amplifier, a 6SG7 detector/AF amplifier/AVC tube, two 50L6 push-pull power-output tubes with an associated 6SC7 phase inverter, and a 2526 rectifier.

That is about as many tubes as I have ever seen in the series string of an AC-DC table radio. In fact, the two 50L6 filaments had to be wired in parallel to reduce the voltage drop—which would otherwise have exceeded the 115-volt-AC line voltage. The parallel arrangement was feasible because the total
current passing through the two 0.15-amp 50L6 filament is 0.3 amps, which matches the filament current ratings of the other tubes in the string.

I'm not sure why the three-tube push-pull output arrangement was necessary; I'd imagine that the usual single 50L6 in AC-DC sets could easily provide enough audio to overload the built-in six-inch speaker. A Jack for a larger external speaker might have justified the powerful output stage, but there is no such jack.

The Minerva's electrical construction parallels its mechanical construction—high quality all the way. The RF and oscillator coils are enclosed in metal cans; leads to and from the volume and tone controls are carried in shielded cables that are carefully solder-bonded to each other and to the chassis base; small power resistors that, in a lesser set, would be supported by their leads, are mounted with through-holes; hookup wire is carefully routed and of high quality.

A MORALE SET IN "CIVVIES"?

Of course, anyone who has ever looked at a World War II army-morale radio knows that I have just described one. Where else would you find what is essentially a home radio receiver built to such exacting specifications? Alan Douglas, who has collected several morale sets, feels this set is one that was designed near the end of the war and thus never made it to combat. The surplus stocks, minus the military identification tags and then painted grey wrinkle instead of "OD," were sold in the postwar civilian market.

What we'd both like to know is: Has anyone ever encountered this radio with its military paint and markings? According to some advertising (provided by Alan) for a later Minerva civilian radio, the company claimed to have made wartime radios for military organizations and organizations working "in the interest of the serviceman."

Has anyone come across any advertising for the set in its civilian form as discussed here? And whatever became of the Minerva Company? It appears to have vanished just a few years after the war's end.

WHY DID THEY BUY IT?

It's also fun to speculate...
about why civilians, delighted and relieved to have World War II finally in the past, would be interested in buying a radio that was more at home in the barracks than the living room. I can think of a couple of reasons. Being old enough to remember those heady days just after the war, I recall the hunger for the first peacetime consumer goods. They were slow in coming, it seemed, and people were more than willing to accept compromises.

I still remember the first new car in our community: a Studebaker owned by the high-school principal. We all marveled over it, and I was fascinated by the fact that Mr. Shultz's new "wheels" had bumpers made of wooden planks. The factory would replace them, I heard, as soon as enough chromium became available to produce the genuine issue.

The other point is that many folks were happy to buy the surplus items that were produced for a war we no longer had to fight. Most people did not find them depressing. They were of high quality, had macho overtones, were associated with our victory, and were usually sold at bargain prices. Certainly if the performance of this Minerva matched the quality of its construction, it would be a radio anyone would be proud to own—even if they didn't play it in the living room.

Actually, Minerva seems to have survived long enough to produce a simplified and conventionally styled version of the W-117, which was known as the W-117-3. According to some service notes for the W-117-3 included in Alan's info-package, the chassis was almost identical, but the cabinet was of conventional civilian styling. I can't tell from the photocopy whether it was made of wood or plastic.

Looking at the schematic of the W-117-3, I find it interesting that a large antenna was added and the phase-inverter stage was eliminated. 50A5's were substituted for the 50L6's and paralleled 35Z5's were substituted for the 25Z6's. The latter change increased the voltage drop across the filament series string to the point where the power-dropping resistors used in the W-117 were no longer needed.

RESTORING THE TROPICMASTER

Having developed a healthy curiosity about how well this interesting set will perform, I'm going to make it our next restoration project. Cosmetically, the outside of the set (cabinet and front panel) is in really nice shape, and won't need much more than a cleaning. Inside, it's not quite so nice. The damp environment in which the radio was apparently stored for some time had more of an effect there.

The chassis is pitted in spots where the plating has been attacked, and the speaker frame is almost completely covered with a light coating of rust. However, all parts seem to be present, and the original factory wiring appears not to have been disturbed, except for the replacement of some caps.

A couple of potential problems were immediately apparent, though. For one thing, the open-frame filter choke, which is mounted above the chassis, had a couple of layers of plastic electrical tape wrapped around it—definitely a bad sign.

For another, the top of the oscillator-coil shield can has some rusty dents. They're not the type of dents that would have been made by an accidental impact; they look more like they were pounded in with a pointed tool—I can't imagine why.

I decided to look into these problems immediately. If the choke had a serious problem, I could begin looking for a replacement. But if the oscillator-coil assembly was damaged, there wouldn't be much point in continuing the restoration until such time as I might be lucky enough to locate a junker parts set.

Starting with the easier task, I carefully unwound the tape from around the choke and discovered the expected problem. One of the two leads had become separated from the choke and had been simply taped to the side of the unit. The other lead was still electrically attached to the choke, but had apparently been pulled out of its mechanical attachment point. Apparently the tape was there to keep it from flopping around and thereby breaking the electrical connection.

It might be possible to securely reattach both leads; I'll know later. If necessary, a replacement choke with the proper specs wouldn't be too hard to locate.

It was a little bit harder to remove the dented can, which was definitely not intended to be taken off after the coil had been wired in. However, I managed by removing the can's under-chassis mounting nuts and also the nuts on the side of the can that held the coil in place. There was just about enough slack in the coil's connecting leads for me to (very carefully!) pull the can away from the chassis until its mounting studs were free. Then I was able to maneuver the can until the coil's mounting studs popped back inside it.

Now there was nothing to stop me from sliding the can off the coil assembly. Once I did that, I was gratified to find that the assembly had not been damaged in any way. I plan to replace the can (after doing my best to remove some of the dents) at the start of my next work session.
By Jeff Holtzman

Object-oriented technology (OOT) is the hottest thing in the computer industry since the graphical user interface (GUI) of Windows overtook the command-line interface of DOS. Many of the concepts of OOT date back to the late 1960's and a programming language called SIMULA (for Simulation Language), but it has taken a good twenty-five years for OOT to achieve mainstream status. In the mid-1980's, OOT was overhyped as "The Solution" for everything that ailed the process of developing software. Others proclaimed it interesting under-the-hood technology, but irrelevant as far as the user is concerned. Nonetheless, OOT kept inching forward to the point where it now has 'relevance across all sorts of disciplines.

Last month, we discussed what is probably the key feature of OOT: the hierarchy. This time we're going to discuss what the word 'object' means.

**Methods, Attributes, and Messages**

![Diagram of object hierarchy]

Fig. 1. By organizing objects into a hierarchy, parts with common characteristics can be treated by software in a similar manner. As an example, that approach is taken here with a group of electronic and electric components.

So what is an object? A switch is an object. A semiconductor junction is an object. A chunk of software is an object. What those objects share in common is that they can be viewed as entities that:

- Perform actions
- Have characteristics
- Interact with other objects

For example, a plain-old SPST switch can interrupt the flow of current; its primary characteristic is that it can be either on or off. A more complex switch could have other characteristics, such as number of poles, number of positions, make-before-break or break-before-make switching characteristics, current-carrying capacity, voltage isolation, resistance, etc.

A semiconductor junction could be viewed as a more-complex switch object, with a smoothly varying range from on to off. Other characteristics might include sensitivity to light, and leakage current.

When you look at a software object, exactly the same principle applies. In fact, you might have a software model of a switch or a pn junction. The object model would have the same characteristics and would perform the same actions. It would also interact with other objects in the "circuit" just as a "real" diode or transistor would.

A software object can perform actions, has characteristics, and can interact with other software objects. In OOT terms, an object's actions are called methods. There is no universally accepted term for its characteristics, but the word "attribute" does appear fairly often. The way an object interacts with other objects is by sending messages. You can summarize the above with a formula:

Object = Methods + Attributes + Messages

**SOFTWARE OBJECTS**

How can you tell a software object when you see one? You can't, not unless you're a programmer. But it's not hard to make a good guess. For example, Windows is not an object-oriented operating environment except to the extent that nearly everything you interact with in a typical Windows program is an object. For example, a button that you "push" by clicking with the mouse is an object. The same is true for the 'menu bar that appears at the top of your screen; all the buttons in that fancy icon bar; the common dialog boxes of Windows.

(Continued on page 94)
With the temperatures warming and the days growing longer, it's a fit and fine time to go motorcycle riding. So what does that have to do with electronic circuitry you might ask? Stick around and you'll see, as we share a number of simple electronic accessories that you can build to add to your cycling pleasure.

HEADLIGHT MONITOR

Our first entry, see Fig. 1, could help keep you from harm's way, and save you from a ticket at the same time. The headlight on most newer bikes is keyed on with the ignition switch to guarantee that you are never underway without your headlight being on.

However, many older bikes have a factory headlight switch, and a growing number of the newer bikes are owner-modified in the same way. That switch is often added to lessen the load on the battery when starting up the bike, but the problem is that you must remember each time to turn the headlight switch back on before you get rolling. Riding without your light on will get you a ticket every time.

One solution is to add a simple headlight monitor like the one in Fig. 1. That circuit consists of just an LED and a current-limiting resistor wired across the headlight switch as shown in the figure. When the ignition is on and the headlight switch is off, the LED will glow. A super-bright jumbo-size LED (see Parts List) was chosen to be seen better in bright sunlight.

IMPROVED HEADLIGHT MONITOR

A second solution to the previously mentioned lights-off problem is shown in Fig. 2. In that circuit, a 555 IC timer is connected in a very-low-frequency oscillator circuit. That configuration adds an on/off flashing output to the LED and powers a piezo sounder that chimes in with a beep for each flash. When the ignition switch is on and the light switch is off, power is supplied to the 555 circuitry. The oscillator's frequency is set by the values of R1, R2, and C1 to about 1 Hz. Increasing the value of R2 or C1 will lower the oscillator's frequency and decreasing one of those values will increase the frequency. The IC's output at pin 3 drives the LED through R3 and sends power to the piezo sounder.

Use a bright LED so that you will be able to see it in the daytime. If you use an LED other than the one specified in the Parts List, select a value for R3 that will allow the maximum-rated current of that LED to flow. Just divide the LED's maximum current into the supply voltage (12 volts) and use the nearest standard resistor value.

TUNE-UP AID

Our next item (see Fig. 3) can be a big help if you like to do your own carburetor tune-up and happen to own a newer twin-cylinder motorcycle that has an

![Fig. 1. With this simple circuit, you'll never again forget to turn your headlight on.](image)

**Fig. 2.** If the LED in this circuit is flashing and the piezo sounder is buzzing, then your headlight is not on.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE HEADLIGHT MONITOR (Fig. 1)**

- LED1—Jumbo light-emitting diode (Radio Shack 276-086 or equivalent)
- R1—470-ohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
- Wire, solder, etc.
electronic ignition system. On the older twins, with the standard breaker-point ignition system, it was possible to just pull the spark-plug wire from one cylinder and make your carburetor adjustment on the running cylinder. You could then repeat the procedure for the other cylinder. But on one of the newer bikes equipped with an electronic ignition system, pulling the plug wire with the engine running would blow the ignition coil. The reason is that the newer ignition systems generate a much higher voltage and, when there is no ground for the spark to jump to, the spark can jump between the coil's windings. If a carbon path is formed by an internal breakdown, the coil's output voltage will be greatly reduced and the coil could be ruined.

Our simple tune-up aid always supplies a gap and ground for the high voltage to jump to. In Fig. 3, a spark plug is shown mounted with nylon cable ties to one end of a ¼-inch thick piece of plastic or plexiglass (to provide adequate insulation). Remove the ground gap tab located at the base of the spark plug. Make the fixed gap from a metal screw, or some similar item, and space it about 0.025 inches from the plug's end. Connect an end cap to the fixed gap and hold it in place with a couple of nylon cable ties. Also connect one end of a knife switch, S1, to the fixed gap and connect the other terminal to a grounding clip. Be sure that the knife switch has an insulated handle. Do not use an old switch with a wood handle. It's no fun being the lightning rod for a high-tech ignition system! With the ignition turned off, remove one of the spark plug wires and connect it to the spark plug on the fixture. Slip the fixture's end cap over the spark plug on the cycle and you're ready to go. Open S1 and start the engine. Then, close S1; the cylinder with the fixture should not fire and a spark should be seen at the fixed gap. Be sure that the fixture is connected to the engine ground before closing S1.

BURGLAR ALARM

The simple burglar-alarm

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3. Performing a tune-up on a newer bike is made a lot easier with this helpful circuit. Because of the high voltages present, make sure S1 has an insulated handle and that the fixture is grounded.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 4. Feel safer with this alarm circuit. When you're away, S3 makes sure no one touches your bike; when you're on it, S2 doubles as a panic switch.
circuit shown in Fig. 4 will only cost a few bucks to build and could save your bike from being stolen or messed with. A 555 IC is connected in a one-shot timer circuit that turns on a FET transistor and either a siren or the bike’s horn for a pre-set time period. Switch S1 is used as an on/off switch.

Closing either of two switches, S2 and S3, will trigger the IC. When either switch closes, pin 2 of U1 goes low. That triggers the IC to produce a positive output at pin 3 and sounds the alarm for the time period set by R3. The mercury switch, S3, is the switch that activates the alarm should someone move your bike. Switch S2 can be used as a panic switch if you ever feel threatened.

The IRF511 N-channel FET (Q1) will handle currents up to 4 amps. If you need a higher-current device, an IRF530, which is rated at 14 amps, can be substituted.

Fig. 5. Why yell at your passenger when you can talk? Use this two-way intercom to make communicating on the open road a lot easier.

Both amplifiers in the circuit operate at a minimum gain of 20 dB. That helps to keep the wind and road noise to a minimum. However, that also means that the microphone must be located close to the mouth.

Fig. 6. Tired of making hand signals? Build this simple turn-signal system and keep your hands on the handlebars.

The final motorcycle gadget (see Fig. 6) is a complete turn-signal system. It can be added to an older bike or used as a replacement for a non-working existing system. Two sections of a 4049 are used to build this gadget.
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AmericanRadioHistory.com
Shortwave From South Africa

By Don Jensen

There have been great changes in South Africa in the past several years! One that affected shortwave listeners in the U.S. and Canada was the South African Broadcasting Corporation's change in audience emphasis. In October 1992, the well-known and widely heard South African SW service, Radio RSA, changed its name to Channel Africa.

That name change heralded a different mission for the external service of the SABC. "We used to broadcast under our old name of SABC is the continent's only shortwave station providing a daily multi-lingual commercial service to Africa.

Channel Africa has not abandoned English programming however, because that is one of Africa's important languages. The service also airs broadcasts in a half dozen other languages of the region: French, Portuguese, Kiswahili, Chichewa, Silozi, and Tsonga.

Programming, Vorster says, includes news; actualities; economic and socio-political issues; coverage of economic, socio-political, environmental and wildlife issues; education and training; sports; music; and light entertainment. In a continent where commercial radio broadcasting is not widespread, Channel Africa is involved in audience research to provide background data for potential advertisers. It has joined with the British Broadcasting Corporation, Holland's Radio Nederlands and Germany's Deutche Welle to survey the African radio audience. Initial studies indicate that between seven- and nine-million listeners in sub-Saharan African regularly tune in Channel Africa, Vorster says. They also indicate that 90 percent of the station's African audience prefers Channel Africa's news broadcasts. Not surprisingly, music, entertainment, and sports programming also are popular.

Vorster notes, however, that much of Radio RSA's old audience around the globe is still out there listening. "Our signal is so strong," she says, "that we continue to receive letters from shortwave listeners in many parts of the world, including the United States, who receive our transmissions . . . even in a town called Chicken in Alaska!"

North American SWLs who want to try Channel Africa's English language broadcasts can check these times and frequencies: 0300-0500 UTC: 5,955 and 9,585 kHz; 0500-0600 UTC: 7,185 and 11,900 kHz; 1000-1100 UTC: 17,810 kHz; 1100-1200 UTC: 9,730 kHz; 1500-1600 UTC: 7,225 kHz; 1600-1700 UTC: 7,225 and 15,240 kHz; and 1700-1800 UTC: 7,225 kHz.

If you want to send your reception report to Channel Africa, write to Post Office Box 91313, Auckland Park 2006, South Africa.

WHAT'S IN A NAME

Everyone knows the name Radio Shock, the large, nationwide chain of electronic retail stores. What you might not know, though, is that their tradename had its origins in the early days of the radio hobby. In the 1920's and 1930's, every radio ham or SWL had his or her "radio shack" (no capital letters, you'll note). In many cases, it was just that, nothing more than a wooden shed out back where the radio enthusiast could fool around with his home-built radio sets.

In later years, most SWL's wisely moved indoors. Shortwave equipment was

*CREDITS: William Davenport, TN; Marie Lamb, NY; Ed Newbury, NE; North American SW Association, 45 Wildflower Road, Levittown, PA 19057
set up in the basement, attic, den, spare bedroom, or perhaps even in a living-room corner. Though a lot more comfortable and convenient than the back-yard woodshed, the old term "shack" stuck.

I'd like to feature photos of our readers and their "radio shacks" as part of our monthly column. So get out the camera and recruit a family member to snap you as you tune your favorite SW stations. Send the photograph to me at DX Listening, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Please identify your SW receiver and any listening accessories that appear in the photo. We'd all like to see what you look like!

A BASIC QUESTION

Here's a question from a new shortwave listener, Fred Pawlowski, who writes from Astoria, OR: "I know its an elementary question, but can you list all the shortwave bands where I can hear foreign SW stations?"

It might be elementary, Fred, but we do have beginning shortwave listeners coming on board every month, reading DX Listening for the first time. So for you, and for them, it is important to cover some of the basics of the listening hobby.

There are 14 groups of SW frequencies, assigned by the International Telecommunications Union. Those SW broadcasting bands are named for the metric lengths of their radio waves and are as follows. They are:

- 11-meter band: 25,600 to 26,100 kilohertz (kHz)
- 13-meter band: 21,450 to 21,750 kHz
- 15-meter band: 18,900 to 19,020 kHz (future band)
- 16-meter band: 17,550 to 17,900 kHz

(future: 17,480-17,900)
- 19-meter band: 15,100 to 15,600 kHz
(future: 15,100-15,800)
- 22-meter band: 13,600 to 13,800 kHz
(future: 13,570-13,870)
- 25-meter band: 11,650 to 12,050 kHz
(future: 11,600-12,050)
- 31-meter band: 9,500 to 9,990 kHz
(future: 9,400-9,990)
- 41-meter band: 7,100 to 7,300 kHz
(future: 7,100-7,350)
- 49-meter band: 5,950 to 6,200 kHz
(future: 5,900-6,200)
- 60-meter band: 4,750 to 5,060 kHz
- 75-meter band: 3,900 to 4,000 kHz
- 90-meter band: 3,200 to 3,400 kHz
- 120-meter band: 2,300 to 2,495 kHz

The expanded bands (designated "future" above) officially will be assigned to shortwave broadcasting at the turn of the century, but you probably can expect that some stations will be using some of those frequencies well before the year 2000. In general terms, look to frequencies of 15,000 kHz and higher during the daylight hours, and the lower frequencies for nighttime listening.

DOWN THE DIAL

Here are some SW stations that are being logged lately:

LEBANON — 6,280 kHz. The station King of Hope is operated from south Lebanon by High Adventures ministries, a U.S.-based religious organization. It has been noted here at around 0100 UTC with cool jazz and religious talks.

VENEZUELA — 9,660 kHz. Radio Rumbos in Caracas is noted with Spanish language programming and great Latin and salsa music at about 2200 UTC.
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NU-TEK
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PRINTED circuit boards. Design and make PC boards to your requirements. Small runs OK. Fast turnaround. 28 years experience. Call, write or fax for information. SHORE PRINTED CIRCUITS, 1558 Route 9, Toms River, NJ 08753. (800) 752-1574, (908) 505-6363, fax 505-6266.

T.V. notch filters, free brochure. MICROTHINC, Box 63/6025, Margate, FL 33063. (305) 752-9202.

CABLE test chips. Put your cable box in full test mode. Call (303) 731-9400.
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DESCRAMBLE cable with simple circuit added to Radio Shack RF modulator and using VCR as tuner. Instructions $10.00. TELCOM, POB 832- P4, Brusly, LA 70719.


BEST BY MAIL

Retail: Write Nations, Box S, Sarasota, FL 34230

EDUCATION

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA Fast New Program, Credit For Experience. 1-800-470-4723.

FINANCIAL

SIGNATURE LOANS $1000 - 5000 No-Collateral ($3.00 Refundable). TAYOE ODESHANYA, 427 Church Street, Williamstown, NJ 08094.

MEXICO TRADE DIRECTORY $15.00 Postpaid. EASY TO ORDER, OF INTEREST TO ALL.

RECYCLE PERSONAL COPIERS Cartridges, Instructions $14.95. Charles Bruce, Box 543, Agapetos, NY 10903.


RECEIVING TUBES OVER 3000 TYPES IN STOCK! Also hard-to-find transformers, capacitors, and parts for tube equipment. Send $2.00 for our 36 page catalog.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY 6221 S. Maple Ave. Tempe, AZ 85283-602-820-5411

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products at home. Call toll free 1 (800) 467-5566 ext. 5730.

START your own technical venture! Don Lancaster's newly updated Incredible Secret Money Machine II tells how. We now haveautographed copies of the Guru's underground classic for $18.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809-C, Thatcher, AZ 85552. (602) 428-4073. Visa/MC.

GET paid $260.20 per roll taking easy snapshots! No experience. Film supplied. PHOTOTEX, Box 2457, Dept. 2, Pinecove, CA 92254. Recorded information: (909) 659-9757 ext. 8.

GREAT extra income! Assemble craft products at home. Easy fun to do. Guaranteed! 1 (800) 377-6000 ext7930.

JOB security! Full specifics. $5.00. You can't afford to wait! SAGAMORE PUBLISHING, PO Box 246, Teaneck, NJ 07666.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

April 1995, Popular Electronics

1-800-AHA-USA1

American Heart Association

This space provided as a public service. ©1993, American Heart Association

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED

Free Sample! Antique Radio's Largest Circulation Monthly. Articles, Ads & Classifieds

6-Month Trial: $17.95, 1-Yr: $34.95 ($5.15-1st Class). A.R.C., P.O. Box 802-L14, Carlisle, MA 01741

Phone(508) 371-0512 VISAMC Fax(508) 371-7129

PLANS & KITS

60 Soldierless Breadboard Projects in two easy-to-read pocket books. Complete with circuit descriptions, schematics, parts layouts, component listings, etc. Both books ($107 & $113) only $110 plus $3.50 for shipping. USA and Canada only. US funds. ETT, INC., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

SURVEILLANCE: countersurveillance, bugging/ phone tapping detector, telephone/fax encryption, vehicle tracking, covert video, transmitter kit, and more. A.B. ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) U-ANTIBUG.

CRYSTAL set Handbook — Visit antiquity by building the radios your grandfather built. Assemble a "Quaker Oats" rig, wind coils that work and make it look like 1920s! Only $10.95 plus $3.50 for shipping and handling. CLAGGK INC., PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds only! USA and Canada — no foreign orders.

BUILD a 469 personal computer. Easy reading guide $19.95. QUANTA ENTERPRISES, PO Box 273, Dept. 50, Northfield, NJ 08225.

FIBER optics experimenters parts, supplies and tools: Fiber, cable, connectors, splices, detectors, lasers, kit plus newsletter. Send $2.00 for catalog. LIGHTLINE ENGINEERING, PO Box 24, Mullica Hill, NJ 08062.

EASY to install, low cost, home/auto alarm system. Schematic diagrams/kit. $9.95. OODB8H, 270 North Canon #1632G, Beverly Hills, CA 90212-5323.

MASTERCARD AND VISA are now accepted for payment of your advertising. Simply complete the Classified Ad order form and we will bill you.
By Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV

Building Receivers With The NE-602

This month we will take a look at building superhet and direct-conversion receivers, frequency converters, and other circuits using the Signetics NE-602 integrated circuit. The material will be presented as a three-part series. I have used that chip in a number of projects, and am quite fond of it—it makes receiver-making a tad easier than it used to be.

You will also want to obtain catalog SC-95 from SESCOM, Inc. (Dept. PE, 2100 Ward Drive, Henderson, NV 89015-4249). Their telephone numbers are as follows: orders: Tel. 800-634-3457, Fax: 800-551-2749; technical assistance: Tel. 702-565-3993, Fax: 702-565-4828; and office: Tel. 702-565-3400. The catalog lists dozens of 19-inch rack frames, rack boxes/chassis, cabinets, and RF-tight boxes. SESCOM sent me a sample of their SB-series RF construction boxes. Those small RF-tight, hot-finned, steel boxes solve some of the main problems RF builders have with aluminum boxes. They come with tight-fitting top covers, and have removable internal dividers to make separate component compartments. The tin plating means that you can solder directly to the box or dividers, which solves some RF problems right there! Get the SESCOM catalog if you are interested in any type of electronic construction, especially RF construction.

But first, let's take a look at a couple of suppliers that will be of interest to ham operators and others who build RF projects. The first item is the 64-page catalog of Antennas West (Dept. PE, Box 50062, 1500 North 150 West, Provo, UT 84605-0062; Tel. 801-373-8425, Fax: 801-375-4664). The catalog contains some interesting wire and aluminum-tubing antennas, BALUN transformers, as well as other antenna-related products. They also stock various solar-power items. Along with the antenna listings are brief theory discussions. The Antennas West catalog costs $1.00.

The NE-602 Device

The Signetics NE-602 is an integrated circuit containing a double-balanced modulator or mixer (DBM), an oscillator, and an internal voltage regulator in a single, eight-pin package (see Fig. 1). The double-balanced mixer operates to 500 MHz, and the internal oscillator works to 200 MHz. The primary uses of the NE-602 are in HF and VHF receivers, frequency converters, and frequency translators, but it can also be used as a signal generator. The oscillator section will operate in many popular LC variable-frequency oscillator, piezoelectric-cry sta...
tains both a mixer and a local oscillator; it can operate as a radio receiver front-end circuit. It features good noise and reasonable, although not exciting, third-order-intermodulation performance. The noise figure is typically 5 dB at a frequency of 45 MHz. The NE-602 has a third-order intercept point on the order of -15 dBm, referenced to a matched input, although it is recommended that a maximum signal level of -25 dBm (approximately 3.2 mW) be observed. That signal level corresponds to about 12 mV into a 50-ohm load, or 70 mV into the 1500-ohm input impedance of the NE-602.

The NE-602 is capable of providing 0.2 µV sensitivity in receiver circuits without external RF amplification. One criticism of the NE-602 is that it appears to sacrifice some dynamic range for high sensitivity, a problem that is said to be solved in the "A" series (e.g. NE-602AN).

**FREQUENCY CONVERSION AND TRANSLATION**

The process of frequency conversion is called heterodyning. When two signals of different frequencies (f1 and f2) are mixed in a nonlinear circuit, a collection of different frequencies will appear in the output of the circuit. These are characterized as f1, f2 and f1 ± m f2, where n and m are integers. In most practical situations, n and m are 1, so the total output spectrum will consist at least of f1, f2, f1 + f2 and f1 - f2. Of course, if the two input circuits contain harmonics, then additional products are found in the output. In superheterodyne radio receivers, either the sum or difference frequency is selected as the intermediate frequency (IF). In order to make the frequency conversion possible, a circuit needs a local oscillator and a mixer circuit (both of which are provided by the NE-602).

The local oscillator (LO) consists of a VHF NPN transistor with the base connected to pin 6 of the NE-602, and the emitter connected to pin 7; the collector of the oscillator transistor is not available on an external pin. There is also an internal buffer amplifier, which connects the oscillator transistor to the double-balanced modulator circuit.

Any of the standard oscillator-circuit configurations (discussed later on in this series) can be used with the internal oscillator, provided that access to the collector terminal is not required. That means that Colpitts, Clapp, Hartley, Butler, and several other oscillator circuits can be used with the NE-602 device, while the Pierce and Miller oscillator circuits can not.

The double-balanced mixer circuit consists of a pair of cross-connected differential amplifiers (Q1/Q2 with Q5 as a current source; similarly Q3/Q4 with Q6 working as a current source). That configuration is called a Gilbert Transconductance Cell. The cross-coupled collectors form a push-pull output (pins 4 and 5) in which each output pin is connected to the V+ power-supply terminal through 1500-ohm resistances. The input is also push-pull, and likewise is cross-coupled between the two halves of the cell. The local oscillator signal is injected into each cell-half at the base of one of the transistors.

Because the mixer is "double balanced," it has a key attribute that makes it ideal for use as a frequency converter or receiver front-end: suppression of the LO and RF input signals in the outputs. In the NE-602 chip, the output signals are f1 + f2 and f1 - f2; neither LO nor RF signals appear in the output in any great amplitude. Although some harmonic products appear, many are also suppressed because of the DBM action.

**POWER-SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS**

The V+ power-supply terminal of the NE-602 is pin 8, and the ground connection is pin 3; both must be used for the DC power connections. The DC power-supply range is +4.5- to +8-volts DC, with a current drain ranging from 2.4 to 2.8 mA.

It is highly recommended that the V+ power supply terminal (pin 8) be bypassed to ground with a capacitor of 0.01 to 0.1 µF in order to prevent instability (oscillation) and guard against noise interfering with the operation of the device. The capacitor should be mounted as close to the body of the NE-602 as is practical; short leads are required in radio-frequency circuits.

Figure 2 shows the recommended power supply configuration for situations where the supply voltage is +4.5 to +8 volts. For best results, the supply voltage should be regulated. Otherwise, the local-oscillator frequency may not be sta-
The Trident TR-1200 handheld scanner is another in the series of receivers offering an extremely wide tuning range, plus loads and loads of memory channels. The radio picks up signals within the range from 500 kHz (that's below the AM broadcast band) to 1300 MHz (1.3 GHz). That means it takes in AM and FM broadcasts, shortwave broadcasts, and TV audio, as well as all the VHF/UHF scanner-band action. It can receive FM-Narrow, FM-Wide, and AM modes. Tuning increments are selectable in steps as low as 5 kHz.

Within the TR-1200 are 1000 memory channels. The user can set and place into memory up to ten different search ranges. The scanning rate is 25 channels per second.

Power is supplied by four "AA" batteries, and rechargeable types can be used if desired. The Trident TR-1200 comes with a 12-volt DC cigarette-lighter plug, an AC battery charger, four "AA" batteries, an earphone, a belt clip, a rubberized antenna, and mounting hardware. It weighs just 14 ounces.

The manufacturer's suggested retail price is $629, but we have seen the TR-1200 generally offered in the $400 (and slightly under) price range. It's an extremely versatile handful of equipment.

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS

Are you aware that your scanner covers some of the frequency bands used by radio astronomers to listen to deep space for naturally generated signals? Such signals arrive here from the sun and many other areas of the cosmos, and are part of an overall pattern of energy radiation that also includes x-rays, gamma rays, UV rays, and infrared and visible light.

While the signals arriving here undoubtedly exist virtually across the radio spectrum, they peak in certain frequency ranges, which are studied by radio astronomers. Those bands lie between 21 MHz and 265 GHz. That range includes several bands within the range of many scanners.

Mind you, those signals are faint crackles, buzzes, and pops of noise. The thrill lies in knowing that they are arriving from deep space. If you want to have a go at hearing something, you'll want a good outdoor antenna and a good preamplifier.

Radio astronomers like the following bands: 37.50 to 38.29, 73.00 to 75.46, 150.05 to 153.00, 322.0 to 324.6, 406.1 to 410.0, and 606.0 to 614.0 MHz. Yes, many of those frequencies are subject to interference from communications stations.

Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) frequencies include 1000 to 3000 MHz. All or part of that band is within the capabilities of sophisticated scanners. Two frequencies in particular have long been suggested as being the best bets for producing SETI results. Those are 1420.0 MHz (the emission line of neutral hydrogen) and 1720.0 MHz (the hydroxyl emission line).

Those searching for SETI transmissions are hoping to hear noise that has a discernible pattern, indicating deliberate transmission. Give a listen; you never know what you might hear.
SPEAKIN' BEACON

A man moved into his newly purchased home in Westminster, Vermont, and started to move out the previous owner's left-behind basement clutter. Some cartons were thrown out, with a few left to go.

The following day, as he was mowing his lawn, he wondered why so many aircraft had begun to circle his country home. The next thing he knew, people wearing combat fatigues and carrying loudly beeping radios were swarming across his property. He said it scared the hell out of him.

It was only then that he learned that the former owner of his new home had been a pilot. The fellow had apparently stored an Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) in a carton in the basement. Those small devices are intended to automatically trigger a rescue beacon signal on 121.5 MHz when triggered by the impact of a small-plane crash. Moving the cartons around had turned on the rescue beacon, although pilots are supposed to remove the batteries when the units are not in use.

The ELT signal had caused more than 100 U.S. Air Force, Civil Air Patrol, and other rescuers to look for what they thought was a downed aircraft. They traced the signal to the man's basement with direction finders, then turned it off.

OLDIES, BUT ARE THEY GOODIES?

Many readers write and proudly mention how they use this or that scanner, which they have had in service for many years. This week, letters have come in from readers describing the delights of using trusty and trouble-free sets like the Bearcat 210 and 300.

I'm the first to endorse getting the most from your investment, but there does come a time when you should figure you've gotten your money's worth. In the instance of ancient scanners, that time has passed.

Why? First, older scanners were designed when the 450-MHz band was set up with frequencies in 25-kHz increments. They search, and can be programmed, only in 25-kHz increments. These days, many American communications services using bands above 45 MHz are assigned frequencies in 12.5-kHz increments. Modern scanners are designed to deal with this. So, straight away, an older scanner misses out on much of the action on the popular UHF bands. That also makes older units virtually useless for use with an 800-MHz converter.

Second, older scanners don't use low-loss BNC antenna connectors, which are now the industry standard. Furthermore, they don't scan or search as rapidly, have as many memory channels, or offer other features standard on today's moderately priced scanners. In addition, many circuit advancements have taken place during recent years.

FREQUENCY FINDER

Ron A., of California, writes that he's a "Dead Head." That is to say, he is a big fan of the Grateful Dead and has attended many of their concerts. He hopes that we can supply the frequencies of the handheld radios he sees used by the Dead staff.

From what we could find out, the security personnel are on 469.375 MHz, while the stage crew uses 469.775 MHz. For general operations, monitor 462.4875 MHz.

YOU CAN WIND YOUR OWN COILS?

There's no trick to it except knowing what you are doing. In a unique, 106-page book you can become expert in winding RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and transformers. Practically every type of coil is discussed and necessary calculations are given with the mathematical data simplified for use by anyone. Get your copy today!

Mail coupon to:
Electronics Technology Today, Inc.
P.O. Box 240 • Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240

Please send me my copy of Coil Design and Construction Manual (BP160). I enclose a check or money order for $8.45 to cover the book's cost and shipping-and-handling expenses. NY state residents must add local sales tax.

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City __________________ State _____ ZIP _____

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

In the May, 1995
Popular Electronics®

The editors present an in-depth roundup of products introduced at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show—the sales hub for the industry! Also, they report on the hot topics at CES. Will HDTV ever make it? Will DSS be on-ramp to the entertainment highway? There's much more to be revealed!

Build the "g" Machine — Measure acceleration with this easy-to-build portable project.

Security in the Information Age — Unravel the facts on DES, PGP, the Clipper Chip, and more!

Build a Variometer Radio — A sliding coil receiver that's a blast from the past.

PLUS outstanding columns and departments like Gizmo, Think Tank, DX Listening, Scanner Scene, Computer Bits, Circuit Circus, Multimedia Watch and a whole lot more!

ON SALE
March 16, 1995

Pick up Popular Electronics at your favorite Newsstand, Bookstore, Convenience Store or Supermarket.
The 32nd edition of this popular frequency guide for scanner users has been revised and updated to include up-to-the-minute listings. By no means limited to police bands, it also lists the frequencies used by paramedics, search and rescue operations, fire departments, railroads, civil defense, hospitals, armed forces, highway patrols, national parks, forest rangers, lifeguards, pilots, and more. A new section contains a glossary of terminology and slang used by law-enforcement officers and firefighters. Public Safety radio systems are arranged by both user name and by frequency.

The book also contains an illustrated "Listener's Guide Book," which is full of practical information for scanner enthusiasts of all levels. It explains how to select and set up antenna systems and how to get a license, and discusses radio-wave propagation and the latest scanning technologies. The book also offers an exclusive, consolidated frequency list of both FCC and federal radio-channel assignments.


Each volume of Police Call Radio Guide, 1995 Edition costs $9.99 and is available in electronics retail stores including Radio Shack. For more information, contact Hollins Radio Data, P. O. Box 35002, Los Angeles, CA 90035.

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CATALOG OF HIGH-TECH ELECTRONIC KITS
from LNS Technologies

This 20-page catalog offers practical, fun, and easy-to-build electronic kits. Designed so that you learn as you build, each kit includes detailed, illustrated assembly manuals that show you how to identify each part, guide you step-by-step through construction, show the circuit diagrams, explain the theory of operation, and provide a troubleshooting section. If a new or unusual component is used in a project, a copy of the manufacturer's data sheet is included.

The catalog includes kits for building lasers, solid-state recorders, voice changers, gas sensors, motion detectors, microprocessors, and more. New products include a "Super-Secret Spy Microphone." Each project is rated with an assembly skill level.

The Catalog of High-Tech Electronic Kits is available for $1 (refundable with order) from LNS Technologies, 20993 Foothill Blvd., Suite 307P, Hayward, CA 94541-1511.

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

VCRS & CAMCORDERS FOR DUMMIES
by Gordon McComb & Andy Rathbone

Millions of people use their VCRs only to play back rental movies, because they can't figure out how to make them do anything more complex. They can't get the clock to stop flashing, let alone set a timer to record a time-shifted program. Also, camcorders have created the 1990s equivalent of the dreaded 8-mm home movie of the past—boring material, poor video quality.

This book contains friendly advice to help the technologically impaired get the most from their video gear. It
excludes how to record one show while watching another; set that blinking VCR clock; connect your TV, VCR, and camcorder; edit home videos; and buy the right camcorder and videotapes. The book also explains how to set that blinking VCR clock; connect your TV, VCR, and camcorder; edit home videos; and buy the right camcorder and videotapes. The book also

includes fix-it tips for VCR's and, for advanced readers, advice on how to make money using your camcorder.

VCRs and Camcorders for Dummies costs $19.95 and is published by IDG Books Worldwide, 919 East Hillsdale Blvd., Suite 400, Foster City, CA 94404; Tel. 1-800-762-2974 or 415-312-0650.

CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE INTERNET NAVIGATOR: 2nd Edition
by Paul Glister

Subtitled "The Essential Guide to Network Exploration for the Individual Dial-Up User," this book helps individual users to steer through the sea of cyberspace. Because the Internet grows and changes so rapidly, the second edition contains nearly 40% new material, allowing users to set a quick and efficient course for online exploration.

The book contains new and/or updated information on several subjects. Its coverage of E-mail now includes the entire range of commands for the pine program. It explains new search options for finding people on the Internet, and lists service providers, including an expanded appendix with domestic and international information. The book also explains how USENET and "killfiles" can be used to delete unwanted files; and discusses FTP, nftp, and the unique problems faced by DELPHI users when using the FTP command.

The Internet Navigator, 2nd Edition, costs $24.95 and is published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158-0012; Tel. 1-800-CALL-WILEY. CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

COMMUNICATIONS LICENSING AND CERTIFICATIONS EXAMINATIONS: The Complete TAB Reference
by Sam Wilson and Joseph A. Risse

This comprehensive study guide provides electronics technicians with all the expert advice and information they need to pass the various examinations given by the FCC and other sponsoring organizations. It gives readers the edge they need to pass the tests for IS-CET certification, Global Marine Distress and Safety Service, General Radio Operator License, Radar Endorsement, Amateur Radio Technical Class License, Marine Radio Operator Permit, National Association of Radio and Telecommunications Engineers certification, Electronics Technicians Association (ETA) Journeyman Communications certification, and FCC Radio and Aircraft License.

The book includes important information on AC and DC circuits and components, UHF and microwave systems, antenn-
Communications Licensing and Certification Examinations: The Complete TAB Reference is available. The catalog is MCM's first to offer Nady microphones, Perma-Seal heat-sealable nylon splices, Gemline appliance-repair parts, and the new line of Eveready products.

With more than 21,000 items and numerous name brands to choose from, this catalog is a valuable resource for service technicians and electronic enthusiasts. It contains more than 2600 new items, including project accessories; semiconductors; connectors; test equipment; computer products; and audio-, video-, and appliance-repair parts. The catalog is MCM's first to offer Nady microphones, Perma-Seal heat-sealable nylon splices, Gemline appliance-repair parts, and the new line of Eveready products.

Communications Licensing and Certification Examinations: The Complete TAB Reference costs $29.95; Practice Tests for Communications and Certification Examinations costs $24.95. Both are published by Tab Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17239-0850; Tel. 1-800-233-1128. CIRCLE 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CONSUMER ELECTRONIC REPAIR PARTS & ACCESSORIES CATALOG from MCM Electronics

With more than 21,000 items and numerous name brands to choose from, this catalog is a valuable resource for service technicians and electronic enthusiasts. It contains more than 2600 new items, including project accessories; semiconductors; connectors; test equipment; computer products; and audio-, video-, and appliance-repair parts. The catalog is MCM's first to offer Nady microphones, Perma-Seal heat-sealable nylon splices, Gemline appliance-repair parts, and the new line of Eveready products.

The Consumer-Electronic Repair Parts & Accessories Catalog (number 34) is free upon request from MCM Electronics, 650 Congress Park Drive, Centerville, OH 45459-4072; Tel. 1-800-543-4330. CIRCLE 97 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

COMMUNICATIONS CATALOG: 1995 PREVIEW EDITION from Universal Radio Inc.

 Aimed at amateur-radio enthusiasts, hobbyists, and communications professionals, this 100-page catalog introduces the latest in equipment from major manufacturers including Grundig, Sony, Yaesu, Panasonic, Icom, Kenwood, Drake, and many more. Product categories include communications receivers, headphones, portable receivers, scanners, shortwave and scanner antennas, marine radios, amateur transceivers, equipment-protection devices, antenna switches, audio filters, logging supplies, Morse-code accessories, study materials, books, computer interfaces, radioteletype readers and decoders, cable and wire, and frequency counters. The catalog also contains informative essays on shortwave, radioteletype, and amateur radio.

Communications Catalog: 1995 Preview Edition is available for $2 from Universal Radio Inc., 6630 Americana Parkway, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-4113; Tel. 1-800-431-3939; Fax: 614-866-2339. CIRCLE 96 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CONSTRUCTOR'S HARDWARE FOR THE 90's from Sescom, Inc.

This catalog features an extensive selection of innovative electronics packaging systems for the hobbyist and professional electronics-project builders. It includes blank rack panels, components, RF-shielded steel boxes, heavy- and standard-duty boxes, cabinets, punches, hardware, and more. With the addition of the "Rack'em 'n Stack'em" and "Box-it System" product lines, the catalog has doubled in size to almost 50 pages. The Rack'em 'n Stack'em series is a complete selection of boxes, mounting hardware, mini tabletop racks, wall-mounted racks, and power supplies for a complete solution to your packaging problems. The Box-It System was designed for quick assembly of a project. Virtually every possible rear and front panel is available pre-punched, so that assembly becomes a simple job of mounting the parts and wiring the circuit to the panels.

CONSTRUCTOR's Hardware for the 90's is available from Sescom, Inc., 2100 Ward Drive, Henderson, NV 89015-4248; Tel. 1-800-634-3457 (orders only) or 702-565-3400; Fax: 1-800-551-2749 (orders only) or 702-565-4828. CIRCLE 88 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS: Principles and Applications, Third Edition by John W. Webb and Ronald A. Reis

Intended for use in any technician-level first course in programmable logic controllers (PLCs), this practical introduction to the subject combines comprehensive, accessible coverage with a wealth of industry examples. It offers students a broad-based foundation that will serve them well on the job. Every aspect of controller usage is covered in clear, jargon-free language, with an emphasis on applications. The book opens with an examination of basic layout and programming and progresses through fundamental, intermediate, and advanced functions. Students are actually programming by Chapter 5. Applications for each PLC function are discussed, and examples and problems help students achieve an understanding of PLCs and the experience needed to use them. New to the third edition are chapters on buying your first PLC and on alternate programming languages.

Programmable Logic Controllers: Principles and Applications, Third Edition costs $50.00 and is published by Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; Tel. 800-947-7700. CIRCLE 89 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Personal LCD Color TV

According to Marantz, the four-inch Thin Film Transistor (TFT), active-matrix color screen on its Model LCD-410 LCD TV displays an astoundingly bright, crisp, and clear picture. Designed for on-the-go viewing, the LCD color television weighs just 13 ounces and is only one-inch thick when closed. The high-contrast picture can easily be viewed from several feet away, making it possible for more than one person to enjoy a program.

The LCD-410 is equipped with audio/video inputs and outputs for easy connection to a VCR or laserdisc player, and even allows viewing in two widescreen modes (16:9 and 21:9) as well as the standard 4:3 aspect ratio. Camcorder users can playback their home videos immediately on the LCD TV. A built-in screen-flipping feature allows the user to turn the screen image upside down at the push of a button. Through its external A/V input, the LCD-410 is compatible with the European PAL video standard, as well as the U.S. NTSC standard, making it ideal for travelers abroad who want to watch TV or record with a PAL camcorder or VCR. The portable LCD TV features a 69-channel VHF/UHF broadcast TV tuner and a built-in AM/FM radio tuner.

The LCD-410 LCD color TV, complete with a detachable battery pack that accepts six “AA” batteries, has a suggested retail price of $799. For more information, contact Marantz America, Inc., 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172; Tel. 708-299-4000; Fax: 708-299-4005.

HANDHELD VIDEO/AUDIO GENERATOR

Compuvideo’s PocketGen handheld, battery-operated video/audio generator is designed for use in editing studios, TV broadcast studios and field operations, post-production, and video service. Offered in NTSC or PAL models, the device runs for more than 40 hours on four “AA” batteries, or can be used with the included AC adaptor. It can be used for recording SMPTE color bars with tone at the beginning of a tape and is switchable to black burst for blacking tapes. The PocketGen will also genlock video equipment through the use of a black burst. It provides ten patterns including full field bars; SMPTE bars; crosshatch; dots; center cross; and red, green, blue, white, and black raster.

Prices for the PocketGen handheld video/audio generator start at $399. For additional information, contact Compuvideo Inc., 3861 Oceanview Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11224; Tel. 718-714-9873; Fax: 718-265-0234.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD METER

Amprobe’s Model PY-17 FieldProbe is a portable, handheld instrument specifically designed and calibrated to measure low-level (60-Hz) electromagnetic field (EMF) radiation generated by transformers, high-voltage power lines, televisions, circuit-breaker panels, electrical appliances, and computers. By simply pointing it at an object, the FieldProbe instantaneously displays EMF levels to determine if there is a potential health hazard. The rugged, compact meter allows one-handed measurement of EMF from 1 to 800 milliGauss.

The Model PY-17 FieldProbe EMF meter carries a trade price of $29.95. For further informa-
MULTIPLE-PC SWITCH

The OmniView "super switch" from Belkin Components allows a user to control up to six PCs from a single monitor, keyboard, and mouse. It uses standard cables that plug into any PC keyboard, requires no software installation or changes to a user's regular PC setup, and can be cascaded to provide control of up to 216 personal computers. It offers many of the advantages of networks without the expense.

The keyboard-controlled switch is intended for system administrators, LAN's with multiple file servers, computer rooms, test labs, trade-show demonstrations, and similar applications. When the user boots each PC, the OmniView automatically sends the correct signals to the keyboard and mouse port so that each PC acts as if the keyboard and mouse are connected directly to it. That feature prevents PC's from aborting the boot sequence due to a keyboard error—a common problem with keyboard switches that fail to send those signals.

Once all the PC's are booted, the user can select the PC he or she wants to control and view, either by using a push-button on the switch or a simple hotkey sequence. The hotkey sequence works with all popular operating systems. The OmniView supports AT-style and PS/2 keyboards, serial mice, and VGA, VGA, and Multi-synch monitors.

The OmniView switch has a suggested list price of $349. For more information, contact Belkin Components, 1303 Walnut Park Way, Compton, CA 90220; Tel. 310-898-1100; Fax: 310-889-1111.
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DMM FIELDPACK

Fieldpiece Instruments developed the LT16 Fieldpack to provide service technicians with a low-cost, versatile, all-in-one meter kit. A zippered case contains the LT16 digital multimeter; a pair of deluxe test leads with sleeved, male banana plugs on the end and female banana plugs built into the handle; a yellow lead with an alligator clip; two short probe tips; and a current clamp.

Phase rotation makes the LT16 meter unique; it tells how to connect a three-phase motor so that it rotates in the right direction, and allows a technician to determine the rotation direction of a motor before it is turned on. The DMM can also be used to measure start and run capacitors to determine if only the capacitor need be replaced instead of the whole motor; measure AC and DC volts, ohms, and AC and DC amps; indicate continuity with a beep; and test power semiconductors for catastrophic failure. With the included current clamp, a technician can also measure AC current up to 300 A with resolution to 0.1 A. Because the meter has the 200 mV range, he can measure relative humidity to 0.1% and temperature to 0.1°F with optional Fieldpiece accessories.

All accessories are modular, with all connections made using standard banana plugs and jacks. For hard-to-reach test points, the standard probe tips can be replaced with optional long probe tips. Test leads can be daisy-chained to form extra-long test leads.

The LT16 Fieldpack costs $99. For more information, contact Fieldpiece Instruments, 231 East Imperial Highway, Suite 250, Fullerton, CA 92635; Tel. 714-992-1239; Fax: 714-992-6541.
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SKYLOG PERIODIC ANTENNA

Aimed at hams who would like to have a single antenna that covers 10 meters through 20 meters (actually 13.5 through 32 MHz), the Cushcraft ASL-2010 Skylog is a high-gain, five-band easy-to-install, log periodic antenna. It eliminates the need for two Yagis to cover the traditional bands and 12 and 17 meters, and uses a single feed line (balun included), so there is no need to switch antennas when changing bands. Because the Skylog does not use traps of any kind, the wind load is significantly reduced. The antenna is not power limited and will easily operate continuously at full legal limit. Gain is 6.4 dBi.

The Skylog antenna features 6063-T832 aluminum tubular elements and boom. The boom is 18 feet long, and the longest of the eight elements is 38 feet long. The brackets and mounting plates are also aluminum, and all u-bolts and worm clamps are made entirely of stainless steel.

The ASL-2010 Skylog log periodic antenna has a list price of $800. For additional information, contact Cushcraft Corporation, P. O. Box 2680, Manchester, NH 03108; Tel. 603-627-7877; Fax: 603-627-1764.
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MACINTOSH SERIAL CONVERTERS

B&B Electronics Models 232MAC and 485MAC are Macintosh-based serial converters. The 232MAC converts a Macintosh printer or modem port into a standard RS-232 port for communicating with modems, serial printers, and other devices that use the RS-232 standard. Instead of just adapting the Macintosh mini-DIN connector to the DB25 connector, the 232MAC also is an active device that uses RS-232 driver/receiver IC's to fully comply with the RS-232 standard.

The device has a DB25 male connector for the RS-232 connection and supports transmit and receive data, request to send, clear to send, and carrier detect.

The 485MAC allows a Macintosh printer or modem port to connect directly to RS-422 equipment or to a multidrop RS-485 system. Transmit and receive data are converted from the Mac serial port to a balanced differential signal that fully complies with the RS-485 standard. The RS-485 side of the converter brings out the transmit lines and receive lines on screw-down terminal blocks for easy connection to RS-422/485 two-wire or four-wire systems.

Each converter requires 12 -volts DC at about 100 mA, includes a six-foot cable for connection to a Macintosh, and costs $74.95. Optional power supplies, available for each model, cost $14.95.

For more information, contact B&B Electronics Manufacturing Company, 707 Dayton Road, Ottawa, IL 61350; Tel. 815-434-0846 (8:00-4:30 CST); Fax: 815-434-7094 (24-hour); BBS: 815-434-2927 (24-hour).
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AmericanRadioHistory.com
inverting hex buffer, U1, are connected in a very-low-frequency oscillator circuit. The output at pin 2 of the inverter U1-b drives the remaining inverter stages; the output of inverter U1-c drives the gate of the FET transistor, which in turn operates the turn-signal lamps. Also, the oscillator's output at pin 2 drives the three remaining inverters, which flash the turn-signal indicator LED.

The directional switch, S1, is a center-off switch; when the switch is in the center position, no power reaches the circuitry. When S1 is switched to either the left or right position, power for the oscillator circuit passes through either D1 or D2, and the power for the turn-signal lamps flows through the switch contacts. The flashing rate of the lamps is set by R3. Again, the IRF511 FET (Q1) can only handle up to 4 amps. If more current is needed, use an IRF530.

Whether you wish to save money, boldly go where no guitarist has gone before or simply have fun building electronic gadgets designed for your musical pleasure, then read

Electronic Projects for
GUITAR

Some of the add-on guitar gadgets you can build are:

Preamplifier • Headphone Amplifier • Soft Distortion Effects Unit • Compressor • Auto-waa • Waa-waa Pedal • Phaser • Dual Tracking Effects • Distortion Unit • Expander • Dynamic Tremble Booster • Direct Injection Box • Dynamic Tremelo • Thin Distortion Unit • and Guitar Tuner.

Anyone with some previous electronic project building experience should have no problem assembling the projects.

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240

Yes, send my copy of ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR GUITAR by RA Penfold to the address at right. I am enclosing $12.95 plus $2.95 for shipping charges in USA and Canada. All payments must be made in U.S. funds. Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. New York State residents add local sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Please charge my [ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard

Signature ____________________________

Account No. ____________________ Expir. Date ________________
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GET THE LATEST ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS

SUBSCRIBE TO—

Electronics Now

ENJOY THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS EACH MONTH!
Subscribe to the best informed electronics magazine—the one that brings you the latest high-tech construction projects, feature articles on new technology, practical troubleshooting techniques, circuit design fundamentals, and much more.

Electronics Now looks to the future and shows you what new video, audio and computer products are on the horizon. You'll find helpful, monthly departments such as Video News, Equipment Reports, Hardware Hacker, Audio Update, Drawing Board, Computer Connections, New Products, and more. All designed to give you instruction, tips, and fun.

Electronics Now gives you exciting articles like:
- Buyer's Guide to Digital Oscilloscopes
- Build A Scanner Converter
- Single-Chip Voice Recorder
- Build A MIDI Interface for your PC
- Troubleshoot Microprocessor Circuits
- Build A High-Power Amplifier for your Car
- Add Music On Hold to your Phone
- All About Binaural Recording
- VGA-to-NTSC Converter

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER!
1-800-999-7139

DON'T DELAY — SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
If you prefer, just fill out the order card in this magazine and mail it in today.
that might threaten with disk; bit grasped to PC, lent biggest IBM 1974, really able er" ability boards, walk AT needs. focused tory their in problem, 10K RAM, 128K RAM, IBM's. Also, "little" computers, and much much IBM employees have lost their jobs and countless investors have seen their stakes shrink. IBM's own market share of PC sales is quite small today as it tries to adapt itself to radically new ways of doing computer business. Only the passage of time will tell if IBM re-invents itself.

Giving Thanks Where It's Due. We owe a great deal to IBM and its PC. Thanks to IBM's initial decisions and the ability of clone makers to legally re-engineer IBM's Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) technology (IBM's BIOS chips themselves were, of course, not for sale), most PCs today are open-architecture systems that help minimize hardware obsolescence and make troubleshooting straightforward.

Before the IBM PC's debut in 1981, the popular machines of the day—such as the Apple, Tandy TRS-80, Commodore PET, and many others—were largely proprietary, closed systems in which users were locked into buying parts, upgrades, software, and service from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Even the external screws on some computers carried dire warnings about users even opening their boxes, much less servicing them. Now you pop your PC's lid without fear. You need have little worry about voiding your warranty, and for that we must thank Big Blue.

Today's personal computer is several hundred times faster than ENIAC, about 3000 times lighter, and millions of dollars cheaper. In rapid succession, computers have shrunk from room-size to tabletop to laptop, and finally to palm size. Personal computers have come a long way since the 1970s, and the PC revolution is still nowhere near complete.

Buried Bytes (Continued from page 42)

educational, security, and many other products.

Big Blue and its Legendary PC. IBM, as the top mainframe outfit, probably didn't want to create anything that might threaten its "big-computer" business. Therefore, it's questionable just how much effort Big Blue really put into developing a PC in 1974, when it produced the $10,000 IBM 5100 desktop and, later, the IBM 5500. Both never went anywhere.

In August 1981, however, IBM, the biggest computer manufacturer, introduced a desktop computer. That lent legitimacy to the concept of the PC, even if IBM wasn't fully committed to its own project and never fully grasped its true significance.

The original 1981 IBM PC used the 8088 CPU—a 16-bit processor in an 8-bit body (because it used a less-technically attractive, 8-bit data bus). The PC came with 64K RAM, one or two 160K floppy-disk drives, and no hard disk; PC-DOS Version 1 didn't support hard disks of any size. That was a big problem, so the IBM PC-XT came out in 1983 with the same 8088 CPU and with 128K RAM, a 360K floppy, and a 10-MB hard disk.

Graphics were optional; the early PC came from the factory only able to display text. Color graphics awaited the development of IBM's Color Graphics Adapter (CGA). In 1984, IBM introduced the then-revolutionary IBM AT (Advanced Technology) PC that used the true 16-bit 80286 CPU. The 80286 was considerably faster and more capable than the 8088.

Many industry observers maintain that IBM has never known what to do with its "little" computers, and much has been written about IBM not properly marketing its own PCs ever since their 1981 introduction. Sadly, IBM's history in the PC business has been marked by failed approaches that focused too heavily on solving its own problems rather than meeting users' needs. Also, IBM let the myriad XT- and AT-clone makers, and the makers of peripheral devices and expansion boards, walk away with most of the hardware profits that might have been IBM's.

One of IBM's biggest failures was its PCjr—a small, stripped-down computer that is remembered today for its spongy, "chiclet-style" keyboard that almost no one liked. The original 1983 model was priced at $669 and didn't sell. IBM was forced to work off its inventory any way it could, and eventually sold the juniors to its own employees for less than cost. IBM's PCjr fiasco brought into serious question whether or not there really was a home-computer market at all.

The company has recently been through some wrenching times. Tens of thousands of IBM employees have lost their jobs and countless investors have seen their stakes shrink. IBM's own market share of PC sales is quite small today as it tries to adapt itself to radically new ways of doing computer business. Only the passage of time will tell if IBM re-invents itself.

Bill Nave saved these kids from drowning.

He's not a lifeguard—he's a teacher. But to the kids he's reached, he's a hero.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.

Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
**Electronic Technology Today Inc.**

- BP88—How to Use OpAmps...$5.95. A designer’s guide that covers operational amplifiers. Serving as both a source book of circuits and a reference book for design techniques. The text is non-mathematical and easy to understand by most readers.

- BP113—30 Solderless Breadboard Projects - Book 2...$5.95. Numerous hobbyist projects of useful gadgets and circuits using “Verobloc” breadboards. All the breadboard projects in this book are based on CMOS logic integrated circuits.

- BP217—Introduction to Computer Communications...$5.95. Details on types of modern and their suitability for specific applications, plus details of connecting various computer and computer-modem hybrids to the telephone systems.

- BP275—Shortwave Superhet Superhet Receiver Construction...$8.95. Provides construction details, including coil winding, of a number of advanced-design receivers which should have performance levels at least equal to commercial sets of similar complexity.

- BP115—one Beginners Guide to Digital Techniques...$5.00. Covers the basics of digital techniques—decimal, binary, octal, and hexadecimal numbering systems, and covers plus insights on weighted and non-weighted binary-coded decade codes and alpha-numeric codes. The basic building blocks of circuit logic, the common AND, OR, NAND, NOR and EXCLUSIVE-OR gates and bistables, are thoroughly covered.

- BP121—How to Design and Make Your Own PCBs...$5.75. Simple methods for copying printed-circuit board designs from magazines and books on to copper. Covers all aspects of simple PCB construction as comprehensively as possible.

- BP285—one Beginners Guide to Modern Electronics Components...$6.50. It is easy for newcomers to electronics to become confused. There are a great many different types of components available often with numerous variations of each type. This book presents the reader with a vast amount of invaluable part information to enable the right component to be selected every time for repairs and projects.

- BP66—Practical Construction of Pre-Amps, Tone Controls, Filters and Attenuators...$5.50. The book offers practical designs and details thereby enabling the project builder to construct, with the minimum of difficulty and expense, various audio pre-amplifiers and tone control circuits, etc., which may be used either in the production of audio equipment or even complex commercial gear.

- BP254—From Atoms to Ampere...$6.50. Explains in crystal-clear terms the fundamentals of electronic devices and the whole of electricity and electronics. Really helps you to understand the basis of the complex subject perhaps for the first time ever.

- BP297—Loudspeakers for Musicians...$6.25. Contains all the information that a working musician needs to know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they work, the most suitable for different instruments, for cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on constructing cabinets, wiring up, available fittings, finishing and how to connect multi-speaker arrays, etc. Includes ten excellent designs with plans.


- PCP315—Introduction to the Electromagnetic Wave...$5.95. A fundamental and easy-to-understand approach to a complicated theory topic. The beginner requires no more than elementary mathematics and basic knowledge of electronics.

**Audio Projects**

- BP80—Audio Projects...$6.50. Details the construction of pre-amplifiers and mixers, power amplifiers, tone controls and matching projects. All projects are fairly simple to build and include a number of board layouts and wiring diagrams.

- BP55—Practical Construction of Speakers...$7.50. Contains sections that deal comprehensively with speaker enclosures and construction of enclosed speakers and useful gadgets and circuits using “Verobloc” breadboards. All the breadboard projects in this book are based on CMOS logic integrated circuits.

- BP67—How to Use Oscilloscopes & Other Test Equipment...$6.95. Get with the next step to proficient troubleshooting.

- PCP111—Electronic Test Equipment Handbook...$13.95. The all-inclusive test covering test gear you’ll use!

**Substitution Guides for Hobbyists**

- BP85—International Transistor Equivalents Guide...$7.50. The ultimate guide to replacing foreign and domestic transistors.

- BP86—International Diode Equivalents Guide...$5.95. Rectifiers, Zeners, LEDS, OCIs, diacs, triacs...all hobby types.

- BP140—Digital Equivalents and Pin Connectors...$12.50. A master reference for builders who design projects.

**Electronic Technology Today Inc.**

- P.O. BOX 240, Massapequa, NY 11762-0240

**SHIPPING CHARGES IN**

- **USA AND CANADA**
  - $0.01 to $3.00...$1.50
  - $0.01 to $10.00...$2.50
  - $10.01 to $20.00...$3.50
  - $20.01 to $30.00...$4.50
  - $30.01 to $40.00...$5.50
  - $40.01 to $50.00...$6.50
  - $50.01 and above...$8.00

**SORRY No orders accepted outside of USA & Canada**

- Total price of merchandise...
  - Shipping (see chart)...$...
  - Sales Tax (NYS only)...$...
  - Total Enclosed...

All payments must be in U.S. funds.
Our newer motherboard has sockets that can support a secondary cache of either 128K or 512K of 20-nanosecond SRAM (static random-access memory) in five DIP (dual inline package) IC sockets. The sockets can accommodate two different-sized DIPs; either five standard-width 28-pin 32K x 8 chips to make up a 128-kilobyte cache or five wide 32-pin 128K x 8 chips to make up a 512-kilobyte cache. Your motherboard probably uses different types of memory IC’s than ours, so be sure of what you have to install and how to do it before you start.

We installed five 28-pin 32K x 8 SRAM chips for a 128K secondary memory cache. Those DIP IC’s plug into the sockets like any other DIP IC’s. They are very sensitive to static electricity, and so the same handling precautions we discussed for the SIMM should be observed with the secondary-cache chips.

Unlike the SIMM upgrade, upon boot-up, the secondary cache is noticed and immediately made use of. No setup information had to be changed. Note that not all motherboards have the same kind of secondary-cache parameters as this one, and some can’t be upgraded.

For example, our older motherboard has a 64K secondary cache consisting of eight 8K x 8 SRAM DIPs. Those can be replaced with 32K x 8 chips for a maximum 256K cache. Changes made to the cache require that changes also be made to some DIP-switch settings on the motherboard. The secondary cache upgrade is not difficult on either of the PC’s we have, and you should find the procedures to be similar for yours.

**Video DRAM.** A video-controller chip uses external memory much like the CPU does, but to store picture information. The larger the picture and the more colors, the more video DRAM (dynamic random-access memory) is needed to display it.

Our Cirrus Logic GD5428 32-bit video controller can display up to 16.8-million colors, given enough video memory. Unfortunately, with only the 1 megabyte of DRAM installed, it can’t; the number of colors it can display varies by window size, but it is limited to a maximum of only 65,000 colors. Of course, most software can get by with only 256 colors, and that also cuts down on the amount of computing power wasted on displaying colors. But for some applications, such as photographic work, 16.8-million colors are required.

Our motherboard has sockets for adding another megabyte of video DRAM using two ZIP (zig-zag inline package) IC’s. The ZIP IC’s must be installed with the proper polarity (a notch indicates pin 1), and must also be handled carefully with regard to static electricity. Upon boot-up, our video controller recognizes how much memory it has to work with and doesn’t concern us about it. The upgrade allows it to display up to 16.8 million colors in a 640 x 480 window.

Many video cards don’t allow for memory expansion. If you are in such a predicament, and need to display more colors than your present video card will allow, you have no choice but to replace the card. For example, our 3-year-old PC came with a 16-bit ATI Graphics Ultra accelerator card. That high-end card (for its day) has 1 megabyte of expensive, fast video RAM (VRAM) permanently installed; yet it can display a maximum of only 256 colors and memory cannot be added. The only way to display more colors would be to replace that card.

That completes our three memory upgrades. Our PC is now a lot more capable, and runs Windows faster, too. If you would like to squeeze a little more performance out of your PC, those upgrades are relatively inexpensive, and easy to do.

In the next installment of this occasional series, we will show you how to install and/or upgrade both hard- and floppy-disk drives. Watch for it!
AUDIBLE LEVEL
(Continued from page 55)

½ a degree. To agree with that, the sensor in the Audible Level should be made as insensitive as possible. Just enough infrared should be received to switch on phototransistors Q1 and Q2. There are two ways to accomplish that: adjust the current supplied to the emitter, or move the printed-circuit board toward or away from the alcohol-filled vial. To increase the emitter power, reduce the value of resistors R1 and R5 by an equal proportion. Because the sensitivity of phototransistors varies, either one or the other of the procedures might be necessary.

The continuous tone might be produced at an angle other than the horizontal. That erroneous angle will be thirty degrees or more off level, making it no more than an aesthetic irritant. But if you wish, the error can be cured by a combination of procedures. First of all, you can widen the distance between the phototransistors. If that doesn't work, and if the infrared LED you are using is a narrow-beam type, try modifying the LED by either flattening its end or frosting its surface with sandpaper.

The alcohol-filled vial used in the author's prototype was cut out of a small two-way level used in leveling hi-fis, etc., but any small vial will do. The only important point to remember is that it must have a reflective backing. Once you have a vial, you can make a base for it (the author used epoxy resin) and glue it to the case, under the emitter and receivers.

When selecting a project case, make sure that it is light-proof. Also, the case should be rectangular, so that the Audible Level can be used to measure verticals and horizontal; its accuracy will only be limited by the base length of the case. Of course, you could extend the base; try attaching a beam of aluminum to the case using screws.

Another possible feature of the Level is the reproduction of slopes. To prepare the Level for that application, glue a small metal plate to the inside of the front of the case. Then, drill a hole through the case and the metal (the plate reinforces the hole). Find a length of aluminum strip that has a slot cut out. Insert a thumb screw through the slot and into a hole that you drilled. The aluminum strip can then be slid up or down to the desired angle and secured by the thumbscrew.

Setup. For the task of calibration, you will need a conventional carpenter's level and a flat plane, which could be a flat piece of glass or some other smooth surface. Place the Audible Level and the carpenter's level on the surface. With the lid of the Audible Level closed, tip the plane to the right and left. See if the carpenter's level position agrees with the audible output. If the two levels do not agree, and the level tone comes on while the bubble is right of center (closest to Q2), open the lid and move the infrared emitter to the left. The opposite applies if the bubble is left of center. Close the lid and re-test. Once you are satisfied, solder the braces that you fitted earlier.

Temperature will affect the phototransistors' response, so it is necessary to wait at least 5 minutes between soldering and testing. You can save a lot of time by making fine adjustments with a pair of pliers.

BCB PRESELECTOR
(Continued from page 58)

signal. If there are two peaks close together, either select one of them (the stronger one is obviously better), or set C1 about midway between the two peaks. Then adjust L1 and L2 for a peak reading; do the same to C2 and C3. Repeat the process several times until there is only one peak, or only a slightly noticeable dip between two closely spaced peaks. Next, tune to a station above 1,400 kHz and re-peak C1. When the peak is found, adjust C2 and C3 for peak response.

A slight disadvantage to the circuit is that it has an insertion loss of about 2–3 dB, so it might reduce some signal levels. On the other hand, by attenuating nearby off-channel signals, you will find that the weak ones are easier to dig out of the mud. If you find that the loss of signal level is too high for you, however, you can insert a wideband preamplifier between the output of the preselector and the antenna input of the receiver to compensate for it.
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wire soldered to the nail heads. The probes should be buried horizontally, about 1 to 2 inches below the surface and about two feet apart.

**Installation.** Before you can use the Guardian, you have to know the resistance of the ground when it is dry. To find the resistance, bury your two probes as described before and wait a few days. Then, measure the resistance across the probes when the ground is dry and needs watering. The resistance value between the probes must fall within the range of R2 and R4, or between 10k and 40k ohms. If it falls out of that range, the distance between the probes might have to be adjusted.

The connections between the sprinkler controller and your Guardian are shown in Fig. 4. Three solenoids are shown in that system to show how the common leg connects to each; of course, there are probably more solenoids in your own system.

To install the Sprinkler Guardian, cut the common leg from the valves, and connect the leads to terminals 1 and 2 of TB3. Then, connect the buried probes to the terminals of TB2. Finally, pirate power from the supply of the controller using insulated wires, and connect the wires to terminals 1 and 2 of TB1.

**Checkout and Use.** Place S1 in the “manual” position; then turn R2 fully counter-clockwise. Relay K1 should be off and LED1 should be on. Slowly advance R2 clockwise until LED1 goes off and LED2 comes on indicating that K1 has closed. Now, slowly turn R2 counter-clockwise again until LED1 comes back on. Place S1 in the “automatic” position, and the unit is ready to use.

If adjusting R2 turns on LED1 but not LED2, the probe resistance is too high. On the other hand, if adjusting R2 turns on LED2 but not LED1, the probe resistance is too low. Decrease or increase the distance between the probes as needed to get the resistance in the proper range.

Once you get the Sprinkler Guardian up and running, you'll never have to worry about the costs of watering your lawn in the rain again.

**It started in America!**

The creators are the masters in manufacturing the finest video products...

You probably don’t associate VCR’s with American technology. Fact is, video recording has its origins in America and it was 3M that brought video recording out of the lab and into your living room. Today, 3M video tape is the choice of all the major networks. No other tape company has ever won an Oscar or an Emmy. 3M Black Watch tape follows in this tradition—service and quality go hand in hand. Here are three Black Watch products you should be using at home!

Clean up! With constant playing and using of degrading dry or wet cleaners, the output of your video tapes has slowly diminished to an unacceptable level and the VCR plays as if it has a head cold! The culprit is most likely clogged and dirty video and audio heads. The 3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette uses a patented magnetic tape-based cleaning formation to remove head clogging debris. No foreign substances such as cloth, plastics or messy liquids and no harsh abrasive materials are present. The cleaner's usable life is 400 cleanings or more!

It's easy to use. Place the 3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette in the VCR and press the Play button. A pre-recorded message will appear clearly on your screen and an audible tone is heard, telling you that the cleaning process is now completed. No guess work; you never over clean! Priced at $19.95.

For the VCR! Once your VCR's record and playback heads are cured, and the unit plays like new, consider using the finest videocassette you can buy—the 3M Black Watch™ T120 Hi Pro VHS 4410 Videocassette. The 4410 is the highest performing videocassette available today for use with all standard format VHS recording hardware!

Here's what you hear and see....A sharp, clear picture—brightest ever colors—freedom from streaks, flashes and snow—outstanding high-fidelity audio reproduction—optimum camcorder performance—maintains recording integrity. 3M Black Watch™ video tape is 100% laser inspected to guarantee surface smoothness and drop-out free performance. Priced at $8.00.

You saw it here first! 3M Black Watch™ 0900 8mm video tape cassette loaded into your Hi Band camcorder delivers the finest picture and sound possible in the 8mm format. Extremely fine particles of pure iron alloyed with nickel and cobalt deliver a video performance exceeding 400 lines of horizontal resolution. You get the advantage of an exceptional video image with superior audio re-production. This means your Hi 8 format camcorder will produce the best video and audio definition possible. With the 3M Black Watch™ 8mm cassette, the recording capability and performance of your camcorder will be significantly enhanced. Priced at $14.95.

---

**Claggk Inc. — 3M VHS Special Offer**

P.O. Box 4099,
Farmingdale,
New York 11735

Yes, I like your offer and here is my order for 3M Black Watch™ products!

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Black Watch™ 0900 Hi Band-120 8mm Cassette</td>
<td>$14.95 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Black Watch™ T120 Hi Pro VHS 4410 Videocassette</td>
<td>$8.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette</td>
<td>$19.95 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shipping and handling per order $4.00**

Total Amount in U.S. Funds only

New York residents add local sales tax.
Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign orders. Do not send cash.

Bill my □ VISA □ MasterCard
Card No. ________

Expire Date / /  /
Signature ____________________
Name (Please print) ____________________
Address ____________________
City ____________________ State ZIP  ___________
To order any of the items indicated above, check off the ones you want. Complete the order form below, include your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND CASH), payable to and mail to Claggk Inc., Reprint Department, P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. To place a credit card order by phone, Visa or Mastercard only, CALL: 516-293-3751.

To use your Visa or Mastercard, complete the following:

Bill my □ Visa - □ Mastercard

Card No. __________________________ Exp. Date ________

Signature __________________________

MAIL TO: Claggk Inc.
Reprint Bookstore, P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735

All payments must be in U.S. funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPIING CHARGES IN USA &amp; CANADA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For $7.00 to $10.00</td>
<td>$1.00 to $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.01 to $5.00</td>
<td>$1.00 to $5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal $_________ Tax (New York State Residents only) $___________ Total Enclosed $___________

Mail to: Reprint Bookstore, P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735

COMPUTER BITS
(Continued from page 67)

which allow you to open and save files, choose colors, and set print parameters; the scrollbars along the edge of your word processor; and the title bar of your application. All of the things we just mentioned do things, have attributes, and send and receive messages. For instance, when you click the print button, what really happens behind the scene is that the mouse driver sends a message to the button, which in turn sends a message to some other part of the program that "knows" about printing.

If you've been brave enough to try out IBM's OS/2 (version 2.1 or later), you can see OOT applied to the user interface of an operating system in a consistent, elegant way. Microsoft's upcoming Windows 95 moves a step beyond Windows 3.1x, but does not go as far as OS/2 (smart marketing move, but a shame technically).

So what's the relationship between an object and the hierarchies we discussed last time? The answer is that objects can be grouped (classified) in ways that make sense, as shown in Fig. 1. The hierarchical form arises by abstracting common features of objects into higher and higher levels. We'll discuss the reasons why the hierarchical structure is advantageous next time.

"I told you not to buy a Pentium."
Enter A World Of Excitement with a Subscription to

Popular Electronics®

Get the latest electronic technology and information monthly!

Now you can subscribe to the magazine that plugs you into the exciting world of electronics. With every issue of Popular Electronics you'll find a wide variety of electronics projects you can build and enjoy.

Popular Electronics brings you informative new product and literature listings, feature articles on test equipment and tools—all designed to keep you tuned in to the latest developments in electronics. So if you love to build fascinating electronics, just fill out the subscription form below to subscribe to Popular Electronics...

It's a powerhouse of fun for the electronics enthusiast.

EXCITING MONTHLY FEATURES LIKE:

- CONSTRUCTION—Building projects from crystal sets to electronic roulette
- FEATURES—Educational training on digital electronics, Ohm's Law, Antennas, Communications, Antique Radio, Simplified Theory
- HANDS-ON-REPORTS—User test comments on new and unusual consumer products
- SPECIAL COLUMNS—Think Tank, Circuit Circus, Computer Bits, DX Listening, Antique Radio, Scanner Scene, Amateur Radio

PLUS: ALL OUR GREAT DEPARTMENTS!

You'll get 12 exciting and informative issues of Popular Electronics for only $18.95. That's a savings of $23.05 off the regular single copy price. Subscribe to Popular Electronics today! Just fill out the subscription order form below.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TODAY

1-800-827-0383
(7:30AM-8:30PM) EASTERN STANDARD TIME

Popular Electronics® SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

P.O. Box 338, Mt. Morris IL. 61054

YES! I want to subscribe to Popular Electronics for 1 Full year (12 Issues) for only $18.95. That's a savings of $23.05 off the newsstand price. (Basic Subscription Rate—1 yr/$21.95)

☐ Payment Enclosed ☐ Bill me later

Please charge my: ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard

Acct. #

Signature Exp. Date

PLEASE PRINT BELOW:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of first issue. U.S. Funds only. In Canada add $6.00 postage. Includes GST. All Other Foreign add $7.50 postage.
output voltages, without the loss of foldback current limiting, if a preset value is exceeded.

Figure 3A shows the performance of the circuit. Note that the maximum load current is the same at all output voltages, down to 4 volts. Once activated, foldback response quickly reduces both load current and voltage, effectively shutting down the power supply. The circuit has excellent load regulation over its operating current range and, compared to conventional current-limiting circuits, the superiority of the current crowbar limiter is obvious.

**An Improvement.** Here is an improvement you can make to the current-crowbar circuit shown in Fig. 3A. If you would like to have a preset current limit that is variable over a wide range, replace R5 with a 15-ohm resistor, and connect potentiometer R9 from the collector of Q1 to the base of Q4 (see Fig. 4). For the components shown, the lowest current limit, when R9 is set to zero ohms, is about 47 mA. If you have a specific high current limit you would like to set, connect an appropriate fixed value resistor in series with R9.

As you can see, using current crowbars is the most effective way of protecting equipment from the damage caused by short circuits. With just a few inexpensive parts, you can build one of the above crowbars for yourself, and make any power supply you add it to truly safe.
**FEATURES:**
- ½ RACK SIZE FOR COMPACT DESIGN
- CAN BE USED ON TABLE OR IN RACK
- FULL LINE OF MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
- CLEAR FINISH STANDARD, FOR BLACK OR GOLD ADD $5.00 PER BOX

**GOLD RACK CHASSIS AND REAR PANELS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL $5.00**

**NEW, LOW COST Mini Shear**

**FEATURES:**
- FOUR MODELS AVAILABLE IN HALF AND FULL RACK WIDTHS
- CLEAR, BLACK AND GOLD ANODIZED FINISHES
- CONSTRUCTED OF 1/8" SQUARE ALUMINUM TUBING

**Table Top Racks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS-6</td>
<td>115 x 152 x 1.25</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-8</td>
<td>115 x 189 x 1.25</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-10</td>
<td>115 x 226 x 1.25</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-12</td>
<td>115 x 263 x 1.25</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rackem 'N Stackem™ SERIES**

**NEW SIZES**

**RF Shielded Steel Boxes**

- **New, Low Cost** Mini Shear

**NEW SIZES**

**Dual Slope Cabinet Panels Are .063' Aluminum.**

**ORDER TODAY! PREPAID ORDERS ARE SHIPPED SURFACE AT NO CHARGE**

(U.S. 48 STATES, MEXICO AND CANADA)

**ORDERS (800) 634-3457**

**FAX ORDERS (800) 551-2749**

**OFFICE (702) 565-3400 • FAX (702) 565-4828**

**TECH LINE (702) 565-3993 M-Th 8 am to 4 pm (PST)**

SESCOM, INC. is not responsible for inadvertent typographical errors.

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
**FM STEREO TRANSMITTER**

Own your own FM radio station. Any stereo signal you plug into the FMST-100 will be transmitted to any FM radio tunable from 70MHz to 108MHz FM. Transmit a wireless link through an auditorium, from your car to your camper, listen to your music while mowing the lawn, play music on one channel and listen on the other. Clarity is excellent, approx. 40dB stereo separation.

Length of antenna determines the distance of transmission. Complete with stereo output level controls, a crystal for stereo separation, 9V battery operation. FMST-100 $29.95 / FMSTC cabinet $8.95

---

**WIDE BAND PREAMP**

The ideal preamp for scanners, hand held radios, frequency counters. Amplifies low level (weak) signals. If the signal is extremely low 2 amps can be used in series. 1MHz to 2.5MHz at 2.6dB or 1dB compression = +0dB gain: 1MHz-20dB to 2.5MHz-6dB. Requires 12VDC @ 16mA. WBA-6 $19.95

---

**WIRELESS FM MICROPHONE**

Small but mighty, this little jewel will out perform most units many times its price. It really stumps out a signal. The WM-1 Kit is a buffered wireless mike that operates from 80MHz to 120MHz FM, the frequency of any broadcast FM radio. Includes a mini-electret Mike. SIZE: 8"x1" x 6 to 12VDC WM-2 $14.95

---

**MICRO-MINIATURE PHONE TRANSMITTER**

We haven't seen a smaller phone transmitter than the MMPT2 kit. Powered by the phone, it requires no battery. Transmits both sides of a phone conversation to an FM radio up to a 1/4 mile away. Tunes from 88 to 108MHz FM. Attach it to one phone or add it to the line to pick up all incoming calls. The MMPT2 is undetectable if properly installed. Unit has surface mounted parts, you install the loaded parts. Size: 45x6x.5" MMPT2 $29.95

---

**SUPER SNOOPER BIG EAR**

Listen through walls, hear conversations across the room. Add a parabolic reflector and hear blocks away. The BIG EAR can be hidden about anywhere. Makes an ultra sensitive intercom. Can be used as a 1.5W AMP. We supply a mini-electret mike in the kit. Size: 1"x1.75" x 6 to 12VDC AA-1 $10.95

---

**STROBE LIGHT**

Do you need an attention getter, warning light, or flashing light for model airplanes? Then this kit is for you. Use it as an emergency light for your auto, radio tower, even use it on your bicycle. Has a variable flash rate. Size: 3.5"x1.8" operates on 6 or 12V DC only. ST-1 $9.95

---

**SUPER NEW LOW PRICE**

**RAINBOW KITS**

Laser Pens
4 mW

Beam visible up to 500'.

**DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES**

FMST-100 $29.95 / FMSTC cabinet 58.95

**TERGY OPERATION**

transmission. Complete Clarity of lawn, play music through use of any.

**MICRO-MINIATURE WIRELESS MIKE**

So small you could hide this one on some real bugs! It's the smallest we've ever seen. With its super sensitive mike it transmits a whisper or a room of conversation to an FM radio, tuneable from 88 to 108MHz FM. With a proper antenna & 9V it transmits about 1 mile. The kit is made with surface mounted parts, we have already mounted these parts. You install the loaded parts. Can operate on 6 to 12VDC. Size: 30x3".5" MMW5 $34.95

---

**TV NOTCH FOR CHANNELS**

2 thru 22 SNOOP & BULLET

NOTE: All TV Filter Kits are sold for educational purposes only. You must obtain permission from your local cable company before using these filters on your cable system.

**FILTERS**

Our TV filters eliminate unwanted TV channels or interference that alters both sound and video with a beep - beep beep.

**DF-222 Kit** $14.95

---

**NEW LOW PRICE**

**SNOOP LIGHT**

Do you need an attention getter, warning light, or flashing light for model airplanes? Then this kit is for you. Use it as an emergency light for your auto, radio tower, even use it on your bicycle. Has a variable flash rate. Size: 3.5"x1.8" operates on 6 or 12V DC only. ST-1 $9.95

---

**EASY TO INSTALL**

Connects to parallel port, phone line in, phone line out to telephone.

All software included!

**TM-1** $99.95 KIT

**BUILT** $169.95

---

This Manual contains all schematics, parts lists, P.C.B., layouts for most of the Rainbow Kits. Use your own parts to construct any of our kits.

**KIT BOOK** $14.95

$9.95 with the purchase of any kit.

---

Please add sufficient postage First lb $5.00 Canada $7.00 Additional LB. Add $1.00 US FUNDS ONLY We will accept telephone orders for Visa or MasterCard.

To Order Call 317-291-7262

---

**RAINBOW KITS**

6254 LaPas Trail • Indianapolis, IN 46268

FAX 317-291-7269

---

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
**Total Coverage Radios**

**TRIDENT**

**TR1200XLT**

AM Broadcast to Microwave 1000 Scan Channels $389.00

500KHz to 1300MHz coverage in a programmable hand held. Ten scan banks, ten search banks. Lockout on search and scan. AM plus narrow and broadcast FM. Priority, hold, delay and selectable search increments. Cell Lock. Permanent memory. 4 AA ni-cads and wall plus cig charger included along with belt clip, case, ant. & earphone. Size: 6 7/8 x 1 3/4 x 2 1/2. Wt 12 oz. Fax fact document #205

**TRIDENT**

**TR4500 $449**

2016 Channels 1 to 1300MHz

Computer Control

62 Scan Banks, 16 Search Banks, 35 Channels per second. Patented Computer control for logging and spectrum display. AM, NFM, WFM, & BFO for CW/SSB. Priority bank, delay/hold and selectable search. Cell Lock. Permanent memory. DC or AC with adapters. Mtng Brkt & Antenna included. Size: 2 1/4 x 5 5/8 x 6 1/2D. Wt. 11b. Fax fact #305

**TRIDENT**

**TR980 $279.00**

125 Channels

5MHz to 999MHz

Most Economical receiver in its class offers AM, NFM Wide FM, modes. 5KHz increments. Delay & hold & Search. Cell Lock NiCads, chger & whip ant. Size: 5 7/8 x 1 1/2W x 2 D. Wt 14oz.

**TRIDENT**

Winner of the 1994 INNOVATIONS Association. TRIDENT TR2400 Total Coverage Receiver

TRIDENT TR2400: 100KHz to 2060MHz. Ten scan banks of 100 channels each, ten search banks. Tuning increments as low as 1KHz. Beat Freq. Oscillator for SSB and CW modes. Search lookup and store. VFO tuning knob. Permanent memory. Bank lock and linking. Attenuator switch. Backlit LCD. 1 Yr Warranty. AM/NFM/WFM. Selectable increments. Delay, Hold, Priority. 5 7/8 x 1 1/2D x 2W. Wt 14 oz. $499.00

**Mobile Scanners**

**TRIDENT**

**TR2C**

Police & CB

$69.95

Scans police programmed by state channel plus the CB channel of your choice. Also has Mobile Repeater and Weather. Extra cost option of CB and laser detectors built in. Compact size allows for dash or visor mounting. Mng hardware and power connectors included. Size: 5 5/8 x 4 7/8 x 1 3/4. Wt: 1.5lbs. Fax fact #580

**BEARCAT 2500XTLA hand held** $349.95

**BEARCAT 8500XLTC mobile** $389.95

**BEARCAT 980XTLB mobile** $259.95

25-1300MHz, 500 ch. in 850-890. 2500. 890 has 200 ch.& 29-56MHz. All cells locked. Features include turbo scan, VFO, search and store, Priority, LCD display, and more. Fax fact #74, 475, 476

**Hand Held Scanners**

**BEARCAT 200 XLTN $209.95**

200 Channels 800 MHz

Ten scan banks plus search. Covers 29-54, 118-174, 406-512 and 806-956MHz (with cell lock). Features scan, search, delay, 10 priorities. Mem backup, lockout, WX search, keylock. Includes NiCd & Chgr. Size: 1 3/8 x 2 11/16 x 7 1/2. Bearcat 120XTLJ 100Ch H/L/U/$... $149.95

**BEARCAT 150XTL 100Ch H/L/U/$... $199.95**

**BEARCAT 220XTLJ 200 Ch H/L/U/$... $249.95**

Coverage of above hand helds is: 29-54, 136-174, 406-512, and 800MHz band as indicated. Fax fact #475

**Table Top Scanners**

**BEARCAT 885XLTE 50Ch w/800** $159.95

**BEARCAT 142XLN 100CH H/L/U** $73.95

**BEARCAT 147LJN 16CH H/L/U** $89.95

**BEARCAT 172XM 20CH H/L/U/AIR** $124.95

**BEARCAT 145 16CH H/L/U** $79.95

**BEARCAT**

**Mag Mount Mobile Ant PA100** $19.95

**Base Ant 25-1000Mhz AS300** $59.95

**Pre-Amp 1-1500MHz GW2** $89.00

**Wide Coverage Antenna** $119.95

**Base Discone Ant DA300** $89.00

**External Speaker MI9100 opt. amp.** $19.95

**Old Scanner Repair, all brands...** CALL

**Extended Warranties...** CALL

**Frequency Info Fax/Fax/Modem...** FREE

On Glass Mobile Antenna... $32.95

**2 Way Radios**

**BEARCAT**

**Beep** mobile or programmable mobiles as low as $299.95. Call for quotes or Fax fact #775

**Toll Free, 24 Hours! 800-445-7717 Fax Orders 800-448-1084 Fax Facts 317-849-8633**

Computer BBS Modem & Fax/Modem, 317-579-2045. Toll Free Tech Support, Dial 800-874-3468

International Fax: en Español, en Francés, und auf Deutsch, or just fax in plain English to: 317-849-8794

ACE Communications 6875 Hillsdale Court, Indianapolis, IN 46250

Service & Support hours: Mon.-Fri. 9AM to 6PM, Sat. 10-EST. Mastercard, Visa, Checks, Approved P.O.'s & COD (add $5.50 & AMEX. Discover. Prices, specifications and availability subject to change. Full rate ground shipping and handling charge only $6.95 per unit. Express Air only $9.95, for most units, to most locations. One week trial, no returns accepted two weeks after original receipt without substantial restocking charge. All units carry full factory warranty. Indiana residents add 5 per cent sales tax.

FLY IT! ONLY $9.95

CIRCLE 125 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
B&S SALES
CALL (810) 566-7248 • FAX (810) 566-7258 24 hrs.
Hours: Monday through Friday 8am to 7:30pm EST - Saturday 10am to 3pm.
51756 Van Dyke St. #330, Shelby Township, MI 48316
Free Calculator with order!

CONVERTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC TZ-PC 145362</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$37</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAVEMASTER</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$38</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRZ-3 A &amp; B DUAL INPUT</td>
<td>$39</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONVERTER/DESCRAMBLERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8600</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$265</td>
<td>$145</td>
<td>$130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8590</td>
<td>$260</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8580</td>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV-7</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$215</td>
<td>$89</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADD-ON DESCRAMBLERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER GREEN</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>J-TV-T-GOLD</td>
<td>$42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-M80</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>J-MINI TVT</td>
<td>$42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-TNT</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>H-MLD 1200-3</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-PURPLE</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: MENTION AD FOR THESE PRICES!
NO MICHIGAN SALES

We are now offering a 6 month warranty. In order for warranty to be in effect, this form must be signed and returned. FOR VCR, SECOND, THIRD, ETC. HOOK-UPS.

☐ YES, I agree all units are to be used or resold in compliance with Federal and State laws.

Signature ___________________________ Date ___________

NAME ___________________________ ADDRESS ___________________________

CITY ___________________________ STATE _______ ZIP _______ PHONE ___________________________

It is not the intent of B&S Sales to defraud any pay television operator and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same.
6" x 12" x 16" (H x W x D) (only 16 LB)

1-1300 MHz **In One Sweep** **$1895 MADE IN THE USA**

ALL NEW SPECTRUM DISPLAY MONITOR PLUS FULL FUNCTION SPECTRUM ANALYZER

**LET THE SA500A SPOT THOSE HIDDEN SIGNALS**

The SA500A easily attaches to any receiver IF output jack. Providing a panoramic signal display of your 1-30 MHz and 30 to 2000 MHz scanner or communication receiver. The SA500A is a Professional Spectrum Surveillance Technology Monitor. A Full Function Spectrum Analyzer with +/- 5KHz Narrow Band Filter, Center Freq. Display, 50 MHz Marker Generator. Capable of Tuning Duplexes, Amps, Filters, Receivers, Transmitters & Perform EMI, RFI, FCC, Testing. SA500A is First affordable Professional Spectrum Monitor/Analyzer for all serious Ham Radio and Radio Monitoring Operators. Just $895.00

**Laboratory Performance**

PROCESSOR STABILIZED OVEN OSCILLATOR .001 ppm

**1.3GHz FREQUENCY COUNTER .001 ppm**

**$479.00**

ISO9002 CERTIFIED FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

REG. PRICE **$599.00 SAVE $120.00**

**ITC FC1300: the truly Accurate low cost Frequency Counter.**

Accuracy is the #1 Frequency Counter Requirement. The $200 - $800 counters being advertised the past few years are but toys when it comes to accuracy. These guess-so-matic units are off 5 to 10 PPM over temperature & time (That's +/- 6,000 -13,000 Hz at 1.3 GHz) The FC1300 is accurate to within +/-13 Hz at 1.3 GHz 0-40 degrees C. Sensitivity is <5mV 1Hz to 13 GHz, 50 Ohm & 1 Meg Ohm inputs, LP filter, 1x -10x input Att. Frequency Measurement, Period Averaging, Time Interval, External Counter, Freq. Ratio, Hold & Reset Functions, 4 Gate times .01 to 10 Sec. Tired of guess-so-matic Counters: Serious About Accuracy: Ready to step up to Laboratory Performance Accuracy. Call Today & Order

**ADVANTAGE INSTRUMENTS CORP.**

**MASTER CARD - VISA - DISCOVER - AMX**

3817 S. CARSON ST. # 818 CARSON CITY NV. 89701 Terms: COD - Check - Money Order 702-885-0234 FAX 702-885-7600 Call Toll Free 800-566-1818 - BBS 310-549-0321

PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE OR OBLIGATION. F.O.B. CARSON CITY NV. RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

CIRCLE 153 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
### ELENCO OSCILLOSCOPES

#### QUALITY - ELENCO OSCILLOSCOPES

**2-YEAR WARRANTY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-1360</td>
<td>60MHz, Delayed Sweep</td>
<td>$775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1365</td>
<td>60MHz, Cursor Readout</td>
<td>$849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1340</td>
<td>40MHz, 2-Channel</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1345</td>
<td>40MHz, Delayed Sweep</td>
<td>$575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1325</td>
<td>25MHz, 2-Channel</td>
<td>$349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1330</td>
<td>25MHz, Delayed Sweep</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREE PROBES WITH ALL SCOPES**

**B+K 20MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2120</td>
<td>20MHz, 2 Channel</td>
<td>$389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2125</td>
<td>40MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>$539.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1541B</td>
<td>60MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>$749.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2160</td>
<td>100MHz Three Trace</td>
<td>$949.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2582A</td>
<td>20MHz Analog with Digital Storage</td>
<td>$869.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELENCO • HITACHI • B+K**

**WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG**

### HITACHI POPULAR SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-212</td>
<td>20MHz, 2 Channel</td>
<td>$425.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-222</td>
<td>20MHz, DC Offset</td>
<td>$695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-422</td>
<td>40MHz, Dual Trace</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-522</td>
<td>50MHz, Dual Trace</td>
<td>$975.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-523</td>
<td>50MHz, Delayed Sweep</td>
<td>$995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-525</td>
<td>50MHz, w/ Cursor</td>
<td>$1,069.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HITACHI COMPACT SERIES SCOPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-660</td>
<td>60MHz, Dual Trace</td>
<td>$1,375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-665A</td>
<td>60MHz, DT, w/ Cursor</td>
<td>$1,449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-1065</td>
<td>100MHz, Dual Trace</td>
<td>$1,549.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-1065A</td>
<td>100MHz, DT, w/ Cursor</td>
<td>$1,695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-1085</td>
<td>100MHz, QT, w/ Cursor</td>
<td>$2,125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-6045A</td>
<td>100MHz, Digital Stor</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-6025A</td>
<td>50MHz, Digital Stor</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Elenco DS-203 20MHz, 10MS/s Digital Storage Oscilloscope**

- 2K Word Per Channel
- Plotter Output
- 8 Bit Vert. Resolution
- 2048 Pts Hor. Resolution
- Much More...

**$749**

**FLUKE SCOPEMETERS**

A handheld instrument that combines a 50MHz, 25MS/s dual channel digital storage oscilloscope with feature-packed 3000 count digital multimeter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Autoset, automatically sets voltage, time &amp; trigger</td>
<td>$1,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Multimeter display; 3-2/3 digits (&gt;3000 counts)</td>
<td>$1,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>True RMS volts, AC or AC+DC up to 600V</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

**C&S SALES INC.**

1245 ROSEWOOD, DEERFIELD, IL 60015

FAX: 708-520-0085  (708) 541-0710

**CALL TOLL FREE**

1-800-292-7711 1-800-445-3201 (Can)
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G6441 $1.79 8/$10.00

Great for larger robots or other heavy-duty applications. Made by Brewel Motors, these motors feature 5/8" long x 1/16" diameter shaft and body size of 2.1/8" L x 1.1/8" W. Very good torque even at 12VDC. They have been in storage for a while and may have slight corrosion on rust on body and shaft, however, it usually cosmetic and in no way affect the mechanical performance of the motor.

PIR MINI ALERT

G6554 $1.69

SVOC, 1-ampmeter/12VDC, 1 amp output. Input: 12VDC. Use these type of transistors in a wide variety of electronic devices. Each is 1.7/8" long x 1/16" thick and they operate on 9V battery (not included). Also a lets be about 0.3 to 100ms. With hookup diagram (only 3 wads are used). Each is about 10 1/2" long x 3 1/4" wide. Inside of the removable cardboard sleeve is a silicon diode housed in a 5mm lead IC board circuit that has been subjected to environmental stress testing and can be operated from the manufacturer (Space Data Corporation) to the government when the instruction manual is complete. This is the 24V battery (we connected 2 9V batteries in series and the unit worked perfectly). Sorry, no schematic available. These cost the government a bundle to have made but we are selling them at a giveaway price. Hurry, get your Radiosonde today!

FLAT PANCAKE SPEAKER

G6553 99c

Super thin speaker is about 1/8" thick and 1 5/8" square. Good sound. Rated 82, 0.4W. For Phone Orders Call (602) 451-7454 Or Fax Your Orders To (602) 451-9495

G5535 $1.25 12/5$12.00 • 120/$100.00

Make all kinds of IR remote activated projects with this transmitter and IR receiver module. These were originally designed to activate a burglar alarm system (which we don't have) by remote control. The transmitter features a red activation button, a dip switch inside to change output code, operation from 9V battery (not included), red LED transmit indicator to show when IR energy is being transmitted and a compact 4 1/4" x 1 13/16" x 3/4" black stylish case. Brand new in blister pack with 2 clips and stick "prevented protected" stickers. We also supply an info sheet that show how to convert this transmitter unit into a programmable IR receiver or a pair of these transmitter units could be used to both transmit and receive functions.
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IF YOU CAN'T FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR, CALL FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOG. THIS CATALOG CONTAINS OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT LINE OF OVER 3,000 ITEMS AND IT IS STILL GROWING!
Mystery Levitating Device!
Remember War of the World? Objects float in air and move to the touch. Defies gravity, amazing gift, conversation piece, magic-trick or great science project.

ANTIK Easy to Assemble Kit / Plans $19.50

Laser Ray Gun

ADVANCED PROJECT
PROJECTS LEVITATION
AERIAL OBJECTS
TOUCH!!
MAGNETIC
ELECTRIC
I DATA
GAS
TO JET!
Advances project produces a burst of light energy capable of burning holes in most materials. Hand-held device uses rechargeable batteries. 50 joules of flash energy excite either a neodymium glass, or other suitable 3" laser rod. This is a dangerous CLASS IV project. Individual parts/assemblies available.

LAGUN1 Plans $20.00
LAGUN1K Kit / Plans Price on Request

Extended Play Telephone

Recording System

READY TO USE! Automatically controls and records on your X-4 extended play recorder, tapping both sides of a telephone conversation. Intended for order entry verification. Check your local laws as some states may require an alerting beeper.

TAP2OX Ready to Use System $129.50

Shocker Force Field / Vehicle Electrifier

Neat little device allows you to make hand and shock balls, shock wands and objects, charge capacitors. Great payback for those wise guys who have wronged you!

SHK1KM Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit $24.50

Blaster Pulser

Pocket-sized wand produces 100,000 watts of power for personal defense, field and lab use, etc. BLS3 Plans $10.00

BLSK Kit / Plans $69.50

Homing / Tracking Transmitter

Beep device, 3 mile range. HO11 Plans $10.00

HO11K Kit / Plans $49.50

Listen Through Walls, Floors

Highly sensitive stethoscope mike. STETH1 Plans $8.00

STETH1K Kit/Plans $44.50

NEW!

INFINITY TRANSMITTER++

Room Monitor / Phone Line Grabber

ALL NEW! The Ultimate in Home or Office Security & Safety! Simple to Use! Call your home or office phone, push a secret tone on your telephone keypad to access either: A. On premises sounds and voices; or B. Existing telephone conversation with break in capability for emergency messages. CAUTION: Before assembly or use, check legalities with your state Attorney General's office as you may require 'beepers' or other 3rd party alerts.

TELEGRAB1 Plans Only $10.00

TELEGRAB1K Kit / Plans $99.50

Visible Beam Laser

Easy to build, RED Beam, visible for miles. Use for light shows, window bounce holography, cloud illumination and much more!

LASK1 Kit / Plans $69.50

LASK1K Kit / Plans $99.50

100,000V Intimidator / Shock Wand Module

Build an electrical device that is effective up to 20 feet. May be enclosed for handheld, portable field or laboratory applications.

ITM2K Easy-to-Assemble Electronics Kit $49.50

ITM2 Plans only, creditable to kit $10.00

Ion Ray Gun

Projects charged ions that induce shocks in people and objects without any connection! Great science project as well as a high tech party prank.

I0G3 Plans $8.00

I0G3K Kit/Plans $99.50

Invisible Pain Field Generator

Shirt pocket size electronic device produces time variant complex shock waves of intense directional acoustic energy, capable of warding off aggressive animals, etc.

IPOT Plans $8.00

IPOTX Kit/Plans $49.50

IPOT2 Assembled $74.50

1000 Ft++ Potato Cannon

NOT A TOY. Uses electronic or piezo ignition. CAUTION REQUIRED

POT1 Plans (Dangerous Product) $10.00

FireBall Gun

Shoots flaming ball - two shot capacity Great for special effects and remote fire starting, CAUTION REQUIRED

PRESIT Plans (Dangerous Product) $10.00

TV & FM Joker / Jammer

Shirt pocket device allows you to totally control and remotely disrupt TV or radio reception. Great gag to play on family or friends. Discretion required.

EJK1KM Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit $24.50

ATTENTION:

High Voltage Fans!

4,000 volts in the palm of your hand! Experiment with anti-gravity, hovercraft, ion guns, force fields, plasma guns, shock devices, wireless energy and electrical pyrotechnics. Input: 9-14VDC.

MINIMUM Ready to Use $19.50

"Laser Bounce" Listener System

Allows you to hear sounds from an area via a litem Reflex from a window or other similar objects. System uses our ready-to-use LTR1 Laser Terminal gun site as the transmitter. The receiver section is supplied as an easy-to-build kit, including our cushioned HS10 headlights. LTR2 Plans $20.00

LTR2 Kit of Both Transmitter and Receiver $195.00

LTR2 Assembly with Laser Gun Site $289.50

3mw Visible Red Pocket Laser

Utilizes our touch power control!

VRL3KM Kit / Plans $74.50

Electronic Hypnotism

Puts subjects under control using highly effective electronic stimuli. Intended for parties and entertainment but must be used with caution. Includes valuable text book reference and plans.

EH2 Plans and Text Book $19.50

Automotive NEON!

Easy-to-install 4-Tube Kit for Cars, Trucks, Vans!

Available in Pink, Purple, Blue or Green! - please specify color when ordering.

ROK (Specify Color) $129.50

Flash-To-Music Option for above kit FMUI $29.50

3 Mi FM Wireless Microphone

Subminiature! Crystal clear, ultra sensitive pickup transmits voices and sounds to FM radio. Excellent for security, monitoring of children or invalids. Become the neighborhood disk jockey!

FMUI Kits $7.00

FMUIK Kit and Plans $39.50

Telephone Transmitter - 3 Mi

Automatically transmits both sides of a telephone conversation to an FM radio...Tunable Frequency...Underdectable on Phone

Easy to Build and Use...Up to 3 Mile Range...Only transmits during phone use.

VWP1 Plans $7.00

VWP1K Kit/Plans $39.50

Order by Mail or by 24 Hour Orders-Only Phone

800-221-1705

AMAZING
Electronic and Scientific Products
The Pico Peaker will save you both time and money. This unit can be used on any receiver system with block down-converted frequencies between 400 and 1450 MHz. It will also eliminate the need for those expensive service calls. The unit includes everything you need—even the cables. A must for every satellite enthusiast.

Superjack Actuators

Is your actuator no longer doing its job because of wear and tear? As the hardest working part of your satellite system, the actuator must move your dish from east to west across the entire satellite belt. Each time you change satellites, your actuator sends pulses to the receiver telling the receiver when to stop moving the dish. Most older actuators sent only 12-16 pulses for each inch of travel, which may not be enough to stop the dish at the maximum signal strength. Today's new heavy duty actuators with high resolutionreed sensors send 48 pulses per inch of arm travel. So if your old actuator is getting tired, let a new Superjack ensure the finest picture possible.

18" arm 109108 S&H $15 $89
24" arm 109109 S&H $16 $139

The Ultra is Uniden's newest, smallest fully-integrated C/KU receiver ever. This unit includes the ability to control dish movement and is ready for an optional internal program decoder. The Ultra comes preprogrammed for all 49 satellites and allows you to add satellites as they are launched. Move directly to the satellite by entering the abbreviation from the included infrared remote control. Forty programmable favorite channels can be accessed immediately from your easy chair. Run across something you don't want your kids to see? Just touch a button and eliminate that channel from their access. A complete variety of color menus allow you to control everything from your remote control. The Uniden Ultra is an ideal receiver to get you started in Direct-To-Home Satellite TV.

The UST 4600 is one of the most sophisticated satellite television receiver systems available today. This receiver will open your home to the universe of satellite viewing and is designed to be one of the most user-friendly IRDs available anywhere. Sophisticated microcomputer technology brings crystal clear audio and video broadcasts with a minimum of user effort. The UST 4900 front display features easy-to-read icons that show you vital information including satellite, channel, polarity, timer status, antenna position and much more. This receiver is capable of storing the positions of the satellites, as well as the tuning details for each channel. The picture-in-picture feature allows you to view two video sources at the same time. You can have it all, including advanced technology and lasting quality, with the UST 4600.

Skyvision Inc.

1048 Frontier Drive, Fergus Falls, MN 56537 Toll Free 800-334-6455
Mail in coupon or call today for the SKYVISION Satellite TV Product Catalog/Buyers Guide. Delivered free to your mail box in U.S. and its possessions.

Send Free Domestic Satellite TV Products Catalog

Send International Satellite Catalog (For Intl Catalog add $8.00 for S&H)

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Install A System, Upgrade & Repair Yourself And Save $$$

Call Toll Free 800-334-6455 • International 1-218-739-5231 • Fax 218-739-4879
ALFA ELECTRONICS

HIGH QUALITY TEST EQUIPMENT
BEST PRICE

ALFA ELECTRONICS

108

108

April 1995, Popular Electronics

108

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 1 YEAR WARRANTY
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG AND BEST OFFER

VISIT, MASTER CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, COD, PURCHASE ORDER WELCOME
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(800) 526-2532/(609) 520-2002

DMM 89 $199.95
Most Advanced DMM
All Purpose & Communication
-80 to 81.4 dBM with 403-120000
20 reference impedences
True RMS
Frequency counter: 0.01Hz-10MHz
Capacitance: 1pF-50.000uF
Measure AC volt to 20kHz
5000 counts. 0.1% accuracy
Auto/manual range, fast bar graph
Min/Max/Ave/CH/Relative/Zoom
Auto power off
Input warning
Splash proof
Volt, amp, ohm, logic, diode, continuity
Ruggedged case
Rubber holster included

DMM 2360 $119.95
DMM+LCR Meter
Very Versatile DMM
Inductance: 1pH-40H
Capacitance: 1pF-40uF
Frequency: 1Hz- 4GHz
Temperature: -40-302°F
TTL Logic Test: 20MHz
Diode, Continuity
Volt, Amp, Ohm
3999 count display
Peak Hold
Auto power off
Ruggedized case
Temperature probe included
Rubber Holster $8.00

DMM 20 $74.95
Inductance: 1pH-40H
Capacitance: 1pF-200pF
Frequency: 1Hz-200MHz
Volt, amp, ohm, diode, 20 Amp AC/DC current
Transistor FPE
Continuity, duty %
Peak hold/Max
Ruggedized case
Rubber holster $8.00
Full line of DMMs, economy, compact, ruggedized, small, automotive, heavy duty, industrial probe starts from $15.95

Fluke Multimeter
Fluke 12 $69.95
Holster C-10 $10
Fluke 70 II $67.5
Fluke 73 II $94
Fluke 75 II $129
Holster C-70 $16
Fluke 77 II $149
Fluke 79 II $169
Fluke 28 II $169
Fluke 83 $225
Fluke 84 $259
Fluke 87 $287
Fluke 97 $318
ScopeMeter $1785

LCR Meter 131D $229.95
Most Advanced LCR
Dual display/IQ or C/D
Inductance: 0.1µH-1000H
Capacitance: 0.1pF-10,000pF
Impedance: 1µΩ-10MΩ
0.7% basic accuracy
Auto/manual range
Dissipation factor & Q factor
Signal & parallel mode
Relative mode for comparison and to remove parasites
Statistics, tolerance,
Best for design, incoming
testing & production
SMD and chip component
test probe $25.00

LCR Meter 814 $189.95
Best Resolution LCR
Inductance: 0.1pH-200H
Capacitance: 0.1pF-20.000pF
Resistance: 1MΩ-20MΩ
1% basic accuracy
Dissipation factor indicates leakage
in capacitor and Q factor in inductor
Zero adjustment to reduce parasitics
Max for high frequency RF
SMD and chip component test probe $25.00
LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIAL
DIGITAL LCR METER $74.95
0.1pF, 1µH, 10mΩ resolution

Frequency Counter
FC-1200 $129.95
Frequency: 0.1Hz-1.25GHz
Display: 8 digit LCD
Front panel: 5 buttons
Records Max/Min/Average
Data hold, relative mode
Basic accuracy: ±0.01%
Deluxe case $5.00
Also available: 10MHz-1Hz, 10MHz-1.25GHz

20 MHz Oscilloscope with Delay
Sweep PS-205
Dual Trace, Component test, 6" CRT, X-Y Operation, TV Sync, Z-Modulation, CH2 Output, Graticule illum, 2 probes each has x1,x10 switch. Best price with delay sweep.
PS-200 20 MHz DUAL TRACE $139.95
PS-400 40 MHz DUAL TRACE $494.95
PS-405 40 MHz DELAY SCAFFLE $569.95
PS-605 60 MHz DELAY SWEEP $769.95
Scope Probe: 60MHz x1, x10 515, 100MHz x1, x10 $22
250MHz x1, x10 $29, 250MHz x100 $39

Digital Storage Scope
DS-203 20MHz, 10M Sample/sec $729.95
DS-303 30MHz, 20M Sample/sec $849.95
DS-303P with RS-232 interface $1,049.95
Switchable between digital and analog modes
2 K word per channel storage
8 bit vertical resolution (25 Leds/din)
Expanded Timebase 10ms/div - 0.1s/div
Refresh, Roll, Save all, Save CH2, Pre-Trigger
Plotter control

DC Power Supply
PS-303 $159.00
-30 VDC, 0-3A output
Constant voltage & constant current mode
0.01% + 2mV line regulation
0.02% ± 3mA load regulation
1 mV/mA noise and ripple
Exelent regulation, short circuit and overload protected
PS-300 with digital voltmeter $179.00
Also available: 30V/5A, 60V/5A, 150V/10A, 30V/10A

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR
SG-4160B $119.00
100 kHz-150MHz sine wave in 5 ranges
RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz Internal 1kHz, External 50kHz-200kHz AM modulation
Audio output 1kHz, 1Vrms

AUDIO GENERATOR
AG-2601A $119.00
10Hz-1MHz in 5 ranges
Output: 0.8Vrms sine wave
0.1V-1kHz square wave
Synchronization: 25% of oscillation frequency per Vrms
Output distortion: 0.05% @ 10kHz, 0.5% @ 1kHz, 0.5% @ 500kHz
Output impedance: 500 ohm

DC Power Supply Double Output
PS-8202 $499.95
Two 0-30 VDC, 0-3A outputs
One fixed 5VDC, 3A output
Capable of independent or tracking operation
Constant voltage and constant current mode
Four digital meters for volt and current display
Excellent regulation, short circuit and overload protected
Also available: 30V/5A, 60V/5A, 150V/10A, 30V/10A

FUNCTION GENERATOR
FG-2100A $169.95
0.2 Hz-2 MHz in 7 ranges
Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp
Output: 5mV-20Vp-p
-1% distortion, DC offset ± 10V
VCF: 0-10V control frequency to 1000:1

DC Power Supply Triple Output
PS-8202 $499.95
Two 0-30 VDC, 0-3A outputs
One fixed 5VDC, 3A output
Capable of independent or tracking operation
Constant voltage and constant current mode
Four digital meters for volt and current display
Excellent regulation, short circuit and overload protected
Also available: 30V/5A, 60V/5A, 150V/10A, 30V/10A

FUNCTION GENERATOR
AG-2601A $119.00
10Hz-1MHz in 5 ranges
Output: 0.8Vrms sine wave
0.1V-1kHz square wave
Synchronization: 25% of oscillation frequency per Vrms
Output distortion: 0.05% @ 10kHz, 0.5% @ 1kHz, 0.5% @ 500kHz
Output impedance: 500 ohm

SWEEP FUNCTION
GEN/COUNTER $329.95
0.02Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges
Sweep: Linear, 10:1, Log, 10:1 20ms to 2s
AM Modulation
Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator
Generator Control Voltage & 6 digit counter
1Hz-10MHz for internal & external sources

RF SIGNAL GEN./COUNTER
SG-4162 AD $229.95
Generates RF signal same as SG-4160B
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz-150 MHz for internal and external source Sensitivity <50mV

AUDIO GEN./COUNTER
AG-2603AD $229.95
Generates audio signal same as AG-2601A
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz-150MHz for internal and external sources Sensitivity <50mV

SIGNAL GENERATOR SG-4162A $229.95
Generates RF signal same as SG-4160B
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz-150 MHz for internal and external source Sensitivity <50mV

FUNCTION GENERATOR
AG-2601A $119.00
10Hz-1MHz in 5 ranges
Output: 0.8Vrms sine wave
0.1V-1kHz square wave
Synchronization: 25% of oscillation frequency per Vrms
Output distortion: 0.05% @ 10kHz, 0.5% @ 1kHz, 0.5% @ 500kHz
Output impedance: 500 ohm

SWEEP FUNCTION
GEN/COUNTER $329.95
0.02Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges
Sweep: Linear, 10:1, Log, 10:1 20ms to 2s
AM Modulation
Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator
Generator Control Voltage & 6 digit counter
1Hz-10MHz for internal & external sources

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
LONG RANGE, HIGH SENSITIVITY FM MICROPHONE
$14.99

250 MW general purpose audio amp. Ideal as a bench monitor or together with K104 to hear sounds at a distance. 2-30 Ohm output, Hi or Lo input. Uses 5-12V
$11.99

2.5 W discrete transistor audio amp. Low Z input. Great for understanding audio amps. Ideal for monitoring an electric guitar or headphones. Overload protection.
$14.99

8 W Audio amp, 2-16 Ohm output. Ideal for singers, electric musical instruments, car radio power boosting, etc. Great sound quality. Overload protected.
$19.99

High gain audio preamplifier. Boosts any signal level for a power amplifier. Ideal combo with K101 for "snooping" sounds at a distance. Uses 5-12V
$10.99

Understand the secrets of regeneration with this simple and fun to build FM superregenerative, 2 transistor receiver. Uses 9 V battery.
$17.99

Requires 12 V DC. Use it to warm up your car, turn off your TV or lights, etc.
$19.99

AMPM POWER SUPPLY
$19.99

Prevent skids from your bit when drilling printed circuit boards or mock-ups. Controls rate of acceleration and speed on 12 V mini drills.
$24.99

Antenna booster. Amplifies signals for any radio (1-100 kHz). Ideal for older receivers, SW listening or car radios.
$11.99

Busy & hold button. When the green LED is on, the line is free. Press the button to put on hold. Plugs between the phone and the socket in the wall.
$14.99

We accept VISA, MO or cheques (sorry, no COD).

Check our BBS at (604) 985 1380 for other products.
JUMBO LEDS
Liton # LTL327C - 8MM
Ideal for eye-catching indicators and displays. A recent quantity purchase of these BIG, 8mm diameter, red diffused LEDs enables us to offer some very special pricing. The leads on these devices are 0.325", long with plenty of room for soldering.

5 for $1.00
CAT# LED-23
100 for $15.00
1000 for $120.00

MICROPROCESSOR HEATSINK
Wakefield 1.5" square X 0.25" high black anodized aluminum heatsink for 15 X 15 PGA type chips. 13 vertical fins for maximum cooling efficiency.
CAT# HS-38
$1.50 each

MINIATURE TOGGLE
D.P.D.T. (ON-ON)
ALCOSWITCH # MTM206NPC
Short bat handle, 0.25" long, PC terminals.
CAT# MTS-82PC
$1.25 each

ALUMINUM KNOBS
6 FLUTE DESIGN W/ INDICATOR LINE
Alcoknob # KA700B1/4
0.75" diameter X 0.63" 6-32 set screw.
CAT# KNB-73
$1.00 each • 25 for $18.75

7 FLUTE DESIGN W/ SKIRT AND INDICATOR LINE
Alcoknob # KS S001B14
0.5" dia. knob with 0.75" dia. skirt. 0.65" high. 6-32 set screw.
CAT# KNB-80
$1.00 each • 25 for $18.75

MINIATURE TOGGLE
D.P.D.T. (ON-ON)
ALCOSWITCH # MTM206NPC
Short bat handle, 0.25" long, PC terminals.
CAT# MTS-82PC
$1.25 each

9 VOLT 60 MA SOLAR PANEL
These 6" X 6" glass enclosed photovoltaic panels produce 9 Vdc at 60 ma. Ideal for charging batteries and powering small devices. Put two or more together for more current and voltage. Includes hook-up instructions.
CAT# SPL-960
$5.25 each

Laser Pointer
The "Infinite™" # OPON-670-210
Projects a bright red spot up to 100 meters. An excellent business or educational aid. Settings for continuous or flashing beam. LED indicator. Low battery indicator. Includes 2 AAA batteries. Hi-tech ergonomic gun-metal gray and black case.
CAT# LP-210
$69.95 each

480 X 128 DOT LCD ASSEMBLY
Hitachi # LM215B
Originally built for Federal Express, these brand-new assemblies consist of a heavy-duty plastic display housing with a metal mounting bracket. Housing size: 13.18" X 4.33" X 1.2". Inside the housing and easily removable is a standard Hitachi 480 X 128 graphic and alphanumeric display with built-in drivers. Requires an external controller (HD61830 or equiv.). Display area is 9" X 2.71". Module size is 10.6" X 4.33". Includes spec. and hook-up sheet.
CAT# LCD-24
$32.00 each

CAUTION
WE PURCHASE EXCESS INVENTORIES...
Call, Write or Fax YOUR LIST.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-826-5432
MAIL ORDERS TO:
ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.
P.O. BOX 567
VAN NUYS, CA 91408-0567

Minimum Order $10.00 • All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard or Discover • Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail • Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax • NO C.O.D. • Shipping and Handling $4.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping • Quantities Limited • Prices Subject to change without notice.
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ARE YOU BEING "BUGGED"?

OUR FINEST

Counter-Surveillance Device

CONDUCT A PROFESSIONAL SEARCH...ANYTIME...ANYWHERE!

Every newspaper and magazine article and every radio and TV story discussing some new episode involving "Bugging" is like an advertisement to increase the sales of devices for electronic Counter-Surveillance "sweeps" and equipment. The fact is, Counter-Surveillance specialists have created a situation where sweeps can be made for only $25 per hour now considered reasonable and appropriate.

This is an exciting, immensely interesting and profitable field that you can enter with a minimum investment. Two hours actual practice with the CSD-18 will have you "reading" and "clearing" telephones and rooms with professional ease and competence. The average fee for "debugging" a single telephone is over $200.00. It requires about 45 minutes to complete the job and once it gets around that YOU can provide this service, you'll quickly have more clients than you can handle. Even if you choose to provide "sweeps" for only a small number of friends and associates, your initial investment will quickly be returned many times over.

FREE BONUS:

FASCINATING HI-TECH INFORMATION PACKAGE INCLUDED FREE!

LATEST EAVESDROPPING DEVELOPMENTS

A detailed analysis of a variety of extremely fascinating hi-tech devices and procedures used for ultra-sophisticated audio and video eavesdropping including infrared monitoring, multi-state eavesdropping and interception, miniature micro-wave devices, new methods for listening thru walls, etc., with many schematics included. You'll learn about electronic voice changers, corporate spying, huge bonanzas in the booming "Bugging" business! You'll learn how the ever increasing use of Electronic Listening Devices by Investigating agencies, government agencies, unscrupulous business competitors, jealous suitors, etc., has created a tremendous demand for this type of service.

A comprehensive information package AM-PACKED FULL of some of the most exciting and fascinating reading imaginable. Reads like a James Bond novel...with one important exception...IT'S NOT FICTION!

THE ONE "BUG" TO FEAR MOST!

While most individuals are now somewhat guarded in their telephone conversations, they still rather naively feel secure in the "privacy" of their own home or office. However, the most common type of tap presently used by eavesdroppers is the CSD-18. They pick up ALL SOUNDS AND CONVERSATION WITHIN A ROOM...WITH THE TELEPHONE STILL ON THE Nook!

Due to this devastating capability, this "Infinity" tap (previously referred to as Infinity Transmitter, Hookswitch Bypass, etc.), has become the "bug of choice". In flagrant violation of federal law prohibiting their use and sale, these devices in many various forms are currently advertised in many technical publications for as little as $175. Literally thousands of these devices are now in the hands of unscrupulous individuals all over the country!

In response to this ever-growing threat, a uniquely engineered feature of the CSD-18 has also detects Infinity type devices anywhere "down the line". In other words, if anyone "ANYWHERE" is utilizing the telephone tip and/or ring wires to monitor your private room conversations while your telephone is on the hook, you'll immediately be made aware of it via a flashing LED!

100% POSITIVE INDICATION

The CSD-18 also flawlessly detects "Series" and "Parallel" telephone transmitters and "Telephone Recording Devices". And, a separate feature instantly indicates when extension phones are picked up or being used. The CSD-18 completely eliminates all doubt and guesswork.

EXCLUSIVE "LISTEN-IN" FEATURE!

The CSD-18 will even allow you to "listen-in" to exactly what the eavesdropper is monitoring...And, without the eavesdropper ever becoming aware that he has been detected!

We are unaware of ANY other detection equipment having this combined capability AT ANY PRICE!

MAXIMUM PROTECTION

The CSD-18 provides maximum protection against ALL major categories of surveillance equipment including:

- ALL TYPES OF "CONCEALED TRANSMITTERS"
- "BUMPER BEEPERS"
- "INFINITY" DEVICES
- "BODY" TRANSMITTERS
- "TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICES"
- "SERIES" & "PARALLEL" PHONE TRANSMITTERS

CSD-18 $295 Complete

Including batteries, antennapads, headsets, all plugs & adapters, extensive information package and instructions.

HOW TO ORDER

Order Now By Mail or Telephone. 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if you're not 100% pleased and completely satisfied. We pay shipping charges on all prepaid & credit card orders. Add $15 for C.O.D.s.

Great Southern Security
513 Bankhead Highway (SF) Carrollton, Georgia 30117

FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE ORDER BY PHONE

1 800 732-5000
Solutions for the Test Instrument

Four Instruments in One Instrument

- **Function Generator**
  - Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse, Skewed Sine, Ramp, TTL
  - 0.2 Hz - 2MHz

- **Power Supply**
  - 3-1/2 Digit LCD
  - Triode Output: #1, 0-50V, 0.5A Max
  - #2, 18V, 1A #3, 5V, 2A

- **Frequency Counter**
  - 8 Digit Display
  - 1 Hz - 100MHz
  - ± 1 Hz per 1 digit, Time Base Error

- **Digital Multimeter**
  - 3-1/2 Digit LCD
  - DCC, ACV, DCV, ACA
  - ± 0.5% + 2 digits

**FG-140 2MHz Function Generator**
- Reg. $249, $149.00
  - 0.2 Hz - 2.0 MHz
  - Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse, Ramp, Skewed Sine
  - VCF, Symmetry: Variable DC Offset Control

**FG-150 2MHz Sweep Function Gen. w/Freq. Counter**
- Reg. $399, $229.00
  - 4 Digit LED Display
  - Sine, Square, Triangle, TTL, Pulse, Ramp, Skewed Sine
  - Linear/Logarithmic Sweep
  - 10 MHz Freq. Counter

**FC-200 1.3GHz Frequency Counter, High Resolution**
- Reg. $399, $209.00
  - 1.0 Hz - 1.0 GHz
  - 8 Digit LED Display
  - Auto & Manual
  - Range: 4 Selectable Gate Times
  - 1MHz & 50kHz Input Impedance

**FG-3304 25MHz, Dual Trace**
- Reg. $499, $339.00
  - DC to 25 MHz, Dual Channel
  - 6 Rectangular CRT with Internal Graticule 10x8cm (Phillips P31)
  - Uncalibrated LED
  - High Sensitivity 1 mW/div to 20V/div X-Y modes, Z Axis (Intensity modulation)
  - Rise time 14 nSec or less.
  - Full TV Trigger for TV-V & TV-H
  - Acceleration Potential 2kV
  - 60MHz (X1,X10) Probe Kit: 2 sets
  - Power: 115/230V AC

**OS-3304, 3 Function**
- Reg. $899, $399.00
  - OS-3304

**OS-3324 Dual Trace**
- Reg. $599, $399.00
  - Dual Component Tester/Comparator

**OS-3344, 5 Function**
- Reg. $599, $649.00
  - Frequency Counter
  - 100MHz, 7 Digit LED Display

**OS-3345, Dual Trace Sweep Delayed**
- Reg. $799, $549.00
  - DC to 40 MHz, Dual Channel
  - Delayed Sweep 100ns to 10s
  - 7 decade
  - 6 Rectangular CRT with Internal Graticule 10x8cm (Phillips P31)
  - Uncalibrated LED
  - High Sensitivity 1 mW/div to 20V/div X-Y modes, Z Axis (Intensity modulation)
  - Rise time 8.5nS or less.
  - Full TV Trigger for TV-V & TV-H
  - Acceleration Potential 12kV
  - Variable Hold Off
  - Delayed Sweep 100ns to 10s
  - 7 decade

**OS-3345, Dual Trace**
- Reg. $599, $399.00
  - Frequency Counter
  - 100MHz, 7 Digit LED Display

**OS-3200 Oscilloscope Probe Kit**
- Reg. $79, $59.00
  - Switch Selectable X1/X10

**Pen-Type DMM w/Logic**
- Reg. $79, $59.00
  - DC120V
  - Dual Display
  - Auto & Manual
  - DCC, ACV, ACA, DCA, Iq
  - Logic: CMOS/TLI
  - Data Hold
  - Diode: Continuity

**DMM w/Holster**
- Reg. $89, $39.00
  - DC120V
  - Dual Display
  - Auto & Manual
  - DCC, ACV, ACA, DCA, Iq
  - Logic: CMOS/TLI
  - Data Hold
  - Diode: Continuity

**Multifunction DMM**
- Reg. $89, $59.00
  - DMM-3200
  - 3-1/2 Digit
  - 1.5" Big LCD
  - 10A, AC/DC
  - 20A, AC/DC
  - Iq, Signal
  - Frequency
  - Continuity
  - Holster

**DM2500**
- Reg. $59.00
  - 3-1/2 Digit
  - 1.5" Big LCD
  - 10A, AC/DC
  - 20A, AC/DC
  - Iq, Signal
  - Frequency
  - Continuity
  - Holster

**DM3050**
- Reg. $59.00
  - 3-1/2 Digit
  - 1.5" Big LCD
  - 10A, AC/DC
  - 20A, AC/DC
  - Iq, Signal
  - Frequency
  - Continuity
  - Holster

**DM3500**
- Reg. $59.00
  - 3-1/2 Digit
  - 1.5" Big LCD
  - 10A, AC/DC
  - 20A, AC/DC
  - Iq, Signal
  - Frequency
  - Continuity
  - Holster

Deluxe Oscopes w/Phillips CRT.

- 2 yr. Parts/Labor Warranty

Capacitance Meter
- Reg. $79, $49.00
  - CM210
  - 3 1/2 Digit LCD
  - 0.1pF - 20.0mF
  - 9 Ranges
  - ± 0.5% basic
  - Zero Adjust Knob
  - Over Range
  - Continuity

Digital Clamp-On
- Reg. $89, $40.00
  - DA400
  - 100 Amp AC
  - 3 1/2 Digit
  - 10A
  - Auto
  - Data Hold
  - Continuity
  - Over Range
  - Mark
  - Case Incuded

Multimeter-Extended Range Capacitance
- Reg. $149, $89.00
  - DM5050C
  - 9 Function / 42 Range
  - Basic DCV/ACV: ±0.25%
  - Multimeter
  - Volt: AC/DC
  - Amp: AC/DC: 2A
  - Ohm: Up to 2000Ω
  - Diode: Continuity Beep
  - Capacitance: 1pF - 20.0mF
  - ± 0.5%
  - Zero Adj. Knob
  - Test Leads: 20,000Ω
  - Clip Lamp
  - Double Insulated Jack
  - Alligator Clip Test Leads
  - Deluxe Holster w/Strap

Wide Range Multimeter w/Logic
- Reg. $149, $89.00
  - DM5010
  - 11 Function / 45 Range
  - Basic DCV/ACV: ±0.25%
  - 3 1/2 Digit Manual
  - Auto Power Off
  - Data Hold & Peak Hold
  - Amp: Up to 20A AC/DC
  - Ohm: Up to 2000Ω
  - Freq: Up to 20MHz
  - Capacitance: 1pF - 20.0mF
  - Logic: TTL
  - TR, NFE
  - Diode Continuity Beep
  - Double Insulated Jack
  - Alligator Clip Test Leads
  - Deluxe Holster w/Strap

Your Best Source for High Standard Electronics

BMC

Order & Free Catalog

800-532-3221

(714) 586-2310 Fax (714) 586-3399
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Digital Storage Oscilloscope
For $169.95 ???

And much, much more!
O-Scope I turns PC-ATs into DSO, spectrum analyzer, frequency counter, DVM. DC-50KHz

For Orders and Inquiries Call: 1-800-980-9806
For Technical Assistance: 1-713-777-0401

Allison Technology Corporation
8343 Carvel, Houston, TX 77036
FAX and BBS 1-713-777-4746

NOW! A QUALITY SATELLITE SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

UNIVERSAL SCPC-100 AUDIO RECEIVER

SPECIFICATIONS
STABLE, MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED TUNING. • 50 CHANNEL MEMORY RECALL. • COMPATIBLE WITH 950-1450 BLOCK SYSTEMS. • 3 MINUTE HOOK-UP. • LARGE L.E.D. TUNING SCALE. • RECEIVES CAN & KU BAND SCPC. • DOES NOT DISABLE VIDEO WHEN IN USE.

SERVICES ON SCPC
HUNDREDS OF QUALITY SCPC CHANNELS ON SATELLITES - SPORTS - AP - UPI - RADIO NETS - HOME TOWN SPORTS & RADIO - RACING - TALK SHOWS - CLASSICAL, ROCK & JAZZ - RADIO STATIONS - FINANCIAL NEWS AND MORE.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $439 + S&H
TO ORDER CALL: 1 - 800 - 241-8711

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
4555 GROVES RD., SUITE 13, COLUMBUS, OH 43232
(614) 866-4605 FAX (614) 866-1201
AMPLIFIED SPEAKER PAIR

These units have excellent audio for their small size (approx. 3" x 3" x 5") and are loud enough, too. A 3.5mm stereo plug brings the audio in, and each speaker has its own volume control. They run on 6VDC (four "C" batteries) or an external 6VDC wall transformer. (94V007) $9.95/pair

SOUND CARD

Features include: Adlib™-compatible 11-Voice FM music; digitized voice input and output; DMA and hardware decompression; full duplex MIDI interface; joystick port; stereo audio I/O; microphone and line-in jacks; and power amplifier and volume control. Windows software included. (94C038) $49.95 each

PRINTER STAND


SUPER MOUSE

This mouse comes with its own house - a pocket to hang on the side of your computer for storage. Three buttons with hi-res microswitch type click switches, 400 DPI. Comes with its own mousepad, DB9 to DB25 adapter, DOS and Windows compatible software on both 3.5” and 5.25” disks. (MUSGD) All for $9.95

FAMOUS MAKER EARPHONES

Lightweight foam earpads for comfort. Four foot cable ends in 1/8" stereo plug. (94V006) $4.95 each

BLACK TELEPHONE HANDSET

Electret condenser mike, 600 Ohm impedance earphone, 1” curly cord. (94U022) $3.95 each

HELPING HANDS MAGNIFIER

Ball joints on all angles. Nickel-plated fittings. Heavy cast iron base. 2X 2.2" magnifying glass. Alligator spring clips. Locks at any angle. (93U002) $5.95 each

"THE BOX"

There's not much inside this well-made box except for a 54 VCT transformer fused at 5Amps on the secondary. Plenty of room to add rectifiers and regulators. 5½” x 3” x 8½”. (94U029) $12.95 each

AIRPAX MINI STEPPER MOTOR

15 deg./step/1" diameter. Has mounting ears and small pulley attached. (94M002) $1.50 each - 12 for $9.95

FUSES

10 Amp 250 Volt 3AG fast blow. (94B011) $1.25 Amp 125 Volt 30mm glass. (94B012) Your Choice - 100 for $9.95

VOLTAGE REGULATOR SALE!

7805T - 7812T - 7815T - 7818T 7905T - 7912T - 7915T - 7918T Your Choice - 49¢ each

FUSES

LM309 - $1.15 LM337K - $3.85
LM317T - 59¢ LM338K - $4.25
LM317K - $3.45 LM346K5.2 - $1.89
LM350K - $3.25

STEEL ENCLOSURES

Features include ventilation holes, self-adhesive rubber feet. Front and rear panels are 0.055” aluminum clad aluminum painted white. Top and bottom covers are 0.04” phosphated steel painted black.

CG3119A (2.5” x 6” x 7”) $14.00
CG3119B (2.5” x 12” x 7”) 17.00
CG3119F (2.5” x 17” x 11”) 21.00
CG3119G (3.5” x 8” x 7”) 15.00
CG3119K (3.5” x 17” x 11”) 26.00
CG3114P (5.2” x 17” x 11”) 33.00

24 VOLT SQUIRREL CAGE FAN

Draws 150mA @ 12VDC or 300mA @ 24VDC. Measures 12.5” long by 2.75” tall by 3.125” deep. (94F006) $11.95 each

SATELLITE TV RECEIVER

70MHz IF type with Dolby stereo, lots of goodies including IR remote control transmitter and receiver, IF strip, power supply, coax connectors, power cord and more. Manufactured by Curtis-Mathes. (94G002) All for $9.95

BRAND NEW SOLAR PANELS

4Volt, 0.5 Watt, 3” x 5” (92E003) $7.95
12 Volt, 1 Watt, 4” x 12” (92E005) $14.95
12 Volt, 2 Watts, 6” x 12” (92E006) $124.95
12 Watt, 4 Watt, 12” x 12” (92E007) $93.95
Other sizes and voltages available. Call for tax on stock check.

"KHP" SIZE RELAY

DPDT, 24VDC coil, 10A contacts. (94B013) $2.00 each

COMPUTER POWER CENTER

Individually lighted control switches. Lighted master on/off switch. Five heavy duty grounded power outlets controlled individually by front panel switches (Computer, Monitor, Printer, Aux 1, Aux 2). 15A circuit breaker. (94C006) $14.95 each

RED GLYPTAL INSULATING VARNISH

2-oz. bottle. (942034) $1.99 each

FOLDING LOCK KNIFE

Stainless steel blade, 5” open, 3” closed. Wood and brass handle. (942032) $1.49 each

1N5818 SCHOTTKY DIODE

30 PIV, 1A. (92S027) 69¢ each - 100 for $24.95

NEC NE710 FET

Ku-K Band GaAs. (92S073) $29.95 each

STRAIGHT-TIP HEMOSTAT

Stainless steel, serrated jaws, locking handles. Grip and pull or hold small things together while securing them. These make excellent heat sinks for delicate soldering work. (635FS) $2.99 each

ALLTRONICS

2300 Zanker Road - San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 943-9773 - Fax (408) 943-9776
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April 1996. Popular Electronics
Tap into a World of...

FREE ELECTRICITY

Our 150+ page Self-Reliance Catalog IS JUST LOADED WITH DC to AC ENERGY INDEPENDENCE ...

We offer:

A LOT OF INFORMATION FOR ONLY $5.75 ...

SEND CHECK or MO TO:
Self-Reliance Company Inc.
P.O. Box 306, Florissant, MO 63032

CABLE TV
Converters & Descramblers

Compatible with Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, Pioneer, Oak, & Hamlin Equipment

BRAND NEW!
6-MONTH GUARANTEE
LOWEST PRICES
Volume Control & Parental Lockout Available

Greenleaf Electronics
1-800-742-2567
NO ILLINOIS SALES

It is not the intent of Greenleaf Electronics to defraud any pay television operator and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same.

TENMA™

If you service electronics - TENMA should be on your bench

TENMA, "The Worlds Most Affordable Test Equipment", has emerged as the top choice among service technicians. All products, such as the new TENMA True RMS DMMs, are engineered to meet the exacting standards of todays service professional. Whether your needs are for a DMM, precision power supply, or oscilloscope, let TENMA be your test equipment source.

Look to MCM Electronics for the complete TENMA test equipment picture. MCM is the one stop shop for all of your needs. You'll find over 21,000 items, including test equipment, repair parts, semiconductors, service tools and more, stocked and ready to ship within 24 hours. Call today for your free 324 page MCM catalog and discover the MCM difference.

MCM ELECTRONICS
650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459-4072
A PREMIER Company

FREE Catalog, call toll free:
1-800-543-4330
Product questions: 1-800-824-TECH(8324)

GET FAST DELIVERY FROM OUR DISTRIBUTION CENTERS IN DAYTON, OH AND RENO, NV!
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**The Data Genie P-300** is a portable, stand-alone IC tester and identifier. It can test and identify most TTL 74 and CMOS 40/45 series of IC's as well as being able to test 4146-41100 and 4416-4425 series of DRAM's. Powered from the included AC adapter or optional alkaline batteries (4-"AA").

**RF ENCODER + TRANSMITTER MODULES**

The TX-01 Motherboard can encode a 12-bit address code with 4096 possible code combinations or can be used to encode an 8-bit address code with a 4-bit data code.

- **MI-10-001E** $9.95

**RF RECEIVER + DECODER MODULES**

The RE-99 interfaces with the RE-01 as the RF carrier module. 300 MHz AM with a typical range of 100' line-of-sight. (A key-chain transmitter is also available)

- **MI-10-9903** $5.95

**PC INTERFACE CARD PROTECTOR**

The Data Genie P-300 is a device that allows quick and easy installation of add-on cards or prototype circuits for testing externally on your PC without having to turn off the computer. The P-300 maintains complete protection for your motherboard via the built-in current limit fuses. Adds 3 expansion slots.

- **MI-12-P300** $349.95

**PIR DETECTOR**

The Medusa Passive Infrared Detector has been tested at 20V/m over the frequency range 20 to 1000 MHz, proving that the unit has ultra-high RFI protection and reliability. With N.C contacts including tamper plus a selectable pulse count of 1.3 or 5, the Medusa makes for confident installations.

- **MI-11-3300** $24.95

**IC TESTER/IDENTIFIER**

The Data Genie HT-28 is a portable, stand-alone IC tester and identifier. It can test and identify most TTL 74 and CMOS 40/45 series of IC's as well as being able to test 4146-41100 and 4416-4425 series of DRAM's. Powered from the included AC adapter or optional alkaline batteries (4-"AA").

- **MI-12-2800** $189.95

**ORDER TOLL FREE**

1-800-669-4406

24 hr. Fax: 818-912-9598

**DIGITAL VOICE MODULE**

The DVM-58D has variable length message capabilities and can store up to 16 individual messages for immediate playback. Use it to add real voice prompting or instruction to any project, via the mic. input. Standard 1Mb DRAM (32 sec.) on-board with options to expand up to 16Mb (8 min.)

- **MI-10-5958** $89.95
- **1Mb DRAM** $5.15
- **4Mb DRAM** $21.95

**ORDER BY MAIL:**

ELECTRONICS 123
17921 ROWLAND ST.
INDUSTRY, CA 91748

**S&H Charges Canada, up to 3 lbs. Add:**

- UPS Ground: $6.00
- UPS 3-Day: $8.00
- UPS Blue: $10.00
- UPS Red (Next Day): $20.00
- COD's Add: $4.50
- Calif. Orders Add: 8.25% Sales Tax

**S&H Charges Continental US, up to 3 lbs. Add:**

- UPS Ground: $6.00
- UPS 3-Day: $8.00
- UPS Blue: $10.00
- UPS Red (Next Day): $20.00
- COD's Add: $4.50
- Calif. Orders Add: 8.25% Sales Tax

*Orders Add: $10.00 Prepayment by credit card required. Sorry No COD orders.*

*S&H Charges INTERNATIONAL: Computer Fax your quote. All prices subject to change without notice.*

For Technical Support Call:

(818) 912-9864
New and Pre-Owned Test Equipment

SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE

Substantial Savings on new & pre-owned Fluke, Hewlett Packard, Leader, Tektronix and more...

*Pre-Owned Oscilloscope Specials*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 465</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 465B</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>$599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 475</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>$679.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fully refurbished and calibrated to original specifications

COD  VISA  TOLL FREE 1-800-99-METER

Electronics made Easy with UCANDO

UCANDO's unique computer animation makes learning electronics fast and easy. These videos will...allow you to learn at your own pace...help you remember more of what you learn...give you years of quality use...become a valuable source of reference material...make your understanding of electronics complete...and help you build your future today.

Call today and see how UCANDO is...

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics."

New Release!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VT102</td>
<td>Introduction to VCR Repair</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT103</td>
<td>VCR Maintenance &amp; Repair</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT201</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT202</td>
<td>Alternating Current</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT203</td>
<td>Semiconductors</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT204</td>
<td>Power Supplies</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VT404 Television Part 1 ........... $44.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VT205</td>
<td>Amplifiers</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT206</td>
<td>Oscillators</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT301</td>
<td>Digital 1</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT302</td>
<td>Digital 2</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT303</td>
<td>Digital 3</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT304</td>
<td>Digital 4</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT305</td>
<td>Digital 5</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT306</td>
<td>Digital 6</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT401</td>
<td>AM Radio</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT402</td>
<td>FM Radio Part 1</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT403</td>
<td>FM Radio Part 2</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT404</td>
<td>FM Radio Part 3</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT501</td>
<td>Fiber Optics</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAVE!!! Buy any 6 videos for only $240... SAVE MORE!!! Buy any 12 videos for only $450

Call toll-free 1-800-678-6113

or mail check or money order to:

UCANDO Videos, P.O. Box 928, Greenville, OH 45331

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog
The ISCET VCR Crossing Reference, Fourth Edition, is on 8½ × 11-in., pre-punched pages and sells for $36.00. The 3½ inch diskette sells for $69.95 and you can view listings from a monitor or printed page.

**AMREL Offers Lowest Prices & Best Warranties on DC Power Supplies ANYWHERE!**

AMREL Offers Superior Analog Power Supplies Starting as Low as $149.00

- Low Output noise rating less than 0.3mV.
- Line/load regulation rated at low 0.01% + 1mV.
- Transient response time of 50µ sec.
- Overload protection, and Output enable/disable.
- Coarse and fine voltage/current adjustment.
- Auto series/parallel operations for triple output supplies.

AMREL Offers Features And Prices on Digital Power Supplies That The Competition Can't Beat!

- Microprocessor controlled.
- User friendly keypad data entry.
- Low output noise rating less than 1mV.
- Line/Load regulation rated less than 2mV.
- Output enable/disable and Power off memory.
- Optional RS-232 interface capability.

**Table 1: Power Supplies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LPS-101</th>
<th>LPS-102</th>
<th>LPS-103</th>
<th>LPS-104</th>
<th>LPS-105</th>
<th>LPS-106</th>
<th>LPS-301</th>
<th>LPS-302</th>
<th>LPS-303</th>
<th>LPS-304</th>
<th>LPS-305</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>30V/1A</td>
<td>30V/2A</td>
<td>30V/3A</td>
<td>+30V/1A</td>
<td>+30V/2A</td>
<td>+30V/3A</td>
<td>60V/1A</td>
<td>60V/2A</td>
<td>60V/3A</td>
<td>60V/4A</td>
<td>60V/5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Price</td>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$295</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$359</td>
<td>$379</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale Price</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$359</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOW Find the Right Part for Your VCR!**

The 320-page, Fourth Edition of the VCR Cross Reference contains both model and part number cross references. Over 1300 new parts and 360 new models have been added.

VCR’s are made in a few factories from which hundreds of different brand names and model numbers identify cosmetically-changed identical and near-identical manufactured units. Interchangeable parts are very common. An exact replacement part may be available only a few minutes away from you even though the original brand-name supplier is out of stock. Also, you may be able to cannibalize scrap units at no cost.

**ISCET VCR CROSS REFERENCE**

NEW! The Fourth Edition is contained on a diskette for IBM PC AT/XT compatibles, DOS 2.1 or higher. The disk software allows technicians to search by manufacturer for model numbers and description of part numbers. A parts editing sequence gives an on-screen view of all substitutes for parts entered. With the diskette, the technician can update files by adding model and parts crosses of future models. The Fourth Edition can be printed on pages completely from the diskette.

The ISCET VCR Cross Reference, Fourth Edition, is on 8½ × 11-in., pre-punched pages and sells for $36.00. The 3½ inch diskette sells for $69.95 and you can view listings from a monitor or printed page.

**VCR CROSS REFERENCE OFFER**

P.O. Box 4099
Farmingdale, New York 11735

Name__________________________

Business ______________________

Address _______________________

City____________________________

State ___ Zip __________

Phone _______________________

Enclosed $36.00 for the ISCET VCR Cross Reference, Fourth Edition.

Enclosed $69.95 for the diskette containing the ISCET VCR Cross Reference, Fourth Edition. Please specify:

5½ Diskettes (2) 3½ Diskette (1)

Include $3.00 for shipping each Cross Reference (Pages or Diskette)

The total amount of my order is $________

Check enclosed—do not send cash.

Visa □ MasterCard □ Date __/__/__

Signature _______________________

New York State residents must add applicable local sales tax to total.
STOPPING POWER METERS
As reported on CBS 60 Minutes: How certain devices can draw power from a wall outlet - and what devices can make use of this power.

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES
Using a technique known as "light blood," an attacker can hack a bank machine and steal money from a user's account.

CREDIT CARD SCAMS
A new type of credit card fraud involves hacking into the issuer's computer systems to obtain sensitive information.

CON, SWAPS, & SCANDALS
The standard scam is often used to defraud investors, particularly in the stock market.

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIO
Optimum survival and security radio equipment, methods, and precautions against interference from others.

RADIOJACKS RADIOS
Radiojacks is a company that provides electronic and mechanical countermeasures against radio interference and eavesdropping.

Control System

Motion Control System
$249.95

Includes Stepper Controller Card, 12VCT Transformer, (2) 4 Phase Stepper Motors, Easy to use I.B.M. Software! Connects to any I.B.M. Compatible LPT Port (1,2,3).

Prairie Digital, Inc.

PHONE 608-643-8599 • FAX 608-643-7634

684 SEVENTEENTH STREET • PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN 53574
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Are Cable Companies Sucking You Dry?

Take a Bite out of High Rental Fees with your own

Converters & Descramblers

Everquest • Panasonic • Jerrold • Zenith • Pioneer
Scientific Atlanta • Oak • Eagle • Hamlin • Tocom

Order Toll-Free 1 800 624-1150

Call today for a FREE catalog!

MD Electronics
875 S. 72 Street • Omaha, NE 68114

All Major Brands!
**Cellular Programming Software**

**$ $ B L O W $ O U T $ P R I C E S $ $**

WE’LL BEAT ALL COMPETITORS’ ADVERTISED PRICES

MOTOROLA ............................................. ABOVE 9122 ALL MODELS SOFTWARE OR LOADER FROM $395.00
NOKIA & TECHNOPHONE ......................... 100 - 101 - 121 - 201 - 400 - 405 - 415 - 515 — TANDY MODELS
NEC ...................................................... P100 - P110 - P120 - P180 - P400 - P600 — ATT 3610
PANASONIC ........................................... ALL PORTABLES HP600 - HH700 - HH900 - EBH30 - EBH40 - EBH50 - EBH60
GE & ERICSSON ...................................... HOTLINE - POCKET II - MICROPORTABLE - AH97 - AH98 - CT100 - CT700
MITSUBISHI & DIAMONDTEL ................. 3500 - 4500 - 20X - 22X - SONY ............... CMR - 111 - 333

MOTOROLA SOFTWARE TO REPAIR LOANER AND 000FFFF

---

**CopyCat**

No PC — No Loaner
Only 10 Seconds
Programs & Repairs
Complete with Cables

* * *

All Motorola Including
Digital - Analog - All Versions

* * *

Models Available from $2300.00

* * *

Sony - Ericsson - Panasonic
Audiovox - NEC - Mitsubishi
Dimondtel - GE - Uniden

---

**CELLSOFT**

609-751-2242 Ext 2

FAX 609-751-5549 • FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

---

**INSTEK**

Test & Measuring Instruments

**DC POWER SUPPLIES**

PR-Middle Series (Analog/Digital)

---

**PRINT**

Products International

Test Instruments, Equipment and Tools, Training and Supplies for Electronic Maintenance and Repair

8931 Brookville Road * Silver Spring, Maryland. 20910 * 800-638-2020 * Fax 800-545-0058

---
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Learn MICROCONTROLLERS EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and PROGRAMMING with the New AES-10

The AES-10...a complete learning system, a complete embedded control system. Extensive manuals guide you through your 8051 development project. Assembly, BASIC, and C programmable. All hardware details, complete schematics. Learn to program the LCD, keypad, digital and analog I/Os. The entire board is software reconfigurable for your applications. Everything you need, nothing extra required.

80C32 Computer/Microcontroller board with:

- 32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM • 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display • 4 by 5 Keypad • Two serial ports • 5 interrupt sources • 3 timers • A/D, D/A, PWM and digital I/O • Built in Logic Probe • Power supply (can also be battery operated) • Extended Intel BASIC and AES Monitor in ROM • RS-232 cable to connect to PC for programming • 8051/52 DOS Cross Assembler • Program disks with well documented examples • User's Manual, Language Manual, and Text (over 400 pages).

AES-10 $285 Complete
Money Back Guarantee

Free Info Pack, M/C Visa
714 - 550-8094
714 - 550-9941

CALL 1 - 800 - 730-3232

April 1995 Popular Electronics
MIRACLES NEVER CEASE

MICRO TX2000 KIT
$59.95
-SMALLEST 120 MHZ FM VOICE/FAX TRANSMITTER
-SMALL SIZE 1-7/8" x 2-02".
-ILA 140 beam on ANY BROADCAST RECEIVER.
-20 KHz Solid Tuning, Doesn't drift.
-5 MN. LUIDM, HEAR & WHISPER UP TO 2 MILES.
-SMT PARTS PREASSEMBLED.
-Includes TAPRI, MIC, ANTENNA, BATTERY CLIP,
TUNING TOOL AND INSTRUCTIONS.

VOICE SCRAMBLER/DESCRAMBLER KIT
$69.95 2 FOR $129.95
-WORLD'S SMALLEST AUDIO SCRAM DE-SCRAM.
-TALK IN PRIVACY ON AUDIO, SPKR. OR MIC LINE.
-NEARLY UNDETECTABLE SCRAMMERS V/C.
-SMALL SIZE 1-7/8"x1-1/16".
-CRYSTAL CONTROLLED DIGITAL SPEECH INVERSION
-7-15 Volt DC SUPPLY.
-LOUD HALF WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER.
-EXCELLENT AUDIO QUALITY.
-Includes FULL DOCUMENTATION.
-OPTIONAL SCRAMBLED & DE scrambled AT THE SAME TIME.

MICRO 1.2 VOICE RECORDER
$69.95
-SMALL SIZE 1-7/8"x1-1/16"x1/8".
-HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS.
-EXCELLENT AUDIO QUALITY.
-60 SECONDS RECPLAY.
-4 OHM SPEAKER OUTPUT.
-7-15 Volt DC SUPPLY.
-100 YEAR MEMORY WITHOUT POWER.
-INCLUDES MIC, SWITCHES AND FULL DOCUMENTATION.

MICRO 2B VOICE RECORDER
$109.95
MICRO 2B FEATURES
-SAME AS 1.2 PLUS.
-MULTI MESSAGES (UP TO 64 MEM).
-SMALL SIZE 1-7/8"x1-5/8"x1/8".
-VARIABLE AUTO PLAY TIMER.
-9 KEY OUT DURING PLAYBACK.

ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL
IN U.S.A. ADD $5 FOR S&H
C.O.D. CHARGES APPLY
NYS RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX

VFC400 VHF/UHF FM VOICE TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY $99.95
-SMALLEST 400 MILLIMETER TRANSMITTER ANYWHERE (1-5/16"x1-5/16")
-RECEIVE ON ANY SCANNER OR WOF/QRP SURVEILLANCE RECEIVER.
-RELIABLE CRYSTAL CONTROL OSCILLATOR.
-5-MILE RANGE (OR BETTER).
-SUPER SENSITIVE, AMPLIFIED, IPs PICKS UP SOUNDS AT WHISPER LEVEL.
-LINE LEVEL AUDIO INPUT FOR DATA, STATION ID, OR INTERFACE TO OUR POPULAR VOICE RECORDER.
-SAMPLE 5 MINUTE ASSEMBLY, ALL CHIPPED COMPONENTS ARE PRE-FABRICATED.
-CHARGES AND SD RING-UP FOR ALL ACCESSORIES.
-INCLUDES TRANSMITTER, CRYSTAL, BATTERY HOLDER, MICROPHONE, ANTENNA, AND INSTRUCTIONS.
-CHANNEL A: $14.95; MHz B: $49.95 (SELECT ONE WHEN ORDERING).

MICRO 4-MULTI MESSAGE VOICE RECORDER
COMING SOON
ONLY $89.95
-EXACT SOUND REPRODUCTION.
-SMALL SIZE 1-3/4"x1-1/8".
-NEW EDGE CARD DESIGN IS.
-STANDARD 300 BPS SPEED.
-4 MESSAGE MA'S. UP TO 90 SECONDS.
-LED INDICATES RECODING IN PROGRESS.
-4 VOLT INPUT ONLY OR DRAIN 3.5 UA STANDBY.
-3-15 Volt REGULATED INPUT OR 30ma.
-4-OMM 2 MILLIAMP SPEAKER OUTPUT.
-LINE LEVEL, AUDIO OUTPUT (VARIABLE)
-FULLY ASSEMBLED (NOT A KIT).
-1050S OF APPLICATIONS.
ALARM, PRODUCT DISPLAY.
-RDF MA; HAM, CB, MUSICAL ETC.
-SWITCHES, MICROPHONE, & INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED.

AGRELO ENGINEERING
1145 CATALYN STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12303

TO ORDER: CALL 1-(800)-588-4300
TECH. SUPPORT: 518-381-1057

CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION FROM A COMPUTER SERIAL PORT (RS232 or RS485)

I/O-232 SMART BOARDS DO NOT REQUIRE PROGRAMMING! These boards connect directly to your computer serial port. Commands are very simple e.g. PRA [Enter] reads Port A. Results are sent back to the computer as an ASCII string allowing the use of PROCOMM, MAC240, or your own programs. In addition to interfacing the I/O-232 boards have the following embedded functions:

- Uses ITC232-A IC.
- All standard Baud rates (300-115KBD) supported.
- Bin, Hex or Dec formats.
- 34 I/O lines configurable individually as Inputs or latched Outputs.
- 8, 10 or 12 bit, 10 channel Analog to Digital converter.
- 10-100,000 Hz, 0-100% Pulse Width Modulation output.
- 3 Easy to use stepper motor logic interfaces (Muxable to more).
- Resistance or capacitance measurements using an RC network (ideal to read temperatures using a thermistor).

DESCRIPTION
KIT ASSEMBLED
I/O-232-12 (12 bit ADC) $109 $119
I/O-232-16 (10 bit ADC) $99 $109
I/O-232-8 ( 8 bit ADC) $ 79 $ 89

Enclosure: $14, Serial cable: $9 (specify connector), Power Supply: $11
Add $10 for manuals, diskette containing program examples and Shipping & Handling. Pay by cheque, M. Order, Visa or Master Card.

ITC MICROCOMPONENTS INC.
814 West 15th St. Unit 206, North Vancouver, B.C. Canada.
V7P-1M6. PHONE US TOLL FREE AT: (604) 474-7644
Fax: (604) 985-6417. Explore our BBS: (604) 985-1380

THE I/O-485 BOARDS are multiple addressable units containing 2 ITC232-A chips and a 16 channel, 8,10 or 12 bit Analog/Digital converter each. The ITC232-A chips use great simplicity of commands. 32 of these units can be ganged-up on a single RS485 line attached to a computer. A smaller board which plugs onto the computer serial port allows for RS232/RS485 conversion.

I/O-485 boards block diagram

1) 2 I/O lines configurable individually as Inputs or latched Outputs. Each organized in 4 x 8 bit ports.
2) 10 analog inputs, 8, 10 or 12 bit resolution.
3) 32 different addresses plus broadcasting which allows commanding all the boards at once.
4) Individual stations or the entire network is software selectable.
5) Direct or optoisolated link.
6) Speeds of up to 115200 Bauds.
7) All the stations can be hooked onto a single 4 wire cable up to 1 mile long using standard phone jacks.

All of the following boards are pre-assembled and tested.

I/O-485-8 (8 Bit ADC) $139
I/O-485-10 (10 Bit ADC) $159
I/O-485-12 (12 Bit ADC) $179
432/485 Converter $49

For optoisolated option: Add $19 to each item.
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
Best Prices in the U.S.A. Guaranteed to Work!

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE!

JERROLD, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, PIONEER, FTB-3, SA3
THE NEWEST & THE LATEST

Stealth - Jerrold Impulse & Starcom Series (advanced version of TNT & TVT)

M80 - Scientific Atlantas incl. 8536/+, 8580, Drop-Field

Super-Pio - Pioneer Systems (advanced version of Pioneer "Green")

PANASONIC TZPC145G 99 Channel Wireless Cable Converters
ZENTEK XL2100 99 Channel Wireless Cable Converters

1-800-818-9688 M-F: 9-6 EST
U.S. Cable TV, Inc. Dept.: KPE025
4100 N. Powerline Rd, Bldg. F-4 Pompano Beach FL 33073
NO FLORIDA SALES!

Technicians Professional Tool Case

$39.95 $29.95 (Limited Offer)

This hi-tech, case is designed for versatility, to protect and transport costly tools, electronic devices and instruments. Case is available with aluminum finish (281 TC) or black finish (282 TC).

Thousands of cases already sold to satisfied technicians.

- Other cases also available.
- Dealer inquiries welcome.

To order call:
(713) 395-8370 Fax (713) 395-8372
Terms: Visa M/C O.D.'s or send check or money order to: RATTNER NORTH AMERICA, Tool Utility Cases, 5090 Richmond, Ste. 334, Houston, Texas 77056

- Commercial quality
- Removable, reversible tool pallet
- Case bottom consists of six adjustable compartments
- Foam lined interior
- 2 keyed locking latches
- Adjustable shoulder strap
- Reinforced steel corner braces
- Size 18" x 6 1/4" x 13" (Tools Not Included)

PE MARKET CENTER CLASSIFIEDS

Quality Microwave TV Antennas

Wireless Cable - IFTS - MMDS - Amateur TV (Ultra high Gain SBDs) + Toneable 1.5 to 2.7 GHz
32-Channel Dish System $199.95
36-Channel Dish System $149.95
20-Channel Dish System $124.95
Optical Commercial Grid Antenna (not shown) Act $50.00
Xylo Antennas, Components, Catalog Testing Available
Call or write (S & H) for "FREE" Catalog

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONICS FOR SALE

The Case Against Patents. Thoroughly tested and proven alternatives that work in the real world.

$26.50 SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809-C, Thatcher, AZ 85552. (602) 428-4073. Visa/MC.

TURBO CHARGE your amplifier. Guide to increase wattage of existing power amplifiers. Send $7.50 for complete book. JAM Electronics, 7391 St. Hwy 78, Gratiot, WI 53541.

VOICE CHANGER board! All kinds of applications. This is not a kit, but a complete circuit board, new and tested $39.95 + $4.00 for (S & H). Parsel Electronics, PO Box 34954, Phoenix, AZ 85067-4594.

DATA BOOKS: 2.3 lbs each, updated. Small signal transistors, power MOSFET transistors, fast TTL, fast CMOS, microcontrollers applications. $11.95 US each + $3.50 shipping. Minimum $20.00 orders with Visa/MC. FGM Sales, 322 Stuart, Sarnia, Ontario N7T3R8.


AUDIO-VIDEO-LASERS

Lasers, Lightshows, holography. Lowest prices. For free catalog write: Midwest Laser Products, PO Box 2187, Bridgeview, IL 60455. Or call: (708) 460-9595.

Video enhancer - adds 35'-45' inches to your existing television monitor. Works with 9', 12" and 13" inch sets. $7.95 The Turner Co., PO Box 162194, Atlanta, GA 30321.

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONICS WANTED

HEATH HERO1 robot CPU I/O boards wanted.
John Hinkleman, 3035 Albacore Circle E6, Silverdale, WA 98315.

TERMS: Visa M/C O.D.'s or send check or money order to: RATTNER NORTH AMERICA, Tool Utility Cases, 5090 Richmond, Ste. 334, Houston, Texas 77056

- Commercial quality
- Removable, reversible tool pallet
- Case bottom consists of six adjustable compartments
- Foam lined interior
- 2 keyed locking latches
- Adjustable shoulder strap
- Reinforced steel corner braces
- Size 18" x 6 1/4" x 13" (Tools Not Included)
EARN MORE MONEY!

Be an FCC LICENSED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!

Learn at home in spare time. No previous experience needed!

No costly school. No commuting to class. The Original Home-Study course prepares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio-telephone License." This valuable license is your professional "ticket" to thousands of exciting jobs in Communications, Radio-TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics and more...even start your own business! You don't need a college degree to qualify, but you do need an FCC License.

No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School
This proven course is easy, fast and low cost! GUARANTEED PASS—You get your FCC License or money refunded. Send for FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Or, Call 1-800-932-4268 Ext. 240

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126
Please rush FREE details immediately!

NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY __________________ STATE _______ ZIP ________

FREE!

DC/CAD...

THE TERMINATOR
Super High Density Router
(Complete with Schematic & PCB EDITOR)

Features the following powerful algorithm & capability:
• Rip - up and Retry
• Pre-routing of SMT components
• Real-Time via minimization
• Real-Time clean up passes
• User defined strategies
• Window 3.0 capability as DOS Task
• 1-mil Autoplacer and Autopanning
• Two-way Gerber and DXF
• Automatic Ground Plane w/ Cross-Hatching
• Complete w/ Schematic & Dolly Libraries
• Optional simulation capability & protected mode for 386 users
• PCB LAYOUT SERVICE AT LOW COST *

* Lease program & site license available

Design Computation
1771 State Highway 34
Farmington, NJ 07784
(908) 681 - 7700* (908) 681 - 8773 (FAX)

"DC/CAD... The focal point of future CAD market"
Motorless Motion!

Create direct linear motion with Muscle Wires — they actually contract up to 5% when powered! Use them in robots, planes, railroads — anywhere you need small, strong, all-electric motion.

Q&A

What are Muscle Wires?
Muscle Wires are highly processed strands of a nickel-titanium alloy called nitinol. At room temperature they are easily stretched by up to 9% of their length. When conducting an electric current, they return to their original "unstretched" shape with a force thousands of times their weight.

How strong are Muscle Wires?
This varies with the wire's size. A single wire can lift from 35 to 930 grams (2 lbs). For more strength, use several wires in parallel.

How fast can Muscle Wires activate?
They contract as fast as they are heated — as quickly as 1/1000 of a second. To relax, the wire must cool again. Rates of many cycles per second are possible with active cooling.

Flexor Muscle Wire Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wire Diameter (mil)</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Ω/ft)</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Force (g)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Current (mA)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How much power do Muscle Wires need?
Power varies with wire diameter, length, and surrounding conditions. Once the wire has fully shortened, power should be reduced to prevent overheating.

What are the advantages of Muscle Wires?
Small size, light weight, low power, very high strength-to-weight ratio, precise control, AC or DC activation, long life and direct linear action and much more!

Get our new 128 page Muscle Wires Project Book with full plans for Boris and 14 other motorless motion projects, and our Deluxe Sample Kit with one meter each of 50, 100 and 150 mil dia. Muscle Wires — everything you need to get moving today!

Order Toll Free 800-374-5764

Motorless Motion

If you are not getting this catalog you are missing out on some of the best deals in electronics today! We have thousands of items ranging from unique, hard-to-find parts to standard production components. Call, write, or fax today to start your free subscription to the most unique catalog in the industry, filled with super values on surplus electronic and hobbyist type items. If you have a friend who would like to receive our catalog, send us their name and address and we will gladly forward them a complementary 56 page catalog.

Why pay more? Call today.

MECI

340 East First Street Fax Order Line
Dayton, Ohio 45404 1-800-344-4624

Order Toll-Free 1-800-344-4465
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If I don't get a good education, I could end up an alcoholic or lose my family because I'd be worthless.

Katrina Davies 5th grade

America needs more schools that encourage our children to fulfill their promise.

KEEP THE PROMISE.

For information or how you can help change the schools in your community, call 1 800-96-PROMISE.
ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS

CABLE VIEWERS...get back to your BASIC Cable Needs

Call 800-577-8775
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs.

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT

❖ PRICE
❖ EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE
❖ WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING
❖ ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS)
❖ ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last years OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock!

COMPETITIVE PRICING—DEALERS WELCOME

HOURS: Monday-Saturday 9-5 C.S.T.

It is not the intent of B.E.I. to defraud any television operator or any company or individual in storing the same.

*Refers to sales personnel for specifications.

P.O. Box 8180 • Bartlett, IL 60103 • 800-577-8775

---

SHOW TIME CABLE

Your Cable Connection To The Stars!

Order your FREE catalog today!
1-800-643-4258

STARGATE SST

❖ Converters & Descramblers
❖ All Makes & Models
❖ Quantity Discounts
❖ 30-day Money Back Guarantee
❖ Best Warranties

Show Time Cable
643 N 98th St STE 260
Omaha, NE 68114

COD • MasterCard • Visa • Amex • Discover

---

DIGITAL VOICE RECORDERS

❖ Record up to 218 seconds
❖ 1 to 8 messages
❖ High quality speech 12 bit
❖ Switch-closure actuation
❖ Sample rates up to 20Khz
❖ On-board backup
❖ Direct speaker output
❖ Wide operating range
❖ Small size 2.6" X 2.6"
❖ Made in U.S.A.

Call or write for more information
OEM price and delivery available
Custom designs and enclosures
Single unit price $149.00 plus s+h
Quantity pricing as low as $99.00

G E T T E C H inc.
402 Riley Road, New Windsor, NY 12553
(914) 564-5347

Specifications and price subject to change.

---

Make your projects speak for themselves...
Ours do!

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
CELLULAR SOFTWARE AND MODIFICATION GUIDES

Call Spy Supply for all of your Cellular needs!

We Carry:

CELLULAR SOFTWARE
(We have the software to do New Motorola Phones)

CELLULAR CABLES
(For the Motorola, Panasonic, and Nokia Phones)

CELLULAR MODIFICATION GUIDES
(Covers all cellular manufacturers)

CELLULAR PHONES
(We carry a complete line of cellular phones)

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT!

We now offer Cellular Phones cloned with your existing number! Buy a handheld, transportable or car mounted phone ready to go and have only one monthly bill!

Don’t Get Ripped Off!
Before you buy our competitor’s manual, call and ask if they offer FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

SPY SUPPLY
Find out why the CIA – FBI – DEA – SECRET SERVICE
Have ordered from our catalog
To receive yours, send $5.00 to:

SPY SUPPLY
1212 Boylston St. #120
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617) 327-7272

Sold for educational purposes only
You are reading this document naturally.
Radiotelephone - Radiotelegraph

FCC Commercial License

Why Take Chances?
Discover how easy it is to pass the exams. Study with the most current materials available. Our Homestudy Guides, Audio, Video or PC "Q&A" pools make it so fast, easy and inexpensive. No college or experience needed. The new commercial FCC exams have been revised, covering updated Aviation, Marine, Radar, Microwave, New Rules & Regs, Digital Circuitry & more. We feature the Popular "Complete Electronic Career Guide" 1000's of satisfied customers Guarantee to pass or money back. Send for FREE DETAILS or call 1-800-800-7588

WPT Publications
4701 N.E. 47th Street
Vancouver, WA 98661

Name:

Address:

City  St. Zip  1-800-800-7588

PE MARKET CENTER CLASSIFIEDS

CABLE TV
"BULLET" BUSTER. Protect your cable box against the infamous cable "bullet." The "Bullet" Buster acts as an electronic shield. Installs in line in seconds. Don't wait until it's too late! $19.95 + $3.00 S&H Visa/MC ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70114, (504) 482-3017.

CABLE SAFE. Guarantee cable privacy. The one way valve for your cable TV signal. Cable signals come in, but they don't go out! $29.95 + $3.00 S&H Visa/MC ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70114, (504) 482-3017.

SCHEMATICS REVEALED. A powerful guide to descrambling schemes. $10.00. Visa/MC ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70114, (504) 482-3017.

DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER. Eliminates all video copyguards during playback of pre-recorded tapes. $23.95. For information send a SASE to: Marketing by Design, PO Box 84, Port Murray, NJ 07865.

CABLE DESCRAMBLES bargain headquar ters, wholesale prices. Absolutely the lowest prices! Money back guarantee. Nobody beats us! RP Electronics 1 (800) 304-3604.

ALL TEST ads $17.00 each. R-2 VS 500 @ $12.00, Zenith P21 PM test into $25.00, raw units $2100.00, Tocom 5508 microwave $100.00, no Emprom $507 $100.00. Parts, Tocom, VIP, front rear micros, $25.00 ea., BB units $50.00. 1 (800) 219-8618.

OWN your cable box or ZAP IT! We have quality cable products for you. Money back guarantee and 1-year warranty. Toll free: 1 (800) 899-9707.

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
SATELLITE RADIO BOOK AND GUIDE. New book covers all audio services, SPCD, subcarriers, FM squaring, squelch, private weather services. Simple how-to-receive instructions. $16.95 plus $3.00 Priority Mail. UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, 4555 Groves Road, #12, Columbus, OH 43232. (614) 866-4605.

TEST EQUIPMENT
CATV TEST CHIPS allow as$8.95 for testing converter boxes infull service modes. Jerrold, Tocom, Scientific Atlanta. Pioneer BASXX - 867XX cubes clears any system, this is the only one you need. Declare cable box independence! $129.95 + $5.00 S&H Visa/MC ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70114, (504) 482-3017.

TEST EQUIPMENT
CATV TEST CHIPS allow as$8.95 for testing converter boxes infull service modes. Jerrold, Tocom, Scientific Atlanta. Pioneer BASXX - 867XX cubes clears any system, this is the only one you need. Declare cable box independence! $129.95 + $5.00 S&H Visa/MC ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70114, (504) 482-3017.

EDUCATION
LEARN IBM PC ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. Disk $5.00, Book $16.00. ZIPFAX, Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40501-2238.

COMPONENTS
FINDER Modular Data System - The Electronic Data Book -

FINDER MDS Version 5.0 is a program specially designed to search for Electronic components characteristics. It's the perfect tool for Students, Hobbyists, Engineers and repair companies.

MAIN FEATURES
- Searching for components by Name, Function or Technical characteristics.
- Equivalences for Diodes, Transistors and MosFet (including package compatibility)
- Integrated Circuits cross reference table which gives more than 283,000 ICs substitutions.
- Technical forms up to 900 lines of information for a component, customizable forms for Discrete semiconductors search.
- More than 260 layout files with include package drawings and dimensions.
- Printer facilities for technical forms and drawings, Graphic and text editors included with the program.

The 32,000 component references Data Base covers the following families

DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTORS
- 15,000 Bipolar Transistors (up to 2,200 V, 200 A) including references for 2SA, 2SB, 2SC, 2SD.
- 2,400 MOSFET, V-MOSFET including references for 2SK, 3SK, 2SJ, 3SJ.
- 4,700 Diodes including Regulation, Varicap, Zener, Signal, Rectifiers...

MEMORIES
2,000 memories including RAM, PROM, EPROM.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
More than 7,800 circuits including TTL-LS, CD4000, HC-MOS, Op Amps, Audio Amps, Voltage Regulators / Supervisors / Comparators, PALs, Display Drivers, Data Transmission, TV-Video, Micro Processors 68000 MOTOROLA.

FINDER MDS Version 5.0 - Now Only $149.95 (S & H charges not included)
To order call : 1-800 (305) 561 3237
Visa & Mastercard accepted - Florida residents must add local sales tax.
FINDER MDS runs on IBM PC AT or true compatibles with 1 Mo RAM, HD, EGA/VGA display, DOS 3.1 min.

Electronics Software Solutions
3025 N. Ocean Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308 - Phone : (305) 561 4340 - Fax : (305) 561 4418

* THE BEST *
8085 MICROPROCESSOR TRAINING SYSTEM JUST GOT BETTER
Are you interested in Single Board Computers and Microprocessor-based systems? If the answer is yes and you want to know more about these fascinating subjects the PRIMER Trainer is the place to start. The PRIMER teaches more and is easier to use than other comparably priced trainers. The over 100 page Self Instruction manual takes you from binary number systems to processing interrupts. At the end of the manual are working examples of using a photocell, a temperature sensor, making a waveform generator, a programmable timer with alarm, and a new motor speed control lab using back EMF. The PRIMER comes with everything you need to start programming in machine language. Continue on to program in Assembler, Forth or BASIC with optional upgrade and software. Upgrade includes: RS232 serial port, a serial cable and, 32K of battery backed RAM. Picture shown with upgrade option and optional heavy-duty keypad installed.

THE PRIMER IS ONLY $119.95 QUANTITY 1 IN KIT FORM. THE PRIMER ASSEMBLED & TESTED BY EMAC IS $169.95. ORDER NOW AND RECEIVE ONE FREE POWER SUPPLY WHEN YOU MENTION THIS AD. PLEASE ADD $5.00 FOR SHIPPING WITHIN THE U.S.

EMAC, Inc.
618-529-4525 FAX: 457-0110 BBS: 529-5708
P.O. BOX 2042 CARBONDALE, IL 62902
### Cable Direct

**Converters, Descramblers, Video Stabilizers, Filters**

**FREE Cable TV Catalog.**

Now you can tune-in your favorite cable TV programming and **SAVE $100'S - EVEN $1000'S** on premium cable TV equipment.

---

**PROFESSIONAL SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT Used by Law Enforcement Agencies**

**VHF-FM CRYSTAL CONTROLLED TRANSMITTERS**

- **A - 139.5 MHz, B - 139.9 MHz, C - 149 MHz, D - 149.5 MHz**
- All kits assembled in less than 5 mins.
- **AD-930:** Gorge in brass plant with & mirrors and concave B&W video camera and video transmitter. Great for monitoring in living room, conf. room, office, or anywhere. Range 150 ft, $880 ($910 w/kit)

If you need our technology in a different configuration for your needs, call. We can probably build it for you. We have other state-of-the-art surveillance equipment.

**A&D ELECTRONICS**

**FREE** cable catalog.

Call 1-800-906-6664 or mail SASE to:

RJJ, Box 601, Monsey, N.Y. 10952

914-352-8741 Fax 352-7605

Request our full catalog for $6. Get $10 off your first order. Credit cards accepted.

---

**PE Market Center Classifieds**

---

**Plans-Kits-Schematics**

**BUILD — FIVE-digit, ohms, capacitance, frequency, pulse, multimeter. Board and instructions $9.95. Bagnall Electronics, 179 May, Fairfield, CT 06430.**

**ALL-IN-ONE catalog, AM/FM/ham/spy, transmitters, amplifiers, receivers, video, scramblers and disguisers, audio, TV, Tesla coils, plans, "secret" books, kits, imports, exports and more. Start your own licensed or unlicensed radio station, 60 full pages for $1.00. PAN-COM INTERNATIONAL, PO Box 130-H4, Paradise, Calif. 90257.**

**FM Stereo Transmitter**

- KIT broadcasts any audio signal to FM stereo throughout or outdoors of home. Uses unique BA140U IC. Complete kit: PC board components — $24.00. Visa/MC.

**TENTRONIX, 3605 Wisteria Ave., Suite 2A, Beverly Hills, CA 90210**

**Hobbyist Circuits**

- Remote room monitor, tone decoder, long distance circuit control and more. Simple experiments for the beginner. **CATALOG $5.00** — Garrett Plans, Box 152, Jamesburg, N.J. 08831.

**Surveillance Transmitter kits.**

- 65 to 305 MHz. Quick & Easy. Partially assembled units. Five minutes completion. 110-volt duplexer receptacle, room battery types, and telephone. Counter-surveillance. **Catalog $2.00** — SHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS, PO Box 377940-B, Chicago, IL 60637-7940.

**This AD Could Save Your Life, Com-...**

---

**Waveform Viewer**

- Simplify RF construction filters sweep oscillators detectors. View results on TV screen. Book $24.50, computer program $20.00 each. Phone (818) 441-9116 Fax 441-6375

**Miniature Transmitters!**

For all kinds of applications. Send $2.00 for information, refundable on first order. *Parsec Electronics, PO Box 34594, Phoenix, AZ 85067-4594.**

**Publications**

**Historic and Classic hardware support magazine. The Computer Journal provides how-to information on keeping your machine up-to-date.**

---

**Device Programmers**

**WE BUY AND SELL NEW & USED DATA I/O PROGRAMMERS**

- **$579 EETOOLS ALLMAX**
- **$479 EETOOLS PROMAX**
- **$350 XELTEK SUPERPRO (R)**
- **$599 LOGICAL DEVICES 3000**
- **$599 ADVANTECH PC-UPROG**
- **$289 SUNSHINE UNIVERSAL**
- **$129 PAL PROGRAMMER**
- **$449 JDR EMUP UNIVERSAL**
- **$429 NEEDHAM EM-P-20**
- **$679 NEEDHAM SA-20 8/ALONE**
- **$139 EETOOLS 1 GANG**
- **$199 EETOOLS 2 GANG**
- **$49 SUNSHINE 1 GANG**
- **$49 SUNSHINE 2 GANG**
- **$983-1234**

**General Device Instruments**

(408) 241-7376 Fax 241-6375

---

**Free CBS 486 Computer**

- Begin part-time and still retain the security of your present position. This is a proven turnover business. An individual or couple can run.

If you purchase our software and business program, we will give you the computer and printer. If you already own a computer, you may receive a discount. You do not need to own, or know how to run, a computer—we will provide free, home office training. Financing available. We accept AMEX, MC, Visa and Discover.

- To receive free catalog and literature, call.

**1-800-343-8014, ext. 1681**

Or Write:

Computer Business Services, Inc.
CBS Plaza, Ste. 1681, Sheridan, IN 46069
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR NEW, AND MOST INNOVATIVE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS?

If so, we have just the right products for you! Products for all ages can be found in our 3 catalogs. The best known name brands such as: Bell Atlantic, Fuji, Panasonic, Sony, Sharp, Franklin, Casio, Quartum, MCI, Uniden and so much more can be at your fingertips! All you have to do is send $15.00 to become a member of the great selection of products that Mana Electronics has to offer! After becoming a member and purchasing from our catalog, you are currently updated with catalog's newest and most innovative electronic products available today!

ORDER NOW!

To order send cheque or money order to:

P.O. Box 67002 R.P.M. Holdings
Winnipeg MB R2P 2T3

Do not send cash

$139 Laser LightShow

Draw with a laser beam: Animation, text, music & more! Includes galvos, serve amp, oscillators, software listing, analog & digital computer interfaces. Call for details

Computerized Motors $39

Includes: 2 Stepper motors, computer interface, 32 page training manual, & software listing. Expandable system! Up to 12 motors, up to 3 amps per phase. Call for details

Silicon Valley Systems

2173 Industrial Pky. West Bldg. 460
PO Box 53923
Hayward CA 94545-0125

Voice 510-582-6602
Fax 510-582-6603
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Another bright idea from OPTOELECTRONICS

But don't just take our word for it...

I purchased the Scout... WHAT A UNIT! VERY IMPRESSED!!"

Allen Wilde - Littleton, MA

I take my Scout with me everywhere - it's very effective in mobile use, either in the car or on foot. I recommend a Scout over another scanner when adding to your collection... the most effective device so far from Opto for the Scannist."

Steve Dawkins - Pensacola, FL

"This is a breakthrough product in everyday... KUDOS!"

Robert Caron - Des Moines, IA

"The Scout is AWESOME-the folks at OPTO keep coming up with winners, and this is their best yet!"

Gordon West
Gordon West Radio School

"Scantastic"

Brad Schroeder - Omaha, NE

The SCOUT

OPTIONS: Option 1: Mini DB32 Ant...$29.00 Option 2: AC100 Rapid Charger...$39.00 Option 3: Spectrum-CD ROM...$39.00

Scout SPECTRUM-CD ROM

ORDER LINE: 800-327-5912

TEL: (305) 771-2050 FAX: (305) 771-2052

5821 NE 14TH AVE, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33334

VISA, MC, C.O.D., CASH OR MONEY ORDER-SHIPPING ADD'L ALL SPECIFICATIONS & PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE OR OBLIGATION.

CIRCLE 43 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
THE MOST POWERFUL COMPACT RADIO IN THE WORLD!

THE GRUNDIG YB-500 FM/AM Shortwave Receiver

Listen! Here is the BIG BREAKTHROUGH in powerful performance and design. Not in stores. Now available to you in the U.S.A. from Willabee & Ward. No other compact radio packs all these powerful features.

▲ POWERFUL RECEPTION. The Grundig YB-500 does it all: pulls in AM, FM, FM stereo, every SHORTWAVE band, even aviation, military and ship-to-shore. All with lock-on digital precision.

▲ POWERFUL SOUND. Exclusive Audio Power Boost — found on no other world band radio — gives the YB-500 big, rich, room-filling legendary Grundig sound.

Powerful Features.

Power scan! The YB-500 has continuous power scan on shortwave — stops at every signal and lets you listen. When you hear a broadcast you want, you tell the radio to stop. Only Grundig has this feature.

Power timing features! The YB-500 can send you to sleep on FM, wake you with weather on AM, then switch you to BBC shortwave. Even shuts itself off. Elsewhere, you'd pay $500 for these features.

Powerful Memory.
The BBC and all major world broadcasters are pre-set for instant retrieval. You can add 40 more stations on any band and display call letters for reference. No other radio at this price offers such powerful memory. Also has instant keypad access to all frequencies. Illuminated, adjustable LCD display for bedside use. Advanced RDS FM station information display. It will be years before other makers catch up with the YB-500. But it is available today from Willabee & Ward.

Powerful Value.
The Grundig YB-500 is only $299 (plus $9.50 shipping and handling), payable in eight monthly credit card installments of $38.56. Includes 4 AA batteries, deluxe travel pouch, stereo headphones, owner's manual, and Grundig's shortwave listening guide. INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ORDER NOW AND GET A FREE DUAL-VOLTAGE INTERNATIONAL ADAPTER!

Grundig 1-year warranty on parts and labor. 30-day money back guarantee. Grundig is to radios what BMW and Mercedes are to cars. European look! European sound! European quality! Order now!

Phone orders normally shipped next business day.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-367-4534 Extension 697-517